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MISCELLANEOUS.
Gleatiings from the Field of Conflict*
The army correspondent of the New York
Time* says Gen. McClellan’s army, when lie
retreated from before Richmond, consisted of
sixty thousand men. At six o'clock, on Tuesday morning, they arrived at Haxall’s Landing, weary with the exhaustion of five battles
and continuous night marches, with little food
and scarcely any sleep, unable to understand,
and therefore bewildered and partially discouraged by the constant falling back, but not prepared to be beaten, nor exhausted of courage.
At eight o’clock, Tuesday morning, our
forces having been concentrated at Malvern
Hills, the line of battle was formed. At nine
o’clock the reliels opened the battle with a
heavy lire of artillery, to which we responded
from numerous batteries which had been placed
along the hill-sides in commanding positions.
Tin- day was a Is-autiful one, clear and cloudless. unless from the smoke of the incessant artillery tire: the position a line one, an open
country, with rolling ground fringed by thick
woods: the James river in sight, and on its
waters, clean'd for action, two gunlMiats. the
Jacob Bell and Galena, whose llJO-pounders
jKiured awful missiles of death into the woods
above the river, by whose sides ndiel reinforcements were coming in heavy ntimhers.
The
tire of the artillery on the hills was kept up
the
the
rebels
during
day,
getting decidedly
the worst of it.
Facing this as long as they could, they would
at length wheel around and march hack again
in good order, leaving the ground coven'd w ith
their fallen. Again and again, w ith new regiments, this was repeated, and again and again
shot aud shell, grape and canister, gave them
awful punishment. It was too much to be
borne, and at last they no longer marched back
in columns, but ran hurrying for life from the
terrible ministers of death.
lip to six o’clock it w as an equal game—if
anything, we were getting the worst of it. At
six o'clock in the evening, Gen. I’orter sent
word by an aid, who drove hastily up, dustcovered aud well nigh exhausted, to Gen. Sumner. who, as senior general, was in command,
saying that he must have reinforcements or
lose the day. Gen. Sumner immediately directed that two of Richardson's brigades—
Gen. Caldwell'* aud Gen. Meagher's—lie sent
to his assistance.
Gen. Heintzelman at the
same time sent two of Hooker's—Gen. Sickles’
Excelsior brigade aud Gen. Patterson's New

Jersey brigade.
These

new

men,

lighting with

a

courage and

determination of which the annals of

w ar can-

furnish a superior, drove the enemy until
(lark, and decided the fate of the battle of Malvern Hills aud the army of the Potomac.
The change of base was necessitated by the
impossibility of holding our extended lines
with the army which Mr. Stanton would grant
to Gen. McClellan. Our front extended from
Mechanicsville on the right to White Oak
Swamp on the left, a distance of fifteen miles.
Besides defending this against a greatly superior force of the reliels, to say nothing of
satisfying the ambition of the Secretary of
War and Congress for an immediate advance,
we were obliged to- guard some twenty miles
of railway, from White House to Fair Oaks.
Gen. ilrCteUan had not men enuut/h to hohl
this position after the reinforcement of the
rebels by Stonewall Jarksou and others, and
he Ix'came convinced of this after the dash of
Gen. Stuart's Cavalry. Our right was constantly subject to the danger of being turned,
and our army being surrounded. The rels-ls
knew that this was our weak position, and
when they could bring an overwhelming force
to bear against it and were sun- of
success,
they made the attempt.
not

_:..

....

..

defeat of the relx-ls, and the order with which
soldiers have gone through it. proves them
to be of the very best kind, reliable and worof
the world's applause. Gen. McClellan
thy
owes everything to his soldiers and to some of
his leading Generals, for the success w hich
has attended a movement upon which he hazarded the safety of Ids whole army.
The position which we now occupy is one
which our enemies say we can defend against
anything Jeff. Davis or any other monarch can
bring to bear upon as. Our line, instead of
being fifteen miles front with twenty miles of
railway to defend, is scarcely five miles long.
One of our flanks is the James ltiver, not a
railroad to lx- torn up, nor a high w ay t hat
may
be olistructed, but a sure means of
conveying
supplies, and easily defended by gunixiais.—
Our other line is readily held§ty the force we

our
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Ian's plans, and are anxious to lie led whenever
he gives the word to do their part toward that
result; so the troops, of course, cheered their
young commander as he rode along the lines.
As he passed along, he made a few remarks to
them, thanking them for their gallant conduct,
encouraging them for the future, and telling
them them that their labors were not
yet
over.”
The New York Ilrralil correspondent, writing duly 4th. says:
During the whole of the seven day's contest
our troops fought
bravely, and drove back the
enemy at many points. Gen. Woodbury’s Engineer Brigade remained behind till the last
moment, destroying and blowing up the bridges.
But the rebels have Engineers as well as
we.
They have besides, what we have not. an
intimate knowledge of the tophography of the
country, and they know of many fords and
passes across the stream which arc unknown
to us.
The consequence has lieen that their
engineers very quickly rebuilt the bridges,and
while part of their army crossed on these, other parts crossed
by the fords. Thus they kept
close on our rear.
The Union Engineer Brigade obstructed all
the roads through the great White Oak Swamp,
and so effectual were their labors in doing so
tluit Gen. Hciutzehnan publicly declared that
they had saved the army. What he meant was
that the obstructions which our brave engineers placed in the roads through that
swamp,
so delayed the pursuit of the
enemy that our
army effected its movement In safety. But the
hordes of the rebels toiled day and night at the
removal of some of the obstructions, and
sought out new paths by which others might
la- avoided, so that by Tuesday night they were
ready to cross the swamp with whatever force
they pleased. Before that time, however, our
army had reached the James river, anil were
comparatively safe.
Our position lien- is strong, our artillery admirably posted, our men somewhat recovered
from their fatigues, and there is not a man here
who is not willing to die for his country, sooner than yield or fly.
We may is1 overpowered
by the loree of numbers; but you may depend
it
McClellan's
iilHin
army will never surrender.
In the meantime why are we not further reinforced ?
The Washington correspondent of the TrarW/rr writes July 7th. as follows:
The Western Generals are congregating
here in nutnliers. Pope, Mitchell. Sherman.
Wallace—four of the liest Generals in Halleck's army—an- here. What does it mean ?
Wallace, it is said, declares that the Government should
instantly concentrate troops
around Kiehmond, bringing large numbers
from the West for that purpose. He says if
the rebels are permitted to beat us in rapid
concentration of troops, they will surely tri-
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General Orders will be issm-d immediately, giving
for raising new Regiments of Infantry,
for calling into actual service a portion of the linuniformed Militia of the State.
ISRAEL WASHBURN, Jr.
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GENERAL ORDERS. No. 16.
In pursuance of requisition and
authority from the
President of the United States, the Governor and
Cntnmat.der-iii-Chief orders and directs.
1st—I hat two
additional Volunteer Regiment* of
Inlautry, for the service of the Government, be raised
ai d
orgs.iized forthwith The Seventeenth will ren-

dezvous at Port la ud and the Eighteenth at Bangor
The exigency of the occasion i* such that the utmost
expedition and vigilance is required.
2d—Whereas the ununiformed Militia of this State,
constituted a* provided l»y chapter ten of the Revised
Statutes, and subsequent acts, is subject to activ e duty
‘•in ease of insurrection, war. invasion, or to
prevent
Invasion, or to be mustered into the Hervice of the
l nitod State*, Upon * requisition made
upon the Governor and < ommandrr-iiM biefbv the President of
the Ulifted States by virtue of the Constitution and
Acts of Congress." and tin* exigency having arisen,
when the Governor and f onmiandcr-iu-rhicf is authorized and
to call the said ununiformed
Militia, or a portion thereof, into actual service; it is
ordered that the Major General of each Division in
this State take measures forthwith for the
organization of all the Companies of Infantry from the enrol led, uii uni formed Militia of hi* command, bv the
issue of orders forthwith to the Orderly Sergeants of
such enmpanit** to call out their companies without
delay, for the elections of officers, returns whereof are
to be made to the Adjuf»nt General forthwith. After
the receipt of such return*, orders will Ik- promulgat'd for the organization of two regiments of Militia
in each division, to In* formed and constituted from
said companies by detarimieut or detail. It is expected that this dutv of calling out companies and
electing officers thereof, will Ik- perform<*d in
the shortest possible time after the receipt of this order.
3d—All the members of the ununiformed Militia
will Ik- relieved from service under this order. ui»on
enlisting in either of the regiments of Maine Volunteers already in tin* Held or now being raised for the
service of the United States, in which case each will
receive h premium of two dollars, one month’s advance pav, and a bounty of twenty-five dollars in advance.
To those who join a regiment aln-adv in the
field, the advance pay and bounty will Ik- made each
upon his muster individually into the service. If he
joins a new regiment, he win receive his advance pav
the muster of his company Into the service, and
npon
his advance bounty upon the mastering of his regiment, making the total amount which he will have
received, upou the muster-iu of his regiment. Forty
Dollars.
In addition to the foregoing, at the expiration of
his term of enlistment, or u|h>ii his honorable discharge from service, he will receive a further cash
bounty of seventy-live dollars, which, iu the event of
his death, is pav able to his family.
Recruiting agents will receive authority in writing
from the Adjutant General, and such other
persons
as may hereafter be designated.
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Commander-In-Chief.
JOHN L. IIODSDON,
Adjutant General.
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Citizen soldiers! remember you have a country to
save, and you are the men who can render most efficient aid in this holy and patriotic work. To render
success speedy and certain, and to alleviate and
abridge the cat ami tit^s of war, the President of the
United Stall's has requested this call to be made.
The Comniander-iii-Cliief does not doubt that our
true-liearted soldiery will make such
response as will
still further illustrate the patriotism and devotion of
our galiant and laitliful State.
lly Order of the Commander-In-Chief.
JOHN L. HODS DON, Adjutant General.
dSt
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IVOHY, HORN. EBONY AND COCOA
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KEROSENE OIL AND FLUID.
51 UNION STREET,
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SURGEON,

of Howard, Boston, is
consulted daily fr«mi 10 until 2. ami from 6 to 8 in the
evening, on aft diseases of the Urinary ami iieuital
Organs, Scrofulous Affections, Humors of all kinds,
bores. Ulcers and Eruptions. Female Complaints,&c.
An experience of over twenty years’ extensive t»ractioe enables Dr. M to cure all of the most difficult
Medicines entirely vegetable. Advice Free.
case*.
June 28, 18*52
9ii3aw8m

Court

Principal.

or

L)r. John C. Mott,

LUMBER PLANING MILL,
Near the foot of l uion St retd, where they horn' to be
able to give all the accommodation and
which the nature of the business will admit.

23,18G2.

w

SEUIVVRV,

FOR YOUNG LADIES AN LI MISSES.

BRADFORD A HARMON,
No. 88 Exchange st.. Portland, Maine.
Having devoted our attention exclusively to the Pension business for the last twenty years, and having a
reliable Agency in Washington, we are enabled to
prosecute all claims against the Government with
promptness and despatch, and on very reasonable ;
terms, making no charge until the claim is obtained.
FREEMAN BRADFORD,
Z. K
HARMON.
d&wtf.
Portlaud, June20th.

MASTER'S Interest in a Veasel. Best of References given.
Address PORTLAND POST OFFICE,
June 24. 1862.
*d4w
BoX 672.

S. B. WAITE.

WINCHESTER, m John bT., N. Y,
by W. F PHILLIPS.
Portland. Me.

present
and Sailors, their Widows and Heirs, from the UniIjlOR

aY

OFFICE « UNION STREET.

ERIE
Via

RAILWAY.

Buffalo, Durkike,

ard

Niagara

This road is broad or age and is
New and Splendid Sleeping Cars.

Falls.

provided with

»7"Tickcta »o!d in Portland at lowest Boston rates
LITTLE, Agent.
OJIce 81 Exchange Street.
money by securing tickets at this

W. D.
can save

dswtf

The splendid and fast Steamship
"CHESAPEAKE,” Captain Sidxky
will until farther

tdSMSffl**

notice ran

follows:

Leave Browns Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESDAY, at 4 P. M and leave Pier 9 North River, New
Y -»rk. every SATA RDAY. at 3 o'clock. P M
This vessel is fitted up with fine accommodations for
passengers, making this the most speedy, safe aud
comfortable route for travellers between New Y'ork
and Maine. Passage #6.00, including Fare aud State
Rooms.
Goods forwarded

by this line to and from Montreal.
Quebec, Bangor, Bsith, Augusta, East port aud St.

John.

Shippers

are

requested to send their freight to the
M., on the day that she leave*

steamer before 3 P.

Portland.
For freight

or passage apply to
EMEItY k FOX, Brown's Wharf, Portland.
II B < RoMWELL k CO., No. 86 West Street,
New York.
June 23. 1863.
dtf

MONTREAL
OCEAN STEAMSHIP CO’S

Weekly

Mail Line.

ON E of the following first-class, powerful Steamers III BERN IA V. NORTH

AMERICAN, NORWEGIAN. JURA,

BOHEMIAN. ANGLO SAXON. NOV— will sail from Quebec every Satardav morning, for Liverpool, via Londonderry.
Passengers leave Portland per Grand Tiuuk fraise
with I'nifed States mails, every Friday, at 1 15 IV M
connecting with Steamer at Quebec every Saturday

morning.
Passage to Liverpool, Londonderry or Glasgow:
Third CTa«s. 930. First 'lass. 967 to #92 -according
to accommodation,—w hich includes tickets on Grand
Trunk Railway.

Prepaid

ami n-tnrn tickets issued at reduced rate#.
Excursion tickets to the World's Fair, out and

hack. 9130.

Apply

to

Edmonstone, Allan k Co Montreal, or to
J. L. FARMER,
EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND.

No. 10
June 23. 1862.

dtf

by

COM. HESS STREET

tViinlrd lo Purchase.

Turning, Sweep and Circular Sawing, Ac.,
as heretofore.

I

EXTRACT from an Act of Congress, approved July 29, 1*61. entitled. "An act to provide lor
the suppression of reliellion against, and reahttouce to
the laws of the United States, and to amend the act
entitle*!, ‘an act to prov ide tor calling forth the militia,’ Ac., passed Feb. 2*. 1798 ':
“Scmo* 3.
And hr it further ennrt*d. That the
militia so called into the service of the Cuited Mates,
shall be subject to the same rules ami articles of war
as the troops of the United States, and be continued
in the service of the United States until discharged
by proclamation of the President: Provided, That
such continuance in service »hall not extend hevoud
sixty days after the commencement of the next session of Congress, unless Congress shall expresslv
provide law therefor: Aud provided further, lhat
the militia so called into the service of the United
States shall, during their time of service, be entitled
to the same pay, rations, ami allowances for
clothing,
as an* or may he established by law for the armv of
the Cuited States."
J)9ri3t

pensions, noi .vrv .HONEY,
Itstck Pay, Ac.,

A. PARSONS, 51. D., Druggist,
Corner of Middle and Cross Street*.
W. F. Phillips, L. C. Gilson, and Apothecaries generally.
ju!2dtf

attended to

ISRAEL WASHBURN. Jn.,
Governor of Maine.

jy9d3t

Sold at wholesale
junc23dfc w4w

It is sixteen years since this remedy was introduced,
and it has constantly gained in public estimation.
For .‘“ale by the Proprietor,

undersigned
rpilE
A established a

Chicago. Cincinnati. Cleveland. Detroit,
Toledo, st. Paul, La ( romk, St. Lotus,
New Orleans, or any part of the
WEST, SOUTH OR NORTH WEST,

portation

by

re-

ODONTALGIOO.

Dealers, Builders,

place.

vrly

ft iff known that large number* of soldiers are absent from their regiments. some on furlough and some
sick leave, who are now able to return to the regiments, where they are needed for the sen ice of their
country. There are other iuvalid or w ounded soldiers
w ho are able to travel, although their
disability mav
not have been wholly removed, and who are
required
under the General Orders of the War Department.
: No. 61. to repair immediately to Anna|>olii«. Marv land.
All the former class not repairing forthwith to their
regiments, and those of tin* latter class who do not
to Annapolis.will be
immediately
reported as
deserters, and liable to be treated as such, unless thev
immediately, upon the receipt of this Order, report
themselves at Augusta in person.
All officers of the Militia, all magistrates and all
good people of the State, are most respectfully and
earnestly requested to give notice to John L. llodsdon. the Adjutant General of this State, of tin* presence of such soldiers in their viciuity,
their
uatnes, the compauy and regiment to which they belong when know n, with the places where thev now
Much soldier* will obtain pa**** for their'trans: aie.
to Augusta, from Major tieueral Wn. \V.
Virgin. Norway; Col. K. K Harding. Ass’t gr. M.
(•cueral, Cortland; Major General Win. II. Titconib.
I Kocklaud; Major General James H. ltutler. Baugor;
IJeut. («. W. Sabine. Eastport; and Maj V. D. Sewnll, Bath. All of which geutlemeu are authorized to
give passe* for the above purfMwes, which conductors
of railroads amt managers of other public conveyances will regard as sufficient.

MEDICAL TESTIMONY.

Ctrarr af Pearl and Federal Sts..

Portland Julie

be found at the above

on

We believe it to be. in the treatment of Spermatorrhaa as near a Specific as anv medicine ran Ik*.”
—B. Keith, M. D.—Ameriatn Journal of Medical
Science.
1 have found them alt that amid he desired. Their
effect has been truly wonderful. 1 used tln-m in a
case of S|»erinatorrh«ca of long standing w hich has
been under treatment for years. I think three boxes
will complete the cure.”—E. 1*. Dicker, M. I).
tyThi* is not a Homeopathic reinedv, nor is ther©
any mercury or other deleterious ingredient combiued with it.
Mail prePrice—31 per box. Six boxes for 96,
paid. For sale hv all respectable Druggists, and at
the b<»le General Depot in the United Matos, bv

(irindstoue*.

To Lumber

can

Boaton.

EXKCCTIVl l>er*KT«EJIT.
AuoTOta, July 7, 1663.
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Soap Stone,

Monumental

aH»THROUGFTICKETS~

m

rapidly

tf

Free Stone,

TRIPS PF.R WEEK.

On and after April 23, the Steam*
NEW BRUNSWICK
and
"FOREST CITY*' will, until fhr_sthrr notice, leave P. S. k P R. R.
wharf, loot of state Street, as followa:
Steamer "New Brunswick," ( apt. E. B Winches*
ter. will lemrc for Eaatport and 8t. Johr every
7
MONDAY, at 6 o'clock, P. X
Returning will leave St. Johr every THURSDAY
MoRNINo. at 8o'clock, for Eaatport, Portlard
and Boston.
Steamer "Forest City,” Capt. E. Field, will leave
for Eaatport and ST. Johr every THURSDAY at
5 o'clock P. M.
Through tickets are sold by this line connecting at
Eaatport with stage roaches for Xachiaa, and
with Steamer Oueen for Kobbinstnn, ('a LA is, St.
Stephens, and St. Ardrewa, and at the latter place
over Railway (hr Canterbury; from thence per
stage eoaehci for Woodstock and HorLTOB, which
is the cheapest and must expeditions way of reaching
the Aroostook County.
We also ticket through per Steamers and Railways
fbr Windsor. Halifax, Dioby, Fkxdkrictor,
Sussex, Xorctow, Shediac, Princ e Edward
Island, Pictou. North Shore or New Drubs*
wick, Mirihichi, and Bat de Chalevr.
C. C. EATON.
June 23.
dawtf

f"

of the most insidious, and therefor©
them,
dangerous, of all the long catalogue of human ills.
It saps the very springs or Life,
undermines
the constitution, and sinks the unhappy victim into
iuiUn ility and a premature grav e ! From one to three
boxes of the Specific Jill are sufficient to efftet a permanent cure iii the mum/ arttfmatted eases, whether
constitutional, or arising from Abuse or Excesses.
to

R. THOMPSON,
Is prepared to receive order* for

Marble,

Company.

Portland and Srw York Nlramm.

Spermatorrhoea. or Seminal Weakness, and General
Irritability in either Sex.
This malady, the terrible consequences of which are
too well known to require more than a bare allusion

P.rtla.4, Mr.

Portland. June 23. 18*3.

Marble Chimney Pieces,

TWO

giving

AND SILVERSMITH.
Also, Dealer in Watches. Jewelry and Silver Ware.

J.

Avon

STEAMBOATS.

Fnllnnl. Mr.
je23tf

A

WARE,

NO

ted States, by

Manufacturing Jeweler,

Crockery Ware, China,
GLASS

t'SK

Bottles for 96. In sixteen
for 96.
Circular* gratis.
Druggists, and at the Sole General

wn. H. H. HATCH,

Marble

Strong.

_

MKRRIl.L'S WHARF,

MUallr Slrrrl.

International Steam (hip

7Y You

A SPECIFIC REMEDY FOR

141

for

June 23.

FAIR TRIAL IS A CERTAIN CURE !

tlT'PRICES—In

DEALERS IN

Cominrrrial Strrrl,

l‘arInin*ton dailT-

Passengers for this route will take the cart at tba
Portland, .Saco k Portsmouth, or Kenncb'-c k Portland Depot*, in Portland.
8. W. EATON. Sup’t.
Farmington May 6. IMS.
junettdtf

ofl;ce.

GENUINE PREPARATION."
Is th.> only reliable form of IIypophohphitks, made
after the Original Formula of Dr. Churchill. g3P*“IN-

J.

HKAD OK

Bronchitis, Nervous

hronic

C

“WINCHESTERS

Corn, Flour and Grain,

Accompanying this

Forriatall

Agents Knows. In cases of Nervous Debility
Lustration of the Vital (lowers, from any cause,
the Remedy has no superior.

ALBERT AY EBB A CO.,

Aiuutant Gkxkral’*

'dl^Sli'***

ing

YORK STREET, PORTLAND, MK.
j<*28dtf

—

returning opposite day*.
Stage leaves Farmington .or New Vineyard. New
l’ortiand and kingflela, on Wednesdays and Saturday*, returning on Moudavs and Fridav*.

or

PORTLAND, ME.
j.g.titkkt.
je30—3md& w

net

Leave I.ew iston for Bath aud Portland via Brunswick at 11 45 A. M.
Freight trains daily between Portland and Lawinton.
STAGS COJI!fSCTIOSS.
.^tago leave* .Strickland’s Ferry Tuesdays, Thorsdav* and .Saturdays, for Livermore, Canton, Peru
and Dixtield; returning
opposite day*.
Stare Nave* North Jay for Fast Dixtield. Dixtield,
and W'eld, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Saturdays!

BT THE

Pro-tration. General Debility, Dyspepsia, Scrofula, Marasmus, Loss of Appetite, Neuralgia,
Female Complaints, and all Disorders of
the Nervous and Blood Systems.
This remedy ha* obtained a great reputation for
most Extraordinary Cure* in all staged op
Consumption. It is recommended by many thousand Physicians in the L'nited State* and Europe—
having Won used with results uuparalloiled iu the annals of medicine.
The /Ittpo/th'ttphitrs have a two-fold and specific
action; on the one hand increasing the principle
which Constitute* Nervous Energy, and on the
other, being the Most Powerful Blood Generat-

ME.

June 23.

IMPORTER* OP

f>n and after Mokdat, Mar 5. IMS,
bIH leave Portland for lewiitoa
taiunngton via Brunswick, at 1 P. M.
l^ave Farmington for (.ewistou, Bath and Portland, via Brunswick, at 9 15 A M.

CS9HHED

an«i

-N-STATE OF MAINE.

FOR THE PREVENTION AND C URE OP

Half YVay Dawn Willow Street,

—

AUKaNGKXKXT.

Bl’MMXR

106 Vangreaa Street a,

Jane 23.

Lastings, Serges,

JntOdtf

ANDROSCOOOIN RAILROAD.

STATIONERY, TOYS, Ac..

WILLIAM CAPEN,

PORTLAND,

Augusta, April, IMS.

To

CLOCKS, WATCHES AND JEWELBY,

THOfl. LYNCH.

Sugar Refinery,

you will receive General Order
No. 16, with PriK-'amations of His Excellency the
Governor, and recruiting paper* and instructions to
be put into the hands of the Orderly Sergeant or some
other person of each of the companies organized under your direction, with a request that they will enlist all such persons therefrom, or others, as mav be
possible. For this service they will receive a suitable
compensation for each man enlisted by them and
mustered into the service of the United States.
The necessities of the service admit of no delay, and
It is most earnestly hoped that tin- several Major General* will see that the requirements of this order are
promptly executed, and the Orderly Sergeants or other parties designated as recruiting’officers will omit
no effort on their part to secure as main recruits as
possible for the Volunteer Regiments.
As members of the Militia will be called into actual
service under the laws of the United State* and of
this State, as Militia, for a period which in all probability will la* quite as long as that for which they
would be held as Volunteers, the ad\autages to be derived by the soldier in volunteering, iu the matter of
premium, advance pay, bounty, ami other benefits,
are so great and obvious that it’ is believed there will
be no hesitation in diluting as Volunteers, rather
than to serve a* Militia, in which capacity they will
receive uothing but monthly w ages, rations aud’cloth-

Flatulency.

j«*23dtf

SIGN

GERMAN.

GOODS,

28 and 30 Federal am!

BARKER,

AND

Pocket and Table Cutlery.
YANKEE NOTIONS,

Partin ad, Mr.

JOHN B. BROWN A SONS,

Ornri,
Augusta, July 7th, 1862.
GENERAL ORDER. No. 17.
To the Major Generals <\f the Militia

and

FANCY
Me.

PREVENTS.Liver < ompiaiuts & Bilious Fevers,
RELIEVES.Constipation and Headache,
STRENGTHENS the Nervous System.
lin
July 1, 1*22.

GRANITE STORES.COMMERCIAL STREET,
head of

ENGLISH. FRENCH

TITCOMB,

373 Conprc** Street,

-and-

(Opposite

II.

LYNCH & CO„

"Wholesale

BANFIELD,

IMPORTER AMD DEALER t!t

-PREPARED BY-

dim

JOHN

W.

(Sueccraor to P. J. Forriatall and MUIa A Forriatall,

MIDDLE STREET,

c.n. BREED.

HEAD QUARTERS,

all liotira.

TINE APPLE LEMONADE.
STRAWBERRY LEMONADE.

MIDDLE IRRKET,

ALSO, Kill AND GOAT STOCK,
60 Union, four door, from Middle Street,

uugresaionai correspondent oi tlie same
paper says:
There is serious talk of a
conscription act.
Volunteering would do well enough if the demand for au increase of forces w as not immediate. It is suggested in some quarters that
Congress should pass a hill authorizing the
President to resort to a draft whenever, in the
absence of Congress, he shall think it expedient.
It is quite probable that within a month
after the adjournment the Executive will And
it necessary to resort to drafting, and if such
should Is* tlie ease, it would isexceedingly
awkward to be obliged to call
Congress tofor
the.
gether
authority.

at

of the Season

TURTLE SOtTT. TUESDAY AND FRIDAY.
BROUK TROl'T a ad all kiadaafGA.ME

PORTLAND.

8U5

Stages leave Bath daily (Sundays excepted) at 3.00
P. M., on arrival of train from Portland and
Boston,
foi Wise as set Llama riscotls, Waldoboro'. Rockland
and Thoinasfon.
Mages leave Augusta daily (Sunday* excepted), for
He!laM, on arrival of train from Portland and Boaton.
Ticket* *old In Bo*ton for all the station* on the
Kennebec k Portland, Androscoggin, and Somerset
k kcnnehec Koads.
Freight traius run dally between August* and Portia***!.
b h. crsnxAK,
Manager and Superintendent.

PORTLAND, ME.

ROBINSON, Proprietor.

Every Delicacy

MOODT.
codtf

Photographic Artist,

ham

.Monday Morning and Saturday firming Trains.
On Monday trains leave
Augusta at 5.30 A. M„ and
Rath at 0.80 A M
for Portland, connecting with the
8.4o A. M. train for IAtwell and Boeton.
Leave Portland on
Saturdays, at 8.15 P M on arrival of train from Boston, for Batb and
Augustn.
staoc ronaacTion.

em

FRANKLIN C

June 23.

90

Farmington.

Leave Portland for Rath and Augusta at 1.00 P. M
connecting at llrunswick with the Androscoggin
trains for stations on that road; and at Augusta with
the Somerset & Kennebec Railroad for Watcrvill#,
Kendall's Mills and Mkowhrgan. and at Kendall's
Mills with the Penebscot k Kennebec Road for Pitta*
held, Newport and Baugor: arriving same night.

EASTPORT, CALAIS AND ST. JOHN.

PORTLAND. Me.

required

We call, therefore, upon the national administration and uikui all the State governments
to bring out every able-Uidied man.
put him
into some military organization where he
may
Ik- drilled, and to.provide arms,
equipments
and stores sufficient for putting them ull in the
field.
lint we must not confine our arming to tinland. Me must make ready to wage such a
naval war as has never been seen. Iron-clad
vessels can be built in three months. Let us,
then, have enough before this year is out to
match the navies of England and France, while
with our wooden navy and our privateers we
can swi-i-p the commerce of our enemies from
tin- ocean.
Let us, then, go to work. M'e have boon
playing at war, not waging it. M’e Imve been
sluggish in our preparations and timid in our
execution. Let us change all this. Let the
incompetent and the suspected step aside.
M'e want laild. energetic, patriotic men to
step
forward and take the lead in bringing this nation to that condition of perfect armament
which will leave us not a moment of apprehension.

MILK STREET.

No. 7

—

world.

PLUMMER.

DIRIGO EATING HOUSE,

No. 5 (Fait Block Commercial Street,

T. R.

Augu.cx iur Hath. Portland and Boston, at 11 15 A.
M connecting at llrunswick with the
Androscoggin
ltsilroad for Lewiston, Ijvcrmore Falls, Wilton and

•**Terms 31 per day. Stable connected
house.
Bath, Dune 23, 1862.
dtf

FLOUR, CORN AID PRODUCE,

ANDREW T. DOLE.

April 140,1(«,
Pksacnger train. will Imre dally, (gunSS3Bj,l»'» excepted) u follows:
Ommm'rd

^

with

dispensary

DEALERS IN

M.

R. R.

summit tSHASOMUT.

a

HOTEL,

386, Washington St., Bath.

And solicit a share of public patronage, trusting
that by furnishing the purest chemical*and best stock
of drug* the market affords, and a careful attention
in the
department, to merit the confidence
of the public.

merchants,

WHOLESALE

AND

poor.

prepared

Drags, Chemicals, Fancy Goods, Ac.,

GENERAL

an-

Rcompafsory suspension
he
furnished thi* well-known house anew, and is

taken store. Bfa. 7 3 Middle Street,
Block.) and respectfully invite
attlieir large and well selected stock of

HAVE
(Fox

respectfully

better than ever
to wait upon hi* customer*, and hope* by .strict attention to their wants
to merit a continuance of the patronage which he has
hitherto received.
E. G. MAYO.
Passaduiukcag, June 23. 1862.
d& wtf

Drug Store!

cbosyiay &

dtf

A

ha*

subscriber would very

now

FLOUR, PRODUCE. PROVISIONS AND CRAIN,
UNION ST., For.land.

DOLE

BATH* MAINE.

tr State Agent for DAVIS k KIDD’S MA(iNETO ELECTRIC MACHINES.
je23-lmdaw

in

IN

Portland, June 23. 15W2.

ADAMS, Proprietor*

SAGADAHOCK HOUSE,
AlfVetl Carr,
Proprietor,

galbTHE

merchant,

WHOLKAAL* DEAI.fR

AND

CHAS* 11*
Je23- 3m

Taint Establishment.

usually kept

Successor to Manning A Brown,

STATE OF MAINE.

TERMS MODERATE, FOR BOARD BY WEEK

CENTRAL HOUSE,
I£* G. Mayo,
I'roprietor.
PASSADUMKEAO, MAUVE.

And all other article*

BROWN,

THIS ta the largest Hotel in the State,
possettsing all the modern improvements, and
Hr*t class in every appointment.

Term* Moderate by the Week or Day.
Bath, June 23. 18*52.
dtf

KEKOSEXE OIL, LAHD OIL,

jc23tf

Commission

af

THE City of Bath is one of the healthiest
localities on the coast of Maine—delight fullv situated on the Kennebec, twelve miles
t|
B from the sea, and affords one of the most
iting retreats from the dust and turmoil of our
large cities.
'Hie Saoadahock i* one of the finest, most
spacious. and best appointed Hotels in the State, located
within three minutes walk of the
Depot, Steamboat
Landing, Post Office, Custom House. Ac., being directly iu the business centre of the City.

APOTHECARIES' GLASS WARE. FOREIGN
LEECHES, SURGICAL
INSTRUMENTS,
TRUSSES, SCPPORTEK8, BRACES,
ELASTIC STOCKINGS. Ac.,

Watch-Maker,
C. D.

j

AND FANCY GOODS,

L. J. C ROSS,

Hall, Sec’y of State.

j

ENGLISH, FRENCH AND A1ERICAN PERFHERT,

PAINTER,

|

J_i

Drugs, j

GENUINE MEDICINES.

No. 31 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
nr- (irder* solicited.
j«>3b—3m

Cva

eoraer

OR DAY.

Fine Chemicals, Pure

ornamental

141 Middle Street, •'

|

JUNCTION OF FREE ft MIDDLE STS.,

|

FITTING,

manner.

KT 8

f'aagrrss,

aa

Preble Streets.

Worka 6 Union St„ and 233 & 238 Pore St.,
Jnltdtf
PORTLAND, ME.

patriotism;

couutry!

GAS
host

Experienced

PORTLANdTmT.

PREBLE HOUSE,

Cocks, Valve., Pipe.and Connections, Whole- I
sale or Bctail.
Done in the

er runs

OF

AND EVERY DESCRIPTION OF MACHINERY,

STEAM AND

Proprietor.

from Port laud dml\
tmen in attendanc.

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers,
Steam

An additional numlier of troops is required by the
exigency of the public service, and if raised immediately it is believed bv those* who have the best means
of knowledge*, that the war will Ik* brought to a
speedy
and glorious issue. Of this number the President of
the United .states desires and expects that Maine
should furnish her proportion or quota.
Our gallant and |»atriotic State has done her whole
duty in the past, and she will not falter nor fail in the
present nor in the future.
That her material interests may be protected and
advanced, that tranquility and peace mav be restored
throughout the land, that the Constitution and the
Union, which have U*cn to us all the source of unmeasured blessings, may be preserved; that Liberty,
of which they were the inspiration and are the selected
guardians, may be sav «*d. and that the light of one
gn at example may shine brighter and brighter, to
guide, to cheer and to bless the nations. To aid in
all these. I invoke of the people of this State a
prompt
and hearty
to this new demand
upon their
response
and may they all unite in the work that
is before them, each laboring in his own
sphere, doing what he can by his example, influence and sympathy— proferring his treasure, his time, his strength,
his heart, and his highest hope to the cause or his

BRACKETT,

OPEN for Genteel Boarder*—three mile*
from Portland—within thirty rod* of the
Ocean—with good opportunities for fishing,
sea-bathing and water excursions. A Steam-

_i

J» L. WINfSLOW, Agent,

7b the People of Maine

Retreat,

IN

GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS,

Executive Department.
Augusta, July 4, 18C2.

_RAILROADS.
KENNEBEC AND PORTLAND

SOUTH SIDE OF PEAK S ISLAND,
HENRY M.

IIM*

Major General Hai.lkck.—There is always something in a man of character w hich
is specially worthy of remarking. All individuals—speaking oi' men in the highest terms
—are to he studied w ith the same closeness we
would study a picture, or a
specimen. In
great men. tile one peculiar point to lie observed is their perfect simplicity—their lack of
pretension, or even of profession. What they
are, that they arc; and they never think of
such a tiling as talking almut it. It is not necessary. They would feel themselves cramped
and diminished by so doing, or sufficing othcan bring.
ers to do it
for them.
It is just its easy
If we could only have occupied this same i and natural for a great man to do a
good deed
six
weeks
as it is for a small man to
ago, instead of the difficult
position
a trilling
perform
one we took, your
correspondent would now one; each isbespontaneously done, even when ii
be dating his letters at Richmond, instead of
to
more or less mechanical.
appears
A great many |>crsuus feel an active interest
twenty odd miles below there, Though further from Richmond than we w en- last Thursin tlie personal
apperanee and traits of a man
day, in miles and furlongs, in effect we are like General Halleck, now in successful comnearer that stubborn capital, ami surer of its ! mand of our Western
department. A writer
in camp says Hint lie looks not tlie
capture.
military
I will not venture to name the exact date
man at all: hut appears in lib rich uniform, as
when we shall exchange the hardships of the
it lie was getting around in borrowed cloatbs,
In fact, lie resembles some “round, fat,
camp for such luxuries as Richmond will afford,
oily,”
but the day cannot he far distant, if other coMethodist parson,dressed in regimentals, with
a
movements
are
conducted.
black
felt
operative
wide, stiff-rimmed,
properly
hat,sticking on
The army is in excellent spirits ‘to-day, and
the liack of his head.aud showing his forehead
disposed to let off a deal of Fourth (if J uly so prominent that his troops have nicknamed
him “Old Brains."
Ilis demeanor is very
patriotism and powder.
Tile 4th w as observed by the army of the Posimple and business-like; no |M>mp, no unusual
tomac, by order from the Commanding Genceremony, and no laek of order. On horseeral. The correspondent of the New York
back lie neither looks like a soldier, nor rides
Would says:
like one; but rattier carries the
apjieurauce of
“Gen. McClellan reviewed tile troops in the
a man ol
peace. His face is large; his eyes,
tlie eyes of genius—a kind of indistinct
afternoon as announced, and was received with
gray,
the most enthusiastic
cheering all along the not without expression, but of the deep-welling
lines. The soldiers have the most unlimited
kind whielt only reveals the emotion without
confidence in their general’s military capacity.
indicating its character.
They express no apprehensions for the future
under his command.
They do not consider
PLEASURE
PARTIES.
their retreat a defeat, but believe it a
part of
visiting the Islands, supplied
Met lellan s plan. They do not believe their
with stores al tin* shortest uotice.
leader lias made a movement that was not
Orders solicited.
justified by sound military
ISO Kore Street tsenr fool of Rxrhnnge.
policy. They think
that tile capture of Richmond will come in
CALUKItWOOD k ISKChbiT
good time, in accordance with Gon. McClcifoil land, June 2d.
dtf

HOTELS.

h7hay7

h

Temple Street,

DBALKUH

AND

NO 10

DRUGS & MEDICIN ES.

WEHSTEK,

Fashionable

rU'pilDIK'ail
supporting tin- same idea. I understand that
the President dislikes to try on the plan of
sudden concentration of troops, fearing that
the reta-ls will boat him at it. (Jen. McClellan
is in favor of the plan, and must have been
from the first, for he has been liegging for
more troops ever since lie got into the Peninsula, and he. of course, knew the amount of
forces here, and the need of them.
The Washington Republican of July 7th
says:
The week’s lighting, ending with
Tuesday
the first day of July, has been a great advantage to Ihe national cause. Anything was better than that nightmare of torpidity which
had brooded over the army of the Potomac
for months. We have lost more men, tw ice
over, by inglorious disease in the swamps of
the Chiekahominy, than in all this seven
days’
lighting. Our losses in these battles have
been cruel. In the first moment of the national anguish,1St may term unfeeling to suggest any considerations of compensating advantage, lint the truth is. ware cannot lie prosecuted to a successful termination without
lighting, and least of all, such a war as this is.
The reliels an- not to lx* put down by blockade, by starvation, or by any form of ihe “anaconda" policy. It is to lie done bv fighting,
and by killing off their leading spirits in battle. And while that is not to be accomplished
without deplorable losses on our side, the sacrifices of life in idle ramps are really greater.
The New York Evening Post calls Ibr a general arming of the people of the five States. It
says:
Our wllole population must Ik- made ready
for w ar. We have the rebellion to put down
with the strong hand, and we have the prospect of fon-ign intervention, which will lead,
of course, to a war with one or two of the
most powerful and warlike nations of the
ip

JULY 11, 1802.

BUSINESS CARDS.

umph.

«»um

MORNING,

St., Corner

|

1

Prior to July 21*t, full information can ho obtained
of the Principal, 349 ( ongn*ss Street. Hours from
8 to 1 o’clock, except Saturdays. After that time application inav be made at 40 State Street.
Port laud. June 23. 1862.
2awl0w
a Court or Trohat* held at Cortland, within
and for the County of < umberland. on the first
Tuesday of July, in tl»e year of our Lord eighteen
hundred and sixty-two,
ARLES D AKEItS, Administrator of the ea) late of Benjamin I nul Akers, late of Cortland,
in said Countv, deceased, having presented his account of administration of said estate lor probate:
It teem Ordered, That the -aid Administrator give
notice to all persons interested, by causing notice to
be published three week* successively, ill tin* Maine
Mate Cress, printed at Cortland, that they inav appear at a Probate Court to be held at said Cortland,
on the Hint Tueadav of September next, at ten of the
clock in the forenoon, ami shew cause if any they
have, why the saute should not be allowed
WILLIAM G BARROW’S, Judge.
A true eupv.
*3
Attest: EUGENE 111 MCUBEY, Register

Proprietor of the

LIVERPOOL PACKETS,
Sailing from Liverpool for Boston twice a month.
Steerage Passage. $30. Also. Agent for New York
and Liverpool Steamship*, sailiug from New Y’ork
every Saturdav. and from Liverpool every Wednesday. aud calllug at Queenstown, Ireland. Cabin
Passage. 975. 3d Claw. 930.
Sight Bills of Exchange, for XI Sterling and upwajd. pavable at any Bauk in Great Britain or Ireland constantly for sale.
For Passage Certificate*. Steamer
for farther information, Address.
GEO. WARREN. W State Street.

Tickets, Drafts,

or

Boston, Maas.

At

CHI

SPIRITS TURPENTINE.
SPIRITS TVKPKNTINE —\Y> Invite
TKJ’ATRONA
from all
a trial of the Natrona

lx

Turpcutiue

paint-

for either House or Ship work, inside or out. It
is frtr from smttl, with flat coual to spirit*, evaporate* no faster, aud for Blind Work cannot be excelled. It works r.gi'AL to the comraou spirits on ALL
kinds of painting, or in Oil Cloth manufacturing.
As evidence of the excellence of the article, the undersigned can refer to numbers of the first painters
of Bostou and vicinity, if desired
ers.

CHARLES TOITAN,
Agent for New Euglaud, 40 Fultou St., Boston.
For sale by Hanker k Carpenter. Merrill A Brother,
S. J. Perkins k Co., Portland, and Cha*. F Poller
Augusta
juin£3wlm

1

THE DAILY PRESS.

Government, and to do so we most
stand by the military commanders appointed
and kept in Command by the President. Tlut

by

PORTLAND, MAINE.

is

U, 1862.

Friday Morning, Inly

contrary, feel

NOMINATIONS*

knowing that
and judgment

ShapUigta.

Divisions
iou

shot,

place
As

our

a

storm

was

ly place.
to

listen

and

r

could iiui

»c

endurance

man

further

\

g up *he retreatbv's fight—we re-

Its lim

even

hu-

If McClellan has not had men enough,
pm v tell us where have been the surplus men
that could have lieen spared to reinforce him?

Nor

can

We

believe that McClellan is

not

a no-

ble fellow, an ornament to his
profession, anti
a credit In his government.
We may be mistaken, but we have not seen the first evidence
that he does not stand high with the Adminis-

tration,

and

its full

us

Great
momentuous events are pending. The
President and his Generals In the field, need
the prayers and sympathies of all

patriotic

tions

his troops.
God help him in the terrible struggle in which
he must soon engage. Of his |iolitics we know
nothing—we core nothing. If the country
lie saved

shall not trouble ourself about
the Instruments of its salvation. When the
war is over it will be time to discuss
distract-

can

we

j

to

was

to he

re-

where the arrest was to be

this

barely saving

a

of hattles

tlie

conductor, who, standing near one of
parties, broke the envelope, and

ask what enemy
that McClellan was

me

In every

change

our

base of

With

not less than 12 miles.
thrown upon

right

our

vFidiu, im-ii,

defeated in

ii. u

are

is

a

move

oil-, where

nun

and that

men

fourth that number.

Suppose

mond within

and

a

week,

have done

tires.

we

army

large enough

take

we

capture

bags
baud, leaving the rear of the ears, and
skedaddling for tlie woods, while men ami boys
in

followed up their rear guard with shouts and
yells. They made a “masterly retreat,” as

it,

cor-

A

correspondent of the New York
Monroe, has tlie following
mysterious paragraph in his letter ilated 7th
Herald at Fortress

instant:
"We have tlie I*‘st of news tl.is afternoon,
.lines river, but from another
not from up
quarter. Met kilim will rejoice, amt the whole
will when the? know It; b;it perlu.ps
I country
for tin pr. se.it it hail
lor be kept quiet.—

er,

w

tlie South.
over

I

have

hundred miles,

a

I

points.

Not

us.

so

penetrated Virginia

have been in

thousand

families, and from about every

one

or

there

are

sous over

fifteen.

And

so

< ommeneement at

:

j

j

The New Y'ork

;jf

of

surance

has

a new

order of

took ;
President Miner

College

World has a letter

things, ami

the

have the

desirable

if we have the determination

It must be that they will commit biun-

!

Union.

23.

Homer, Rowe,

Hong

PROPOSALS will be received by tbe
SEALED
undesigned, at Auguata. Me until the l«th day

July, 18<i2, at 4 30 p. M for the followina article,
of auhalatenee atorea. lo be delivered at the
camp of
'he 17th Regimeat Maine Volunteer., near
Portland,
Me., from time to time, and in *ueh quantities a* mar
be required, of which timely notice will be
given tbe
successful bidder

OI

15 barrel* Me** Pork,
3TK>0 pound* Ham.
48 barrel* Me** Beef,
70 barrel* Flour.

10,000 pound* Hard-Breed,
60 bushels Beans,
»W pounds Rice.
1600 pound* Coffce (routed end ground),
*6 pound* Black Tea.
3n00 pound* Sugar (Coffee
Crashed),
200 gallons Vinegar.
250 pound* Adamantine Candies,
800 pound* Soup,
12 bsdwli Sait.
143 bushela Potatoes.
Also, for tbe same amount of *nb*i*tenee store* to
be delivered at the camp of the 18th
Regiment Maine
\ olunteer*. at Bangor. Me.
Tlie subsistence must be of tbe beat quality, and be
•ubiected to inspection.
The undersigned reserve* the right to increase tbe
amount by giving three
day* notice to tbe *ucce*afa)
bidder, and to reject all bid* if he deem* them mat
is factory.
Endorse—•• Proposal* for Subsistence."
REUBEN SAWYER.
Vola, A. A. C. 8.

3.1 Maine

1
_

...
Hd.

_
Qr*. Vol. Recruiting Service,
Augusta. July 9, 18K2.

jullOdTt

PROPOSALS FOR PRESS

BEEiT

PROPOSALS will be received at Augue»a. Me by the undersigned, until Wednesday,
July 16th, 1*$. at 4 30 P M for supplies ofKRKsH
BEEF, for tin* use of recruit* for the 17th Regiment
Maiue Volunteer*, at the camp near Portland, Me.,

SEALED

uutil tbe Regiment leaves tbe State.
The number of recruit* will gradually increase
from twenty to one thousand. The Beef must be farniwhed them in such quantities a* tnav be from time to
time required, and on such dav* a* shall be
designated by the Acting Assistant Co mm) wary of sibmt••nce, who aball give tbe contractor due notice of tbe
amouut needed.
The Beef to be famished must be of good and
wholesome quality, in quarter*, cut and sawed, with
au equal
of each, (neck aud shank* excluded); and the undersigned reserve* the right to re; jeet all bids if he deem* them unsatisfactory.

proportion

Endorse—"Proposal*
(’apt.

Hd.

for Fresh

Beef."

REUBEN SAWYER.
3d Maine Vola., A. A. C. 8.

Qra. Vol. Recruiting Service,
Augusta, Me., July 9. 18*52

juIWdTt

Notice.
City or Porti asm. July 10.180.
VOTICE 1* hereby given to a.’l parties interested
▲.a in the
petition of Daniel Hood and al*.. for a
change in the grade of Smith Street, and a’*o to all
parties interested iu the petition of J H Williams
tor a change in the grade of Congress Street, that
the Committee on Highway*. Ac., will give a hearing
to all said parties interested in said petition*, on
Wednesday, July 17th. at 8 o’clock P M.. at the junction of Smith and Cumberland St*., and at 5 o'clock
P. M
same day, on Congrens Street at the head of

ouinev Lane, at which times and place* all said parties ar«* notified to be present
Per order of the Committee on Street*. Sidewalk*. he.
8. W. LAKKABEK. < hairman.
ju!l«»—1 w

RALLY FOR THE FLAG !

Ar at Liverpool 23*I. 4 lid Dominion. Satnt»*oii. Boston; 27th. Lucy Thompson, Crocker, New York.
Ent for Mg 26th, Hemisphere, Taylor, New York,

ltassein. May 10. The Aratnede Snow is reported
aground on a mud bank about 10 mile* down the
river. (The Aramode Snow, Morrison, sailed from
i Buenos Ayres for India May 9th.]
FOREIGN FORTS,
At Sagua 25th ult. ship Sebastopol. Auld. for New
York. lug; bark* Hannah Crockett, Dunn, fordo do;
New Empire, Randall, fordo for older*. do; Starlight, Berrv* from Boston. disg; E Foster, Wallace.
E Churchill. Gray ; Mountain Eag'e, Blanchard, and
II T Vennard. York, tor New York. Idg: brig* shibboleth. Morton, for Boston, do; Waltham, Warren,
I
from do, disg; S G Adam*. Carver, for New York
about 2Stli; S Thurston, Lamph<*r. from do. ar24th.
unc; sch t.eorge Deeriug, l'tukham, for New York
nearly ready.
Sailtnl from Matan7a*28fh ult. brigs Fannie, Rom,
; Portland; Model. Dow*. Nassau NP.
At do 28th ult. bark Canada. Mitchell. Portland 2
days; brig* Castilian, Marwick, for do do; Altavela,
Reed, for Boston, Idg; II Mean*. Means, from do,
disg; Webster Kelley. Ileagan. from Portland, do.
Arat Nassau N1* 3Dth ult. sch Wm II Howard.
1 Carran, Wiliuiugton NC.

|

s

FORWARD TO THE RESCAT !

i

Liverpool for New York.
June 23, lat 44. Ion 43. bark Volant, Allen, from
Shields for
June 26, lat 40 05. Ion 51 50. bark Atlas, of Kenuebunk, from Porto Rico for Cadiz.

1

20 years.

gr'Funeral to-day (Friday) at 3 o'clock, from No
aris street. Relatives and friends are invited to
attend.
In Belfast 7th inst, Mrs Lydia M. wife of Capt Wm
Unix, aged 34 years aud 3 mo-.
In Gardiner 9th inst. Willie H. son of the late Daniel Lincoln, Jr, aged 10 \ears ami 6 mo*.
In Rockland 8th .n.-t,'Catharine, daughter of William and Ellen Do* aliue. aged 17 > ears and 15 clay*.
In Farmington 8th inst, Mr J ii Sanderson, aged
81 'ears.
In Mercer 4th inst, Luthci Burr, Esq,aged 73yeara.
killed by the ex| .'osiou ou board the gunboart
Mound < it ., on White* Bi .*r, AiKansas. 17th ull, Mr
Thomas Wyatt, oi Koc* and.

f

improvement in their morale.

j

j

I

foreign: imports.
sugar,76 Lite

ST J AGO. Itru A B < ook— 2o3 hhds
do J S Miller—1 do i'o master.

a

9*5 Bounty at Clou of the War !

(§

To residents
Portland having families
week for wife and 50 cents for each child.

91.00 per

DOMESTIC FORTS.
;

In this city 9th inst, of consumption, llettie L, only
daughter ofPainelia G aud tho talc Hiram Jordan,

aged

SPOKEN.
May 27, lat 2 36 S, Ion 21 01 W. ship Ganges, Evans.
3<» day* from Sunderland E for Calcutta
June 16, lat 46, Ion 18. ship Belle Wood. Bush.from

Philadelphia.

In Rockland 4th inst, Mr Augustine I hompKon, of
It, to Miss Sarali Stewart, of Union; 6th, Mr Axel W
Gibb* to Miss Adelaide M Washburn, both of Wareham Mass.
In Lewiston 3d inst, Mr Jefferson Booker to Miss
Sarah Voter, both ot L.
It. Farmington 3d inst, Mr Samuel G Craig to Miss
Susan J Weatliern, of F.
In Strong 1st inst, Mr Thomas S Holder, of Belgrade, to Miss Jane C Pray, of Rome.
In Danville Nil, 2d inst,’ Capt Da'id Hunt, of East
Abiugtou, Mass, to Mrs Amanda R Fletcher, formerly of Wilton Me.
In Lancaster Mass, Mr Alvin B Collins, of Gardiner, to Miss S Louisa F, of L.

REGIMENT TO BE RAISED IMMEDIATELY AND RENDEZVOUS AT
PORTLAND !

THE 17th

1

DIED.

to

to crush this rebellion, it will be done in sixty
"bf’* Thei e are nine single saws and five
days. If not—if we dilly-dally as we have ! gangs in the mills at Calais, which manufacdone, our country is '•»*(. How senseless are ! tured 150,000 feet of lumber daily during the
the thrusts at members of this or that departlast week of June. So sajs the Manillas
ment !

Closes Mondav* aud J hur*da\

4 PM.

reas-

great numbers that would go with an office,
hut not as privates. If we have the men, if w e

give

Bangkok April

Arat Maulmain April 29. Ocean IG»Ile, Brown.
Mauritius.
Ar at Bassien May 9. Joseph Hale. Stevens. Bueno*
Ayres.
Ar at Calcutta May 13. Loch Lamar, Luring.Boston

M1KKIKD.

which the army of the Shenandoah
is gratifying to witness. Not

will

Kong.

104]

EUROPE, via qufbcf—Closes everv Friday at 12 M.
( AN A DA—Arrives at 1 45 I'M
Ciose* at 12 M.
COUNTRY MAILS—Arrives about 5 PM. Closes at
9 PM

received,

general

Ar at

law

the commands whose
separate success has lieen thus far thwarted by
the lack of concerted action with the rest, lias
inspired that portion of the army with a very

ability,

at

that the shadow of any lack of confidence in
their former commander has existed, but the
unity which the appointment of an experienced

Per steamship Hibernian, at Quebec.
Ar at Elsineur 29th nit, Burlington,
Ramsey .Shields
for Cronstadt.
Arat Antwerp 24th, E II Yarrington, Gorham,
Boston
•Arat Cadiz 19th. Imogene. Ayres. New York.
Ar at Leghorn 19th, St Charles, Conway, Genoa.
Cld at Londou 25th, Mary Hammond.
Arey, Cardiff
and Singapore.
•
Entered outward 26th, Victoria, Stinson, for New
Y ork.
Passed Dover 25th, Abby Brown. Wilson, from Havana for Hamburg.
Ar at Falmouth 23*1. Harriet S Flak. Sagua.
Sailed from Cardiff 24th. Uncle Joe. l inkhara. New
York.
.Sailed from Sunderland 24th, Black llawk, Alexander, Montreal: Water Lillv. Glover. New York
Sailed from Queeustown 26th, W D Sew all. Treat.
Loudon.

BOARD. BOSTON. July lO.

Friday nioruiugs.

Tutits

I

out frame aud timber fur another hark of about the
same dimensions; bv Oakes k Duane, a
ship of 600
tons for Palmer k Johnson, and Messrs Donahue k
Field; also a brig of 800 tons for Eddy and Murphy k
Co. Mr E W Metcaif has in frame at the Crosby yard
a ship of about 900 tons
All the foregoing w ifi be
launched tlie coming fall, or early next spring: probably all or all but one will be launched previous to
Nov 1, next. The vessels will be bni;t of first c as*
materials, will be very Hue vessel*, and will enhance
the good reputation of the builders.

Newport

7.46 AM ami 2 I'M

from Gen. Banks' army, w hich says that the
appointment of Gen. Pope is hailed as a precursor

following is a list of vessels launched this seabuilding in Bangor and Brewer:—Alrvady launched, brig Gkx Lvov, about 2U0 tons,
built by Master S Moulton, owned bv
builder, G 4)
Goodwin k Co, and others,
Capt Sheiid, master; sell
J ELDicitmK. 130 tons, owned bv Messrs Drake k
Phillips and others, built at T Nickerson s yard: brig
Abbir i Larrarrk, by Master C
umming*. owned
^ Larrale-e, J Towle. A M Hubert*, and Capt Carj?.v
lisle, who commands her. Now building bv Master
Dunning, two double deck barks of 450 tons each,
a so a ship of about 600 tons; bv
Master Tewksburv.
a double deck hark of about fifiO tons, for Messrs L
Bradford and others. Mr Tewksbury is also fitting
son, or now

Milch ( own—946 a 49; common do 819 a 20.
via Table Bay 4 4.11
Veal ( alves—93 a 5.
Sailed 10th. Champion. Bisbee, New York; 14th, U
Yearling*, none; two year* old none; three vear*
B Forbes, Ballard, Boston.
old. $22 a 23.
Hides, 96 a 6Sc |> Tb. ( alf Skins, 8 a 9c 4> tb.
Ar at Table Bay CGI1 May II, John 4;i!pin. Whit*
Tallow—Sale* at 6j a 6’c |> tb.
nev, Boston.
Sheep and Lambs—92 60 a 3 If); extia 93 50 a 4 60.
C ld at Marseilles 25th ult. Rival, Stephens. Boston.
l’e.t*—60 a 75c.
Arat Hamburg 24th ult. Madias, Ibwige.New York
Swine. Stores—Wholesale 4c; retail, 5c.
Ar at Antwerp 21*t ult, J A Parks, Rich, Callao.
Spring Pigs—Wholesale 7jc: retail 7 a $Jc.
Arat
London 24th ult. Viola. Cobb, Matanza*;
Beeves are sold by the head, at price* equal to the
American Eagle, Urquharf. New York
value D lb of the estimated weight of Beef in the
CM
23if.
to load
Mary Me Near, McNiwr.
quarter, the same price, at shrinkage from live weight
for Rio Janeiro; 24tb, Margaret Evans, Warner, New
agreed ou by the parties—varying from 28 to 34 per
York.
cent.
Ar at Deal 24?h. Trajan, Babbidge, from London
N umber of cars over the different roads: Fitchburg
for New York.
42; Boston and Lowell, 76; Boston and Maine,—;
Ar at 4 ar<iiff 25th. John N Cushing, Swap. London
Western, 86; Total 808.
Sailed from Grecuock 25:h, Mary B Rich, Colson,
Rema: ks— Mai ket tor Beef opened at a decline of
New York.
26c 4» loo lb*. Mr. Munroe sold 12 cat tic at 6 50
Ar at Glasgow 23d. Jauc Daggett. Lambert. New
loo lb- weight; a few pairs sold as high as 97 t> loO I
York.
lbs. Sheep aud Lauibs sell about tbe same as last
Ar
at Dublin 23*1. I> Pennell, Pennell.Philade’phia.
week.
Ar at Queenstown 23d. W D Sewall, Tieat, Ca lao.

EASTERN—Arrives at 1 45 I’M Closes at 12 M
STEAMBOAT MAIL—Arrives from East port Me, St
John XB and the British Provinces. Tuesday and

place on Wednesday last.
inaugurated on the same day.

:

The

Oxen —none.

Arraa|eaaeals.
WESTERN—Arrive# at 12.40 aud 8 I'M. ( Ions at

indifferent s]>eaker,

a

PROPOSALS FOR SUBSISTEHCE.

SAILED—Wind NW, Br schs Columbine, McNeil,
Sarah, Teed, and a large Beet of eastern bound coast-

—

Partlaad !*••« Oflrr Mail

enty-

was

it

through all the South. The whole white
male imputation, capable of bearing arms, are
lighting against us. now different with us!
Notwithstanding the immense army we have
raised and sent away, they are hardly missed
except by tlieir fireside connections. We have
is

tw

etioueer.

•6.400.do.117) j

say, he would have tilled

c ongress has

Iff"

more or

father and all tlie

an

just

PoH.and.J„y„..A12Ht-NRYS "k'SEL
tQ> 11.18,26.29.81.

Geo H

Elizrbetb, Hamilton. Roeton, J B Brown

<

•5.U00.do.108
•4.000.do.Ins j
•6,000.do. 1082
•10,000 .do.100
•536 American Gold.1164
•000.do. 117*

Morf***<* *t*»nd*. amounting to
C oupons, belonging to the name
bond*.
No*. 6. 7, 8. 9. 10 and 11. now due. All
said bond*
•nd coupon* are pledged for debt* of «aid
corporation. and are to be *olu to raise the mouev

SiuSIfM*
912n0.00; and

er*.

15)

•11,000.do.list

the army.

with

less absent in tlie army. One man lias
five sons iu the rebel army. Another lias tlie

to

of

Brig Stanley. (Br) Davidson. Halifax NS,

24.

•8.0U0. do.loo;
•1A00.do.1004

the interfer-

passed
conferring
the full rights of citizenship on foreign born
residents after one year's honorable service in

some

more

Had he been

really nothing

rr-

from three different
a

speech

to the
l*si at elero'c ock A. M
ut the on ce of Nathaniel
Brown,
Broker, 132 Kachan-c Street. Honda of the Androscoggin Kai ><>ad r<» m the amount of*28G 0
•ccurod bv the thiid
muitgage of said Railroad, dated
1S56:
*
*. 3, 4. 5, 7. 8. 9, 10
W*
•lid 11. \belonging to *aid
Bond*, low due; alto anen

Winslow

380
1320
2U0
X. B.—Beef, extia and first quality includes noAr at Liverpool 24th, Eudymion, Williams, New
thing but tbe best large, fat. stall-led Oxen.
York
Second quality include* tbe best glass fed Oxen, !
Cld 25th, Nicholas Biddle. Eves, New York.
the beat stall-linl Cows, and the best three vear old
Entered for Idg 2otb, Clarissa Currier, Flituer, New
Steer*.
York.
Ordinary consists of the Bulls, and the refuse lots.
Sheep, extra include* Cossets, and wheu those of
Per steamship Europa, st Boston.
iuterior quality are thrown out.
Arat Shanghai' April 2D. Lucy E AshbPv. Ashbev,
I here wen
cais over the Grand Truuk and
Hankow; Carrie Leland. Smith, do; 25th. Vain .BarEastern Railroad; >» over tin- Itostou aud Lowell;
rett, New York Dec It; 29tli, Independence, Thrane,
and 42 over the 4 itchburg; —of those over the FitchNew York l>ec 11.
burg were from A.banv.
Sailed 24th, Nautilus, El well. New York.
Remarks—*1 here was not so many cattle as last
z\r at k-ooebow April 8D, Swordfish, Craudall, San
week; price* without mntcrin' change; one or two
Francisco.
sold tor 97 j
Idh lbs. but tl.e prices far the best
Ar at Hong Kong April 2$. Palmetto. Upton,
prs;
SingOxen wer from $6 &>'<
75 p 1CW lbs. ouite a small
ly ore.
number of Sheen ana J^ttuh* but, added to tjie sur.sailed from Manila April 24. Horatio. Palmer, New
plus of last week, the umber was suihcient lor the
York; 19th, Dashhig Wave, Lecraw. do.
ueiuaud; good Gamo- sold irom 2 87 to $4 ft head
Arat Batavia May 11. Souora, Smith, Boston Dec

•5.000.do.

Five brothers of the name of Clayton,
belonging to the Fifth Vermont Kegiment, an- re|>orted killed during the late battles in Virginia.

realize what this

of the work before

a

Pit*fibril Kailroatl Bond* for Sale.

divant.

•16.500 United States Five Twenty Coupons 6’s. 108
•6.000 l uited States Demand Notes.ltV

"If'

As yet, the great hulk of
tlie northern people do not comprehend tlie

magnitude

ith

in

Western,.

Street.

SuhacriberwiHa-llut Public Auction
rpHE
a. Inglieei bidder on lueSl.t of July

Jago, Hillman. Havana. Chase Bros k Co.
Brig Crimea, Harriman, Falmouth E, Ross k Stur-

Starr.
Sch Olive
k Sous.

{!. lK«H1NkLEV

July

*-,i0

k Co.
Bark St

16 Boston aid Maine Bail read,.108]

and idl

or pay a large price for a substitute; when
they have exchanged the luxuries of home for

will

responded

ONE

X libAHEU.

Ship Dorcas Trince. MeaUy. Dublin I, H

•600.....do.
Iu2f
•400 l uited States 7 8-10 Treasury Notes.l(>4i

three columns—icith icinrl.

I.et the drafting commence and go on. When
have to leave their lamilies and business,

they

he

For Wale.
of the beat Stand, in the
city for the retail
Grocery autl Proriaiou Huaineae. together with
the leaae of the Land
For particular,
apply to

cruise.

•55,000 l uited States i ou|m»u Sixes (1881).102

correspondent

four lines.

do it.

and carnage, then
war is costing us.

by

a

Polls—(12 (g 76c each.
Calf skius—8 a* 9c f> lb.
Veal ( alves—from $3 to 95.
Number from each State;—
Cattle. Sh’pfc L’bs. Calves. Horses.
Now Hampshire, 130. 415.
445.
Veimout. 211
15. 360.
Massachusetts,

BROKERS*

I ff" Mr. Blaiue w as introduced to the Convention at \\ aterviile, after his nomination for
Congress, anti though an accomplished speak-

battles. The crisis is now upon us. Tlie rebellion is to he crushed now or never. Public
meetings will not do it, newspapers and orators

minutes before tlie whole party had the “sign,"
and they w ere not long in forming their plan

received

was

The Washingof the New York Evening
Post says this statement is pronounced entirely false by the highest authority.

lethagy and stoops from ila position of solf-gloriUcution. We have Imastcd of
our numbers in the field, forgetting
that the
South has always out-numbered us in our great

men must

have been thwarted
of the War Department.

ence

ton

(hakes olf its

Fighting

telegram

Army"

alone, hut the hulk of the rebel army. I do
not expect this will he done until the North

do it.

uiat a

the

Richmond

not

learn

-^ The New York Herald has stated that
plans of the Commander of the “Potomac

Rich-

the rebel army rebut little. We want an

to

» >■

informing Edwin Putnam, son of
Mayor Putnam, of his appointment as Assistant Paymaster in the
Navy. He is to report
immediately at the Brooklyn Navy Yard.
—| Bath Times.

His reinforcements have not readied over one

the coffee and hardbread of the army; when
they find themselves lace to face w ith death

proceed lire, for at the next station, as the
train ran into the depot, the conductor had the
satisfaction of seeing tlie whole party, carpet-

V

our

the advent of the party. After reading tlie
despatch tlie conductor stepped out, ami left
the leaven to do its work. It was not
many

of

j

army struck tlie Peninsula it has lost
1 do not know but I
more than 40.UK) men.
might add 10,000 more and be within bounds

Since

j

done in fresco, bv Portland artists, after chaste
and imposing designs, and this
portion of the i
work excites universal admiration.
last evening,

our

Working

iOT-The l:ulvernalist Church in Waterville !
recently renovated. The Mail says j
the pews have lieeu
modernized.and, with the
other wood work, neatly and
elegantly painted
by Hill A .Savage. The walls and ceiling are

immediately.

RALLY!

Marbet— iulv lO.
At market, 1050 Beeves, list Stores, likA) Sheep aud
Lambs, and 5U0 Swine.
Prices—Market Beef—Extra 96 75; first quality
96 50; second do 96 00; third do 95 00.

has been

all of which is true, still here
out i" bold relief: Mc-

enliatmenta!

Thursday, July IO.
ARRIVED.
Brig A B Cook, Perkins, St Jago lftth ult.
Brig Fannie, Ross. Matanzas 2«th ult.
Sch Pacific, Iami!, Westport NS.
Sch Henry Alfred, Allen, New York.
Sch Sultana, Fletcher. New York.
Sell Kate Aubrey, Curtis, Boston.
Sch Romeo. Lawn-, Bangor tor Boston.
Sch Boone. Nickerson. Bangor for Boston.
Sch It Loach. l>-ach. Bans’or for Boston.
Sch 1 acket, Wevniotith, Belfast.
Sch Renown, Libbv, Belfast.
Sch Kosciusko. Ful er. Tliomaston for Boston.
Steamer Lewiston, Knight. Boston
steamer Forest City, Field,Boston for St John NB
Revenue cutter Caleb Cushing, < apt Clark, from a

HALL.

Brighton

of the arch-traitor—Jeff. Davis?

litwrii

forth!

PORT OP PORTLAND.

11.

connected with that

creation,

.uiLH’iiiin

more

copy of the Bowdoin
excellent catalogue of all

military or naval service of the country. By
the way, would it not lie well at next Commencement for Old Bowdoin to strike from
the list of L. L. D.’s, of its
the name

great truth staring

Clellan needs

Mr. D. W. Waldron

to
a

Its “Roll of Honor" embraces, as
far as known, all who have been members of
the College, who are now or have been in the

doubt about the loss of even that

on,

indebted

College, for

institution.

grant that his position is every way better
before, grant that his soldiers and officers
not in the least disappointed, but are anx-

ious to

are

Bugle, which Is an
the societies, clubs, etc.,

train of wagons and ambulances, without tlie
loss of a single w gon, and but one seige gun.
a

j
j

»f*We

a

and there is

!

in which he

of Bowdoin

singl batt'e, grant tliat lie ghangposition of his army, with its immense

ed the

letter from Gen.

speaks in the very highest
terms of Captain
Fessenden, (son of Senator
Fessenden) as an active and efficient officer.

a

onimandrr-in-l h»lf o.dyra and direct, that an Additional Rr-imcnt of Infantry, for the
aerrle* of the
Government, the Niae eenth of Maine Volnnt rra
to rendwyoo, n Bath, be raiaed and
orraulred
with. Inatruelioua in detail are
prepared for Recrnttlni Ajrruta. who will obtain their authority
with all the reviolalte blank, for
maklny
from the Adjutant General at Auvuar,. and
inch other peraona a. mar hert alVr be
deeimated
By Order of the t ommarder-in-Uhief
JOHN L. HODS DON.
J“IH
Adjutant General.

3ST EW8.

1

He is on General Hunter s
Staff, where he has
made himself eminently useful.

the needed reinforcements.

men

| Everything looks cheerful.”

u^Gov. Washburn has

grand engagement, which, if successful,
would give us Richmond, hut if a failure would

could not be cut

!

sneaks" was from that town.
Paris are loyal to the core and never shrink
from duty.

a

supplies

I

“cowardly
The pimple of

any part of the enemy’s main army,
what course was left but to buzzard our all u|>-

where our

MARINE

Working Oxen—pair. none.
Caives—$26, 33 u 45.
Yearlings, none; two yeai sold, none; three years
old. 920 <i 21.
Sheep and Lambs—1320 at market; price* In lots
SI 75 a 2 each; extia $3 25 a, 4, or from 3 £ 4c k> lb.
Spring Lambs— 92. 3 33 & 4.
Hide*—6(a; 6|c |> lb.
Tallow—6i « 6J p lb.

1

>

}
>

No^'*’

...

Cows aud

should there be one made. A gentleman from
Paris informs us that not one of the

force of 50,01)0
wirtg, without

a

Wool, on Saturday last, and is
McHenry, for circulat-

QUARTERS.

Aujctaxt I.umii’i Orriri.
9,h'
GENERAL ORDER

MINIATURE ALMANAC—Friday, July 11.
Sun rises, morn.4 23 I Length oi dais. 15 14
Suu sets, eve.7 42 | Moon sets, niorn.
811

Cambritlfr

ignation.
The Copperheads,—We mentioned
yesterday, the fact that fifty or sixty individuals
had ''skedaddled" to Canada, to evade a draft,

Hunter,

HEAD

<

Market—Jwly 9th.
Whole number of Cattle at market 380; about 300
Beeves and 80 Stores, consisting of Workiug Oxen.
Milch Cows, aud one, two and three year old.
Prices of Market Beef—Extra 96 60 a 6 75; first
quality 96; second quality 95 60; third quality 94.

government stocks in that city.
Gen. Shields has returned to the
Camp,
the President having refused to
accept his res-

operation-?

Liverpool.July

In the Piscataqua, from New York for
Liverpool—
Wm White, of Orono; Nathl M Jewett and Edward
T Howard, of Bangor.

hurry of getting up the foregoing call, many
gentlemen, expected to sign it, were found to be absent from their places of business, but their names
will be added if they will hand them in.

ing a rumors of the utter defeat and annihilation of our army in front of
Richmond, thereby
causing a panic that led to a great sacrifice of

part of his army by his gun-

Liverpool.July

Bremen.Julv

9
12
12
12
12
M
19
19
23
26

PASSENGERS.
In the A B Cook, from St
Jago—Geo.Simmons, Jos
David, of Santa Cruise.

In the

confined in Fort

now

Because it became necessary by the great reinforcement of the enemy. Our line extended

It ordered tlie, arrest to be
the next station. Meantime a
despatch
had been forw arded to prepare tlie "crowd" for
at

riT”

order of Gen.

Richmond.
we

missed

Portland, July 10, 1802.

George U. Porter, Secretary of the
Baltimore Board of Trade, and publisher of
the Baltimore Price Current, was arrested
by

days of slaughter he was
the victor, witli but one exception; that exception was the attack on our right wing by Stonewall Jackson, and even then, with a force of
one-half to one-third the enemy, we yielded
but a little ground in the fight of all day. near
the Chiekahmniuy.
But I am wandering from my purpose. The
papers are fill! of details, part of them reliable;
there is nothing to be ashamed of, but much to
be proud of in the doings of our army before
did

Eastern.New York

2nd others.

camp in one thing; in exhibiting the high esteem and unbounded confidence in
which the
Commander of the Army of the Potomac is
held by his troops.

battle of those six

cannot

story
bu. would not he held responsible for the
rectness of it* details.

ing

the sole reason for its
non-appearance. It accords with nearly every letter from McClellan’s

boats.

Why

an

did not reach ns until its communications had been superceded
by the terrible
battles immediately follow
its date. This is

can

McClellan has not lieen defeated.

at

Seventh,

tell them,
Boston and New York

city

estimated outlay of $ 10,000.
“Aroostook's" letter from the Maine

returned

pajjers did not tell the truth, did not dan- to,
and that McClellan was all but annihilated,

the interested

Artemas Ward would say, and we are not
aware that they have since been heard
from.
ing issues. So long as his loyalty is unifies- 1 It is
hoped the conductor had collected his
tioned. and he is at the head of an army, we
fares. We give tlie
as we have heard

ahall not, we dare not, use our pen or our
tongue to his disparagement.
The foregoing has lieen written, as we could
not allow our position in these matters to lie
misunderstood. We know that an article of
different tone appeared in our columns
yesterday, written by a gentleman whom we highly
e teem
and
for
his excellent quaii
personally,
ties of head and heart, wit' th. policy m which
and which we ould not
have no s1" at!
COnStJIll Uj
;;
£(j' .u,
V. Wc
V
of no safe rule in these matters, but to stand

reported in

city,

ork.New York

Europa.Boston.Liverpool.Julv
Great

Evkwixo, July 12th, at half-past 7 o’clock.
may be expected from several distinguished gentlemen of this city, and others.
Gen. How ard, and Col. Jackson, fresh from the battle before Richmond, soldiers bearing honorable scars
from the late engagements, are expected to be
present and speak words, backed by their noble deeds.
Ether Shepley,
W. \V. Thomas,
S. E. Spring,
Henry Fox,
N. O. Cram,
Thomas K. Jones,
Charles 11. Merrill,
I^ewis Pierce,
Ezra Carter, Jr.,
Win. W. Woodbury,
Jacob McLellau,
E. McKenney k Co.,
Blake, Jones k Co.,
Tyler, Rice ft* Sons,
A. < on ant,
Ifcrsev, Fletcher It Co.,
Metiilvery, Ryan k Davis, King k Butler,
R. Cram,
Ralph Butler, Jr.,
N. A. Foster,
Emery It Waterhouse,
Jonas H. l'erlev,
Eliphalet Webster,
Josiah H Drummond,
Joseph Howard,
Win. L. Putnam,
Davis. Twitchell It Co.,
Ciias. McLaughlin It Co.,
Johu W. Perkins k Co.,

to make extensive additions and
improvements
to the C. A P. Railroad wharf at the North
End

The first report that greeted me
w as, that a sutler had
on my arrival
escaped
and brought the news of our defeat—that the

read it aloud.

The successes of the last year, ami the

on

ever

Liierpool.July
Hibernian.Quebec
.New York..

Edinburg

Addressee

1 he Portsmouth Chronicle understands
that the ( oncord Railroad Co. are

MAINE.

TO DEPART.

Arabia.Boston.Liverpool.Julv

day

Z

defeated ?

than

made

wonderful achievements of our army and
navy,
should give us courage. McClellan is a cau-

ali I

seen

readers.
In the first plare. let

one,

despatch

Quartermaster of the 17th Regt.
~lt~™ Assistant Quartermaster General, E.
K. Harding of liulh,is now in the
city, perfecting arrangements for the accommodation of
the 17th Regt., which is to rendezvous here.

STATE OF

July

Anglo Saxon.Quebec.Liierpool_ July
Teutonia.New York Liverpool.July
City of Baltimore.New York Liverpool.July
8c«ri*.New York. Liverpool.Julv

public spirit equal to the demands
of the time may be aroused, the citizens oi Portland are
invited to assemble in the New City llall, on .Satur-

The Argun learns that Mr. J. T.
aterhouse has received the appointment of

in that

description

a

Liverpool.New

put down a rebel I ion which mt k* the overFree Government and Free Institutions.

to

To the end that

Z&

in your sheet or the
dailies; but 1 have some thoughts and facts
which I am anxious to communicate to your

they

to

Let them be strengthened and not weak-

ample proofs.
may lack the Napoleonic dash and fiery zeal,
but he matches Napoleon in the hold he has
up-

fact—that

made—the messenger boy from the office came
rushing into the cars, and handed the missive

Now is the critical hour in the strife.

man—perhaps unduly so—but he is a
matchless disciplinarian, anti of his coolness
and courage he has given
He

the

ion. and
throw of

from McClellan’s army, sick and worn down
with fatigue and exposure. I do not wish to occupy your paper with
for your readers have

....

in about

was

NEW AD VIE RTISEMENT S.

York.Southampton

The exigencies of our country demand new and
fresli sacrifices from its citizens. More
troop* are
needed from among us. to fight the battles of our Un-

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED.

Country.

just

CITY

PATRIOTIC

E. \V. Locke.

The Recent Cattles—Demands of the

cret

ceived,—next

and

ened.

avouch for

station at which the

sure.

men.

we

MEW

pills, Ac., Ac., and a good woolen and rubber
blanket, you an- prepared to do a great amount
of good, though you do not
carry the rifle.

ill cost.

Press.—I have

Edinburg.Liverpool.New York. June 25
New
New York Jane 25
Europa
.Liverpool.Boston.June 23
Great Eastern.Liverpool.New York. July
1
Borussia
.Southampton. Now York. July 2
York.
City of New York.
2
Persia.Liverpool.New York. .July 5
.Southampton.New York..July 9

New \

He

Harris,

York. Jane 13
Anglo Saxon.Liverpool.Quebec.Jane 19

pills, opium

was not in the former
position of the army—
where our gunboats could play their part in
the work before us, and where we could secure

structions to detain them until the
proper officer could arrive by next train.
When tlie train arrived at the designated

enjoy
confidence; anti it
that in censin.ng him we should
Include President Lincoln in the same cen-

seems to

Yours,

rebuke.

sanitary

preparing

of

regimeut

in the hands of the rebels.

If you are true men, you will soon
1m- able to reach the
army, and with your haversacks stocked with cathartic

For the Tress.

Editors

TO ARRIVE.

Icutonia.Southampton.New

by his friends after the battle of Gaines' Mill.
Ey We have enjoyed several calls during
the last few days from Bro. 1 ’ike ofthe Augusta Age. When one l’cels dull and
heavy it is
as good for him as a
glass of pop beer t«> chat
with Pike five minutes, and iiis good Matured
face will dispel the blue devils as quickly as
the morning suu docs the fresh water vapors.
He is a good fellow, ami we hope that he may
yet be saved—politically.

last

inv

mission.

in the way, it must fall; and
principle is adopted the less
w

a

er

and have
time would ever come.
It has coine. I have had the
opportunity. I
dare not think I did all I could. I trust
my
name was borne on to the haven of
rest by
some of the many who
departed at that time.
I riends, do not wait to
comjoin a

must

the water was fit for man and 'lieast—which it

signal

were members of a newly-formed seorganization—a sort of Golden Circle, Jr.
—the object of which is to resist the draft and
other “coercive”-measures put forth
by the
government to quell the rebellion.
But “Skedaddling,” like the course of true
love, does not always “run smooth.” It seems
that the Conductor oil the train by which these
famous “knights” had taken
passage, is a hit
of a wag, and so he, learning what kind of rattle he had on board, arranged to have himself
intercepted by a telegraphic despatch at a station still further along, such dispatch to
purport to be an order for the arrest of the fugitives at a station near tiieCanada
line, with in-

pose.

Liberty

men.

witli

course we rannot

has had far less troops in
fighting condition
than the public has lieen accustomed to
sup-

the affairs of

take

Liverpool

Londonderry.

Ey Mr. Frederick M. Edge, correspoudant
of the Loudon Star, is believed to l>c a prison-

people doing good,

wondered whether

our

prove the destruction of the army of the Peninsula; or to fall back to a secure position-

liad a paragraph in
stampede of a lot of
men of questionable patriotism, from Oxford
County, evidently to place themselves beyond
the reach of a military draft, by finding shelter
in the Queen's dominions. It is said—of

Government

been

coming elections, of laying the
of the rebellion upon ministers of the
gospel. Sabbath schools, and Indies’ setring circle*! This, thin skinned dcvilism, will meet
a

read of other

overthrow and final extinction

treasure and the fewer lives it

relation to the sudden

disposed to abandon him, or to
neglect furnishing him with all needful men
and means. That he ha» not had a
sufficiency
of men, we have no doubt, but we apprehend
that, the

scheme for political ef-

A Imughablc “Skedaddle.**

ments—was

always

wounds;

return to his

»

STEAMSIlIpg.

Mails are forwarded bv every steamer in the reru*
lar line*. The steamer* for or from
cal! at
Queenstown, except the Canadiau liue, which call at

three weeks.

message from a dying man to his poor wife and
children, or from a boy to his mother. I have

no escape from it.—
Power above which controls arid di-

a

on

Yesterday morning

lleve—we never have believed—that the Administration—either in its head or in its depart-

a cru-

It must be: there is
Then: is

men

Aeschylus.

ly
Buel, It did seem as though he was justified in
feeling his way cautiously, before dashing upon the fortified positions of
Beauregard in his
own chosen strongholds.
And in relation to McClellan, we do not iie-

I

ty. but is trying

new

not

ing the just reward of iheir laliors—and the
people will not murmur. When this species of
property becomes less sacred, and the United
•States Government adopts the course marked
out by Fremont and Hunter, and use the men
held to servitude by rebel masters, where they
can perforin the most effective service in behalf of the Union—then we shall see a speedy
end to this Infernal rebellion, and its traitorous
leaders will awake to sudden judgment.

weakening

)Us.

censurable ; fur with an army so badcut up as he found the troops of Grant and

show

hun-

eause

was not

facts will

one

from the

a

maintain the

waged to

which has

complete

I find, in my perigriuations, that secessionism dare not show itself in its naked deformi-

Thun, tuo, where Beauregard escaiied from
Ha’icce,». C
.tli, it dlil se-.m that the latter

the

About

dollar

fect in the

ed. worked and

that

“Poor creeturs.”

a

TnE NEW IKimiE.

intereetiing night.

ig

]»ost is worth about

a

morning, who, thinking doubtless that the dear
man might be in need of material as w ell as
spiritual pabulum, to enable him to perform
the duties of the day, brought with her, as a
present, nicely rolled up in a napkin, two slices of pork, ditto
bacon, one sausage, and a
small roll of butter. “The laborer is worthy of
his hire,” Ac.

remembering that, during the long preceding
day he was making a forced march over roads
rendered soft by incessant rains, arriving at
the Tennessee river .it nightfall; and that all
night he was engaged, with limited means of
transit, in placing his mm upon the opposite

ii

half.

Excellency," and
until the privilege of

A minister of my' acquaintance, not long
since, received a call from a lady on a Sabbath

when murmurings went forth beBuel did not sooner reinforce Grant at
the bloody field of Shiloh, we could not avoid

membered that lie 1
foueot two full O'

a

“his

OE.NEROUS DONATION.

So, too,

hod

enjoy

fifty persons, dissenting
popular idea, assembled in a grove near the
village above named, ami had a splendid picnic dinner.
“Distinguished speakers from
abroad
being engaged in more metropolitan
localities, your corres|>oddent enjoyed a favored position at the table. After tile viands
were disjioscd of, the young people engaged
in an immense kissing scene, in a play called
Copenhagen, I believe. There was freedom of
speech, and freedom of lips.

cause

was

speeches from
Honor," «fcc., <fcc.,

dred and

the administration.

when he

ill the

a

think that in order to

to

leaning against

Winchester, we did not feel called upon to
charge the Government with remissness for
leaving him with so feeble a force in a situation so much exposed. It was not our province
to instil into the public mind a lack of faith in

i

made this

the Fourth to its fullest extent, they must go
to the city, join a procession, see the sights,

and

bondage,

The time

THE FOURTH.

at

1

Portland.

for.

“his

pour water iqion their

is

war

to

14.2UO

SAILING OF OCEAN

Ey Tlie Lewiston Journal says Col. Jack-

hopes

Prince,
ship Dorms
do deal

troleum.

until to-morrow.

son

master.

FOREIGN EXPORTS.
for Dublin, Iro—*74 074 ft
ends. 34.250 lutings
Per Brig Crimea, for Falmouth E—37 200 gals dc-

Ey The proceedings of the Law Term of
Supreme Judicial Court, are crowded out

were not more

sade

the sooner tills

to

Many people

ta-

exists

slavery stands

capitalists, or employment
Better days are anxiously looked

laborers.

he

be preserved and the Constitution maintained. If

very liveXow, this business affords but little

encouragement

unwise and

When Gen. Banks suffered his cruel repulse

■

sliip-building

to

than fifteen surgeons—little or
no medicine for the sick—no
time to amputate
one limb in
twenty that needed it to save life.
\\ hat could I do that would lie of
any account ?
firing straw from the wheat fields, and make
the dying boys their last
bed; fill canteens and

rects

wlten

quelling treason, ought

be

of that accursed sjstem, slaveholders have only themselves to I imc. They are onlg reap-

Sergt.

wounded and some killed and miss-

about fifteen miles from

out unscathed.

iu

forty

in

soldiers or

our

greatest national curse: and if that war results, as it inevitably nv st if long continued,

shell;

Editors.—Haring recently spent
a brief season at South
Freeport, I am led to
remark that the village is situated upon a most
lovely point of land projecting into the Casco,

though sometimes his case looked badly iu the
light of alleged testimony, we did not feel at
liberty to step in between him and the government, and charge it with infidelity for continuing him in command. When he was relieved
of his command we did not feel jubilant but
sad, and when he was restored we rejoiced
that he had stood the test of scrutiny and come

complained of for
ing rebels—aftei

of

piece

Mesrus.

in Missouri, we never could feel justified in
joining in the general clamor against him. and

side of the river: anil

a

Way-Side Note—No. 1.

common

raised about Fremont

was

Lieut. Atwood and

B,

Stevens of Co.

[Correspondence of the l’rom*.]

tic to do

When

by

Capt.

the comfort of

pollock

Per
deals.

wife.

fatigued and worn down, that
they could hardly tell you whether they were
sick or not. Among this vast number there

can

petuation and extension of the system of hu-

ing were
remaining

been wounded in the arm

to

man

side of the house and the
the other side, we could not toll how the

secure

impoliought to discourage the brave men
whe are facing death in the field, or to impair
the confidence of our gallant soldiers in the
capacity and skill of their Commanders. When
found incompetent let them be removed by
competent authority.
us

on

w

ing.”

that the country and its pel .1 should call fortli
the united energies of the loyal people of all
It seems to

six

aiiout

friends in relation to questions of duty, and
the policy that should rule the hour. We believe that all jwtrty spirit should be forgotten;

the Stab's.

us.—

Lieut.

Sanborn is all right. I have some men wounded, hut none killed—in the regiment there are

differ from many esteemed

we

good service.
four companies of the right

Lieut. Lemont, were also Wounded.

cause.

V\ e know that

our

liattle went with them until we had fallen back.
We then ascertained that Col. Jackson had

among loyal men, but would rather seek to
cheer on every one who has a word to say, a

of

all around

en-

do

illness of his

tile

ho are

w

against slavery in those States where it
by local law, we do not believe in permitting the “peculiar institution’’ to stand in
the way of the accomplishment of »>nr purpose. The war was precipitated upon us by
the Slaveholding Oligarchy to secure the per-

and did

on one

j

know no differences

success

flying

commenced

dangerous

balance were so

And while this

command of the company which had Is-en ordered to fall back. The regiment fell back
under cover of a hill, while a battery took our

of a partizan character, or to discuss men and
things in a spirit of severity,—that Is another
matter, for which we feel no special concern;
in relation to which we intend to be at liberty
to think, to speak ar.d to act as the exigencies of the future shall seem to us to require.

and to hasten the

wc

the

ing something, and their property, if it

Men

Union and the Constitution, and is

Lieut Bicknell tied up my arm, and then took

tional councils, should, it seems to us, as far
forth as possible be avoided. After the war is
over, the rebellion crushed, and peace and union restored, if men *ec fit to go into questions

to

shell and bullets

by

Ilrl(j Fannie—94 lihd. mobuwea Fjn4 fox—1 brl ni**r order.
Hch FaciUe—200<itls codfixh, 60

WSSTKiKI Ns.

few hours. What adds to the sadness of the
occurrence, is the fact that he had been summoned home

Sea Bee. Herrick. Bangor; Emetine.
Colby, Wiacasset; llannie Westbrook, Littlejohn. Portland.
Telegraphed, brigs Ma/atlan, and Waverley.
CM 10th, bark 8nbraCrooker,StapIe«.X't‘W(>rleanf;
ach Henry Pavnon, Crowell, Baltimore.
(■Lot CKHTE*. Ar 7tb, rcha Harriet Fnller,Hamilton, New York for Portland; S E Parker, Eitzgera’d. Boston A»r Camden; Stb, baik J M Cbm chill,
Searr, Liverpool.
MACHIAS. Sailed 4th, scha Oriental, Coffin, New
York; 7th, Siak, Itiga^s, do.
Ar 9th. whs Mary Lunt, Boynton; P
H llliafoti. Moodr, and K Kantoul
Jr, Hammond,
£
New 1 ork ; S B Stebbina.
Thompson, and Advance,
(jenl
Boston;
Kleber,
(.rant.
Jogg
Ipswich; Elm
im,‘ UuineT ; r*uton. Hunuel. Xewhnrrport.
(Id 9th. achs
Indian gueen, Hardy. St John XB;
New York; Oriana,Lionel!,
Orr; ( omelia, (urrier; Mara
u!»i ■» ®p: Mudaon,
•«»«* Lucy Mar, Hillings, Boaton.
ufcH?tty*”.
BEl.k AST. Ar 4th. ach Helena,
Portlaad.

MATANZA8.
erv

his way home in the cars from Boston, was attacked with a lit of apoplexy, and died in a

morrow.

guard,
was changed.

It is

folly.

to

ask young
nurses in the held.
me

thousand men, one third of whom were wounded, another third more or less sick, while the

hut cannot touch.

ltebels cannot be conciliated by being
treated so gingerly. They only laugh at our

their support. We
the worst battle of the

across

even

ken.

firing
Col. Heath fell, shot thro jgh the head; not
long after 1 received a bullet wound through
the arm, so very slight, however,that 1 resumed command of my company on Tuesday.—

unity of a" loyal people.
An •Thing calculated to destroy this unity and
to introduce.distracting elements into the na-

use

ordered

Soon after

'nued

muscle to

was

let

in the infernal attempt to destroy the
government, ought to feel that they are risk-

used

opposite side of the river;
in the afternoon, our Divis-

especially

Ey Article in relation to Map of Maine,
Ac., in type, is unavoidably laid over till to-

have to

add

went, and, until night,
season raged.
We went up Gaines’ Hill with

It I* to be Utv.cn! d that partizan polities
should 1-e allowed in tin- w*y to mix with the
tv railing for
great u.fd pressing qu
i the sword. Toe hope of
the art ", uu
the naUon in the present sti jgg.e, rests laige-

a

the

alsiut two o’clock

Oar Comma tiling Generals.

dollar to bestow, or

on

And

physicians to volunteer as
During those six days of lighting and marching, I had charge of nutnliers of the sick and
the wounded. In alife of
forty-live years I have
not seen the
opportunity to do so much good
as in two
days and two nights of that terrible
march. At one time, as the sliades of
night
closed in upon us, there lay around us in the

gaged

ordered out and were under a most tershelling all the forenoon. The rebels had
turned our right, leaving Porter's and McCall's

are

wounded.

the owner is in the rebel army. They
to go hungry because they are not

time all this

were

Eyriie news of Gen. McClellan’s repulse
the signal lor the lew sympathizers
throughout the country to crawl Horn their
vile den and rejoice. We have some of these
loathsome, contemptible scamps in this county. w ho cannot contain themselves lor joy, and
who are going about pouring their poison into
the ears of everybody who w ill deign to listen
to them, and
discouraging enlistments.—[Belfast Age.
Ey Leander Pearson of Bangor, while on
was

field and in the negro
quarters, at Carter's
Landing, on James Kiver, not less than three

they

we

can

unable to carry the heavy knapsack amT gun on the
weary marches, yet who
can lie usetul, to the number of three or four to
the regiment,in taking care of the sick and the

allowed to confiscate the property of rebel
owners, whose pigs, turkeys, chickens, ifcr.,

rific

.--.wow---

would

though

who

men

don’t like

Brown

writes, “on Friday morning (June 27th)

For Register* of Deoda,
..LOUIS CORMIER, Northerr Dietrict,
J o. A BAR TON. Southern Dietrict.
Fort.SAMUEL C. ADAMS, or Alfred.

At preseut we

a

says he does “not believe they ean see any
harder time tliau for the last few days, in which
they have lived as many years.” He further

For Shrriflk,
WILLIAM SMALL, of Fort Fairgeld.
OEORUE OOODWIN, of Welle.

iue

Capt.

and reliels in arms against the Government
treated too leniently—and this impression

field of wheat which must not be touched

Capt. George E.
his brother in this city.
Wednesday, July 2d, and

addressed to

do nothing so crushing to
our cause as the
people have done by inaction.
One word more. There are a
great many

increasing in strength, not only among the
people but in the army. Our soldiers, who
enlisted to aid in crushing the rebellion, do not
relish standing guard over the property of
rebels in arms against the Government. They
don’t relish lying in the mud, alongside of a

to ours.

few statements from

a

(lers, but they

is

written letter from

5th Maine was then located.

Aroostook

“i,

are

aiiout thirty miles from Richmond, where the

For County Tteaeurer*.
stroosto^k
SAM I. BRADBURY, of N. Limerick
Fort.........JOHN HALT, ol North Berwick.

r.j

ors

written from the banks of the James river

was

For County Cowtawsewiers,
Aroostook... .THOMAS i BROWN, of Hodgdon,
NATHAN 8 LUFKIN, of Eaton Ur’t.
Far*..DIMON ROBERTS, of Lvman.

ly

iaOnitely superior

Tlie letter is dated

For Senator*,
Aroostook... .ISAAC HACKER, of Fort Fairtkld.
Fort.JOHN WKNTWORTH. of Kitterv,
(.IDEON 8. TUCKER, of 8aco,
LUTHER SANBORN, ofIwreonsfield

Aroostook
Tort.

is

will he interested in

hastily
brown,

For Representatives to Congrcw,
FAird District JAMES (. BLAINE, Ot Augusta.
#yt* District .FREDERIC A. 1TKK, of Calais

HULL,

conttnaixi our conlllie removes them, we shall, in
lietter reasons for acting totlie
IxiUnd to sustain his action,
k)s stand-point of observation
to

Our readers

OF SKOWHECAN.

of

Handling them Tenderly.
The impression seems to prevail extensively
among the people of New England, that trait-

Oampany 11, FUth Maine Regiment,
having friends in this company,

ABNER COBURN,

ALFRED

When

the absence of

GOVERNOR

ROB

[lledge sufficient

a

dencc.

-----

REPUBLICAN

the

|

BALTIMORE. Ar 8th, sch Luther Child, Kelley.
Beaufort NC.
Cld 6th, *eh Mohawk. Staples, West Indies.
PHILADELPHIA. Ar 8th. brig J Means, Wells.
New York; sch* New Zealand, Forharn, Calais; Wm

Jones, Joues, Portland,
Cld 8th, brig J Mean*, Well*.Boston ; sch W Jones,
Jones, Portland.
NEW YoKK. Ar 8tb, ship Windemere. Handing,
Havre May 15; schs J P Johnson, Chase, Philadelphia for Boston; Empress, Torrev, Rondout for do.
A’so ar 9th, ship William F Storer. Tra*k, Liverpool 1st ult; barks Ga/elle. Rhode*,Barhadoes; Bradford, Cable*. Havana: brig S (< Adam*. Carver.
Sagua; sch* Catharine Wilcox, McFadden, Eastport;
I*aac Cohen Hertz, Spolford, and Augusta, Merrill.
Rockland; Bangor. Jordan. Eli/abethport for Bos-

ton
Cld 9th, ship* John II Elliott. Kllia,Liverpool: Olamon, Stewart. London: haik* Nonamtuiu. Edwards.
Liv rp<iol; Anna. Tutliill. Havana; brig* Sitka, Elliott, Cienftiegos; It Young, Cook. I'm Hand: sch*
Maggie Bell. GUkev, Granada and lurks Island:
Minnehaha. Thoma*. Saco: Crusoe. Porter, Marina*
NEWPORT.
Sailed 9th. sch H W Wellington,
Wells, from Calais for New Haven
BRISTOL. ArHth, brig Calitoi nia. Camnt, Sagua
BOSTON. Ar9th, sch* Charmer, Cheney. Turks

997 Advance Bounty !

Twenty-seven dollar*

Advance

Bounty,

and

one

month’s pay In advance. Pay from 913 to 9S per
month, pay and rations to commence from the date
of enlistment. Three y ears unless sooner discharged.
%

MEDICAL ATTENDANCE FREE !

ISO

acres

cruiting

Bounty

I^nd at the close of

the

war.

Re-

office

NO. 4, FOX BLOCK,

Telegraph Office,

corner of Middle and Exchange Streets. Entrance on Exchange Street.
Island 25th ult; Sophia Parker, Jacobs,Deals Island;
Black Warrior, Hammond, Gonldsboro; M F Varr
num, Leach, Penobscot; Andes. Deau, and Lue’la,
ks, Kecrui,iB* oaeen.
Wine he-1 bach, Bangor: Mary Rcmick, Rogers, York;
Portland* July 9. 1SH2.
d&wtf
Comet, Amee, do. Koret, Curtis, Saco.
Also ar 10th. steamship Euiopg, Moodie, Liverpool
Notice.
28th, via Queenstown 2t*tli ult, end Halifax 8tli inst;
m »•
amlji^er the first of July, Postage Stamps
Mary Emily, Boon New YoHtj hurt, Tliiw,
aud Maiuped Envelopes will 'not be cliargou at
( alais, OceuuJia, Wiuchonbach.audFrederick Hahn, j
Wine he u bach. Waldoboro; Richmond, Pitcher, and ! the Post Office.
jeafitf

Over

r' m.ut'k

FROM

!

ABOUT TOWN.

MATTERS

Aroostook County Convention.

Relief of the .Sick and Wounded.—We

on

called upon the ladies at tlieir Committee room,

feelings of pride.
The public is now most earnestly requested
to forward immediately to the committee rooms
in the New City Hall building, such articles hi
the clothing line as they may be able to spare.
Old sheets, cotton drawers, shirts, lint, baudages, stockings, loose cotton gowns, and in fact

j

dies of this committee. Ladies, scud something, and God will bless you for it. Our dear
fellows at tlie South need your attentions, your

country will be served, ami your own departing
days be blessed with tin* sunshine of charity disthis important time.
We noticed a quilt, from the bauds of the laat

dies of ReadlMd, composed of thirty squares
of faney calico, in the centre of which was the j
design of the American Flag. Each square

j

the donor, and the

torture ridden soldier whose lot it may Is' to
repose under this generous token of w.mian’s '•
will invoke an additional

sympathy,

blessing

upon the heads of Maine women.
The ladies have now in readiness, many arti-

to rest

cles for Mrs. Goddard, Matron

Ferry.

Send

at

ladies.

something,

Harjiers
Your

re-

ward will be sure.
“The Woman I Loved,and the Woman
who Loved me,” by Harriet Martinean,” is

the tide of a pamphlet volume of 100 pages,
A. Williams &

neatly printed, published by

This beautiful and interesting
published in Littcil's Living Age.
For sale in this city by Augustus Robinson,
and H. L. Davis, Exchange Street
jy* Citizen's Edition of the New Tax Law,
Complete—Readies Dime edition—is a convenient little pamphlet volume of 122 pages,
for a copy of which we are Indebted to Augustus Robinson, 51 Exrhange Street, who has it

Co., Boston.

tale was first

for sale.
rook out fob dogs.—A laa

leg last evening by a

the
had

was

dog.

fierce

license, however, which of

a

bitten

severity of the bite.
Patriotic Kama.—By reference

in

dog

The

course

miti-

ihe

gated

to

anoth-

a Grand Rally
patriotic people of this city is called at
the Xew City Hall, for SATURDAY eveningand that addresses are expected from General

column it will be seen that

er

of the

Howard and Col. Jackson—both fresh from

field,

the battle

bearing

and each

the fresh

marks of the conflict upon his person. We
dare say the hall will have its utmost capacity

fully

—

The

wit:
cases

Mrs. C. A.

from Bath and Brunswick, for

L.Sampson, Matron

.Id Maine

Reg-

iment.
Three cases for the Maine Association for
wounded soldiers, Washington.
Two cases for Sanitary Department, WashOne case, Gen. Neal Dow, Xew Orleans.
Perkins of

j*y*Capt.

A. B. Cook, at

brig

this port, from St. Jago, reports, when thirtysix hours out from the island of Santa Crux,
discovered two negroes secreted in the hold,
on

arriving

at

St.

Jago

having their names on the crew list. Xot
being allowed to land the negroes at Cuba, he
brought them to this port as passengers.
Another Curiosity.—A friend has exhibus a

bank bill

on

Exchange !

Farmers’

Bank, Gloucester, R. I., bearing date of April
6, 1808. This bank was one of the greatest
swindling concerns of that day. It issued an
immense amount of

shin-plaster,

into circulation all over Xew
then

i

forced them

England, and

Municipal Court.
BEFORE I!IS HONOR, JVUOK LANE,

!

Jri.Y 10,18C2.
Elien Stevens on a charge of assault and
battery U|ioii the person of Benjamin l'olsoiu,
was brought before His Honor, w hen the evidence not prosing sufficient,he was discharged.
Francis Cox was brought before the court
on a charge of drunkenness and disturbance.
Was found guilty, notwithstanding the prison-

j

er’s potest ations to the emit rary. Was ordered
to pay the sum of $3.00 and costs of prosecu-

tion, which I icing unable

do, the prisoner
was taken off in tile direction of the
Reto

treat.”

Murphy, Margaret Driscoll, and Margaret ('ourteny. for having been engaged in a
miserable drunken spree during the
wee snia’
Dennis

hours awant tlie
to

twal,”

were

sentenced

by

His

flue of $3.00 and one-third
amounting in the aggregate to $13.-

pay

a

20.

Cove.

Tlie following appointments and resig- !
nations

are

published

in tlie

Bangor IVhiq, \
Adju- j

communicated to that paper from the
tant-Generai's office, to wit :

Fayette Bieknell, Oxford, 1st Lieutenant Coloth Regiment, vice Withered, resigned.
Albert E. Kingsley, Lewiston, 2d Lieutenant
Co. K, loth liegiment, vice Bieknell, promoted.
Albert W. Freeman, Minot, 2d Lieutenant
Co. H, 10th liegiment, vice Bradbury, resigned.
John H. Roberts, Alfred, 1st Lieutenant Co.
F, 8th liegiment, vice Kimlwll, resigned.
Charles P. laird, North Berwick, 2d Lieutenant Co. F, 8th Regiment, vice Roberts, proK,

moted.

Leroy Hoyt. Scarboro’, 1st Lieutenant Co.
D, 0th liegiment, vice llall, resigned.
William Merrill, Gorham, 1st Lieutenant Co.
C, 18th Regiment.
Capt. Prince, of Co. K, Cavalry, lias resigned.
Nineteenth Regiment.—The

Augusta

chief
Bangor Whig
clerk in the Adjutant General's office—says
that Major Fkeiiekic D. Sewai.i., of Bath,
has lieen appointed Colonel of the 10th regiment, which is to rendezvous at that city.—
Maj. Sewall is a gallant officer, was recently

correspondent

of the

—

attached to Geu. Howard’s Staff, and was

w

ith

his commander at the battle of Fair Oaks; and
we feel sure, in his new command, he w ill do
honor to his native State.
What is it?—The Woodstock
tinel contains tlie
an

(N. B.)

Sen-

which ap|icars

following,

as

advertisement:

A Ha7.7.ah in aid of the Church, will lie held
in tlie Town of Woodstock, on Wednesday,
18th July.
There arc

just

two

things

know :—tlrst, whet sort

we

of

an

should like to
animal

this

Jiazzar" is, and, second, how many it takes
to htAil him.

or- One soldier in

the late battles

was

saved

bv his canteen which was badly smashed by a
bail. Better to he wounded in the
canteen than by it, as many a
fellow lias

fugitive

poor

been fatally.

j

m

embraced in the Great Eastern’s

From Washington.

j

to

Have this day marked down their

news

Mantillas, Gapes.
And

PARASOLS

AND

Usual

Low

LEACH A

A

Department. Having

secured the acrticea of

J. E. FOLEY, late Foreman and Cotter for
K.. they hope to merit a fair alia re of the
patronage beatuwed upon their predeeeaeora.

We make to order everr kind of Blank Book Used
by Banks. Insuraue** and Railroud Companies. Ho*
tels, steamboats, Factories and Counting House*.

68 Middle St., appealle Pail Offier.
23. 18G2.
4—daw

STATIONERY.

June

CHANGE Ol
w*. C.

err

BAILEY Rc norm,

BECKETT,

public

aud the

56 sad 18 Exchange Street.
Portland, June 23. 1«62.
dtf

Tailor,

a

as

to

In bis

stock are comprised Fancr
Overcoats and Business Suits, Rich

Spring

new

—AMD—

Cloth, for
Black and

PA PER HANGING

FANCY BROADCLOTHS

WAREHOUSE r

For Dress and Frock Coats, embracing the nicer
qualities of French aud German, a, well as the cheaper substantial fabrics.
Eicgaut Black aud Colored.
Tlaiu and

E.mklltkH la lltk.

Fancy

Premium Blank Books on band and made to order*
of every variety of style and finish. From our
long

DOESKINS!
Of » great variety of patterns. VESTINGS of all
the varieties that the market afford*—Silk, Sa»in, Linen, and Cotton—many rare ami unique stylet.
Also
an assortment of the nicer qualities of

experience,
our

especially

can

State.

be

FLAVORIX«

qaaiity

prices,

and

any other establishment la tbs

Is selected with the greatest care from the beet Foreign and American Houses, and embrace* every article needed for public offices. Counting Houses and
private uses, and at lowest prices.

dtf

PAPERS

ROOM

variety, quality and price, embracing aQ
styles of gold papers manufactured, together with a full stock of 8atins, mediums and common papers—tbc largest stock te be found in this
market, at lowest market prioea. School Books of
over) kind in use at wholesale prices.
Of every
the various

a

LARGE, NEW A- SUPERIOR
-LOT or

In

STATIONERY

91. O. PALMER * CO.
received

bargains

Our stock of

To Confectioners!

Just

the trade and

enabled to offer to

found in

incited.

%*Coat and vest makers wanted.
I’ortland, June 23. 18fl2.

Have

we are

customers better

than

GENTLEMEN S FURNISHING GOODS.
To all of which attention is

—

EXTRACTS,

HALL L. DAVIS,

To which they would direct the attention of

Keepers of

Confectioners,

W

Ice Cream Saloons,
Hotel.,

of

public in general. Also,

a

large

Storied Brick
Cumberland

Ex CD AMOR BrmiKT.

23. 1W3

Portland June

ft. H. COLESMORTHY,
Has removed his stock of

and varied

of

BOOKS. STATIONERY,

Handkerchief Perfumes

ou

Fiftir* Fruwi.

fiyrr Incite!

PICTURES,

Fun Ms, It, ic.,

EXCHANGE STREET.

TO No. W

INFERIOR TO NONE IN THE WORLD.

Next door above the British and American
»ffice. where he will accommodate all who may
want of goods in bis line, at very low prices.

Express
be in

at the City
Mr. b. M
further in-

formation that may be desired, at his otl.ee
The Committee reset re the right to accept such
ax under ail circumstance* they shall consider most fa-orable Ibr the inteiest of the City, or to
reject a I proposals offered.
W. \V. THOMAS, Chairman.
ju!8td

j-jji

EXCHANGE ST.

BLANK BOON AND STATIONERY,

FASHIONABLE CLOTHING FOR THE STRING
AND SUMMER SEASONS !

Proprietor*

proposals

Country

Trader* will do well to call at tboir rooms,

and Picture* Training,

Book'Binding

144 Middle Street, Portland,

;

I tons
Where may also be

seen

For saic

—

M. O.

Bargains will be given to tho*c who wish

hook*,
June

PALMER,

R. C.

THOME*,

X.

LONO,

supplied

CLASS

Sewinjf-Macliiiies.

ARMS !

EXPIRE

J. H. COOK.

by

with Medicines sad
renewed sue! vials refilled.
rod4m

FIRST

--

TO

aw*

MEDICINES,

the above store

24. 1*3.

JR.

Jul7—dtf

t.ra vest ones or Mouumeuts of anv
description. Those who will favor me with a call
shall be satisfied that they are buyiug a good article
at the lowest price.
Shop mi Forest Avenue, near Evergreen Cemetery,
Stevens* Plains.

purchase

at

Physicians and Families

AND-

Fancy 3Dry Ghcods!

GRAVESTONES.

saual.

SEAVEY.

M.

LACES. EMBROIDERIES,

peiior quality.

is

GENUINE HOMEOPATHIC

HOOP SKIRTS. HOSIERY,

For sale bv N J. MILLER.
dim
No. 9U Commercial Street.

antly

extensive assortment of

an

MILLINERY, WHITE GOOD®.

Shipping Board*.
W k FEET Shipping Boards of Su*
O /k/Wl i

jeW-4m

L*IUr. note. Tip and Record papers. Enrol opes
while ar-d bull. (.old Yens, Steel Veue, Re., Rs.
Ee.
article at lowest rates
Wa llcr rus Casa a»»
SXLL luKAT.

SEASON !

II*, prepared himself be selection, from the New
Styles of Goods recently imported in New York and
Boston, to meet the requirements of bis customers

on

seen

YOYES,

Journals, Ledgers, Invoice, Sales, Jfemorandum,
Cash, Record, Docket*. Letters, Masonic
and Church Collectors Books.

Mr.

assortment

Specifications may be

BOOKS

66 AND 68 EXCHANGE STRF-ET, PORTLAND,

3Jc for State aud

Engineer's otl.ee. New Citv Building.
Harding, architect, will furnish am

ACCOUNT

BAILEY A

MeaaraC. k

a

stationery!

Manafactnred and for Sale by

Ready-Made Clothing,

will Ik* received till Thursday. 3 P.
PROPOSALS
M.. July 24th, by the Committee
Public BuildDouble Three

to

BROWN,

Alan, their entire intereat in Manufacturing and Ooa-

Notice.

OOD

BLANK

137, MIDDLE ST.,

ing**. tor building a
School House ou the Wiuslow lot

23dkwtf

BOOKS &

DALL, their Stock of

And the

f

June

4»ised

GARDINER

MISCELLANEOUS.

9.

our

would aay to their frienda and the
public that they
have purchaaed ofMraara. C HADBOl'H.NE k KEN-

Sugars more active and firmer: sales 200 hhds New
Orleans at 10) bv auciiou; 250 hhds at 8i; Porto Rico
9; Museovano 7} a 8)
Coffee active and firmer; sales 10,000 balls Rio at
201 a 22.
Molasses active and firmer; sales 400 bbls N Orleans
by auctiou at 30 a 35; 415 hlnis Porto Rico and tlnee
tierces and 7 bb:s at 35 a 3i; 1«X> Itiids Musco. ado 28.
.spirits Turpentine firmer; mne* 1*>5 bins at 182).
Rosin firm; sales 113 bins No. 2. at (10 p»t2ni lbs.
Ta low more ac:i*e and firm ; sales 100 bbls aud 290000 lbs Haste*n and Western at 9) a 9}.
Hteights to Liverpool fiim; Cotton 3s 18d; Flour
8s 3d a 4s; (*raiu 13) a 14s for Wheat iu bulk aud
sbtiis hazsWool firm.

July

--

CLOTHING.

Wtw.etu.
Rice firm.

n
S..IM FVf.\
7

Caeh Capital and Surplua, 431X004.
Relief Fire Inannaace Uonpaay.
Of New York,
Caah Capital aud darplaa. 4260,000.
Equitable Fire and Marine Ins. Cov,
Of Provldeuee.
Paarrrr 8»crkity. which ought alwava to be the
.*r,t ctmndrratum in effi-ctin* iuvuranee. la here offered to the public, at the lourtl rain of
premium
adopted by round and rtgpontMr companies.
Office in “Boyd'a Building," opposite Poet Office.

Frioes.

June 30,1882.

unchanged.

Street.
Plans and

Of New York.

ROBINSON,

jVEerchant

sales 800 bbls at

of the

No. 84 MIDDLE STREET.

Butter dal!.

Buhaage lb,

following Fihst (‘Leas Inaaranee Ce’ai
National Iasuraace ( ompnay,
Of Buetou.
Cash Capital and darplua, 4600,004.
Rppablir Fire Inauranre reitpanl,

8UN UMBRELLAS,

All of which will be sold at

clioice do.; new- do. 48 a 50.
Oats unchanged.
Beef dull anti unchanged.
Pork mo e steady; sale** 19(9 bbls. Mess 10.37 a
10A0; Prime 8,3* a 8,75. The >atier for choice cut

(''IF

Ageut

&o., dfcc., dfcc.

New York Market*
Cotton firmer. saVs 1U09 hu es at41 a 42.
Hoar, date aud Western Jest active hut without
clmttge, receipts 3>,luu bb.s; sales lvkM bb.s; Southern liaruly so him, *ans 12Uu bb.*», Cauaua htu*\,
sa.e* 1100 bbl«.
Wiiea. opened firm and closed heavy ; sales 178,1*00
bu-lu'.s; ( imago (ptiug loOallO; Miluaukie ( lub
1,09a 1.14; Iowa A tube* 114 a 11**; Winter Ked Western 1.13a 1.25: Wluie Micnigan 1,30a 1,35:
White
Ohio 129 a 1.30.
Corn oneud firmed aud closed heavy, sales 9700
bushels Mixed Western 53) lor old and 54 lor very

SPARROW,

FORTLAND, HE.,

VELVET RIBBONS.

Io9):

HVOE^retary,

OKce 74 Middle, ear. ef

EMBROIDERIES.

Stocks are dull but steady: Chicago and Rock Island do; C leve.auu and Toledo 48| ; naleia anu C idcagoTOH 111. Ceutiai sciip 59^; Mict igan Soutiuru
guarantied 57]; Michigan ( e..tra. til): 1 acilic Mail
Ainencau C,olu 115): New YorkCentiai 92J;
En«*36f: liar.etn H| United .states sixes 1881, coupons lu2; t ailtorma sevens 93.

J. C. JatneOee.
HARDING, Prcaideatf

IMS PR ay Cl.

WARREN

variety,

MOHAIR MITTS,

tom

K.
C

Bath, July 4.1W.

PI RE

G. E. R. Fatten
E K. Ha, diua,
*
J. p. Horae,
Da> Id Fatten,

Houghton.

E
L

GLOVES.

Stock Market*

firmer; sales 4200 bbls at 7]

A.

s

HOSIERY,

Mexico.

Whiskey firmer;

Fatten,

DRESS OOODS,

Philadelphia, July 10.
following Maine soldiers are on the
John Brooks: Amos Page, Sergt.
C. 11. Uowioan, both sick, of the 4th
Kegt;
S. F. Ulmer, Geo. F. Stetson, 4th Keg.; S. J.
McC'abe, 1st Keg; John Manderville, 11th;
J. F. Condy, 11th; M. F. Heard, 11th; P. B.
Kicker, 2d; Uhas. H. Peak, 2d; Dan 1 Bell,
2d Keg.
A correspondent of the Press from
flagship
Hartford gives rumor by deserters from Yickbnrg that Breckinridge passed through that
city the latter part of June, crossed the Mississippi in a small boat aud excaped to Texas

81-

Ju. *.

full tine of

In almoat endleaa

Win Drummond,
tiain'l I Hohiutou,
Arthur Bewail,
I_ewiv R ackmrr,

V *'•
J

HOUSEKEEPING GOODS,

The

s

Jockeys,

'

steatuer

Bacon dull.
La.d more active and

L>IR LC TOKA

John Patton,
Oliver Move,,

prepared to offer them at
LOWER I-RICKS than ever

unimportant.

the

• 10,000 in any One Risk*

Short Sacks, and

a

on

notaaeoodiug

are now

Ladies will alao find

Fortress Monroe, July $».
Steamer John Tucker with flag of truce
went up Yotk river yesterday, and found lu5
of our wounded and sick at eospital at Baltimore Store, whom rebels
agreed to have removed. Alter getting them about a mile towards the steamer, reliel cavalry came aud ordered their return, which was done, and the
joy of the poer fellows was turned to intense
grief. Scene was heart rending. Following
are names of Eastern soldiers
among them:—
4th Maine—Hosea Young. Elijah Grinder, L.
Jones, B. W. Smith, J. J. Seymour, Thos. W.
Ackley, L. Hatch, Win. Trowbridge; 11th—E.
E. Burns. Dr. Bradley, who went up with the
flag of truce, was taken prisoner by rebels, but
subsequently released. Mrs. C. H. Parlin is a
prisoner there also, and the rebels are deaf to
all entreaties of Dr. Bradley for her relehse.
Our gunboats are stationed at intervals of 3
miles, but rebels bring up Held battery of six
pices, lire into our gunboats, then skedaddle
into the woods before the gunboats can reach
them.
The Presideut arrived this P. M., after a
short visit to army on James river. He dined
w ith Gen. Burnside on board steamer Alice
Price, and left lor Washington, receiving salutes, including one from British ship Jason.
All IS quiet in army. Nothing
doing except
throwing up breastworks, Ac.

iik-a

And that they are prepared to make insurance
mutual principle, against marine risks,

—or—

From Fortress Monroe.

or

$3200,000;

Immense Stock

foreign intervention, delays

MUTUAL

OFFICE UNDER THE SAGADAHOCK HOUSE,
FRONT 91 REFT.
Frvsident and I>irector* of the Rath Mutual
Marine Insurance
Company give notice that thai#
t apital block amounts to

94 Middle Street,

this consummation.
The Paris correspondent of the Times says
that dissatisfaction at the Mexican policy is
openly expressed and letters from Mexico convey the same feeling,
Tlie French commander in his report admits
his defeat at Guadaloupe and says it was owing to illusions and false information. lie retreated in good order.
The Paris bourse closed quiet at 6$f 35c.

Continental

BATH

Marine Insurance Company*

LEACH A ROBINSON,

The Daily News editorially states that Lord
Palmerston has
reiterated his declaration
against the feasibibility of mediation in American affairs at the present time and contends
that what is wanted in order that the war may
come to an end is that each
party be brought
to apprehend its real iuteresl." When once
that is seen, nothing will prevent the conclusioh of peace, but every word spoken in high

places, tending

Washington, July 10.
In response to the resolution of the Senate,
tlie Secretary of War lias replied by communicating the instruction to certain commanding
Officers, relative to the employment and disposition of negroes.
Gen. Saxton is authorized to take possession
of all deserted plantations in his department,
sioners.
and control or employ the people thereon as
.1. Q. A. Barton, of Houlton, and Louis Corj circumstances require.
Washington Territority.
mier, of Madawaska. for Registers of Deeds.
In response to Gen. Butler's request for inMr Anthony introduced a bill to reduce and
William Small, Amos Dwiuel. John Allen,
deltne the number of Brigadier and Major j structions relative to the employment of contrabands, the Secretary lias sent the following:
P. P. Burleigh, D. J. Barker, Nelson Herrin
Generrls in the army. Referred.
The President is of the
that under
Tlie bill to quiet certain land titles in Maine
aud S. G. Wanl were appointed County Comj tlie law of Congress, slaves opinion
cannot lie sent back
was passed.
mittee.
Mr. Chandler called up tile resolution calling i to their masters, but they m ist not be permitted to sutler for want of food. Those capable
Patriotic and stirring speeches were made
for all orders issued by Gen. McClellan, corSix telegrams from different New York sugar
by Hon. S. Cary of Houlton, Rev. C. II. Ellis, respondence, number of forces, <Sc., and that it dealers
received by tlie Treasury Department
Chaplain of the 11th Regiment. William Small, be modilied so as jo request 'the President to to-day, state that any duty on Muscovado
over
furnish this information it not incompatible
of
Fort
2
and
after
3-4
to
3 cents per pound, prohibitory. They
Fairfield,
Esq.,
others;
with public interest.
were
sent
to
the
chairman
of
Committee on
which the Convention adjourned.
A debate ensued, in which Mr. Wright deFinance.
fended Gen. McClellan from recent assault of
A
of
tlie
Internal
Revenue
law was
copy
Vicksbckg to “Dry Up.’’—An exchange
Mr. Chandler, and urged a vigorous drosecuplaced in tlie hands of the printer to-day aud j
tion of the war.
says that the Mississippi, while pursuing its
Mr. Chandler said he had the evidence of i) ! will probably be issued Saturday.
southerly course, turns sharply to the east .runs
The Piesident returned to-day after three
Generals taken before the Committee
Major
atwmt ten miles, and then goes hack again, and
days absence.
on the conduct of the war, in which they said
The war committee continues its sessions.
resumes its course.
it was absolutely necessary to retain a force
On the very point of the
Advices from Warrington state no signs of j
here for the defence of Washington. General I
elbow thus made, stands the city of Vicksburg.
rebels there. Cars reached there several days
Richardson, in his sworn statement, said it I
A canal is now digging, which is to la; in a
ago for the first time since the evacuation of
would reqire 40,000 men, or a corps of 00,000
Manassas. Provost Marshal Bates sf tlie 12th
straight line with the general course of the
men, to stop the movement of the enemy above |
enfoices good order.
river, and will lie less than a mile long. Hence, or below the city. Gen. Franklin thought that Mass.,
It is not officially known here that Com.
from 35,000 to 50,000 men w ould he necessary,
if tlie project succeeds, here will be a saving
Foote is to be placed at tlie bead of the new 1
and others thuught from 50,000 to 75,00 men
of about twenty miles of river navigation,
naval expedition.
must be left here lor the proper defence of the
Prominent Missourians deny that the npwhile the rebels of Vicksburg, turned into an
place. Mr. Chandler accused Gen. McClellan
pointineiiL of a Military Governor of that State
with taking tile entire army away from Washinland community, may with the aid of a good
is contemplated.
undefended
a
and not a
telescope behold the loyal craft securely going ington, cannon, lladbythis regiment
The President, accompanied by F. I’. Blair,
solitary
gone on the eiicmy
and
down.
Mr. Watson and Gen. Nagle, returned this 1
up
would have taken tlie Capitol in April, but the
>
President interposed and kept one corps for ; evening from a visit to the army of the Potomac.
the defence of the Capitol. The President j
Fibe This Mohmng.—A fire was discove
l#vu uic a resiuriu * am\ai in .i.'imo river, J
and Secretary Stanton sent every solitary man, !
ered this morning at ten minutes of three o’
olf Harrison's Lauding, he was visited by Gen.
every musket, every sabre and every bayonet 1
McClellan and stall'. Soon after the whole j
clock, ill the attic of a one story dwelling
to the army of the peninsula that could |Hissiparty lauded and proceeded to the headquarters 1
house at the junction of Large and Cumberbly be spared. Was it not fair then that the I of
Gen. McClellan, thence with little delay reland street on Munjoy, occupied by Jas. I)ampress should stop denouncing the man (Sce'y j
viewed whole army. The President rode to
Manton) who was opposed to this division of
rell, truckman. The furniture was entirely
the
extreme front. The welcome that greeted
the army, hut who was in favor of marching
saved. At the time of the arrival of the police
him w as in the highest degree enthusiastic.—
the aruiv straight into Richmond.
Not
satisfied with riding to the front of the
Mr. 1
of Kansas, moved to postpone the >
upon the sjiot, the building could have been
further consideration of the resolution until : army, the President dismounted and ascended
saved bad there have been water in the immethe rampart in view of the rebel
December.
pickets.—
diate vicinity.
Pacific, No. 0, was first on
Many of the men were at work in ditches, in
•mi.
liminmu niui in i,i>ur U1
UK* |JRSVl"t* Ol
the ground. The origin of the tire is uncerone or two ex-Congreaamcn. All were
eluding
the resolution. Let tlie facts go to the people
cheerful and sanguine in Uie early and Huai
tain. Building completely destroyed.
of the country. He was willing to trust the
success.
Through a mistake in striking the number people with all the tact* in the ease.
The following lathe Republican Committee 1
Mr. Wilson of Mass., said that he would not
of the fire district, many of the engines were
to draft an address to the people, wiiieii ad- I
vote on any speech that hud liecti made on the
dress is to lie presented te the Caucus on Sat- \
misled and sent to the upper end uf the city,
subject, but simply oil the resolution calling urdav
evening: Senators Howard, Wilson,
for tacts, which ought to go to the people.
John
Wilkinson. I.vne, Morrill, Representatives *
St.
Freeman
worked
itseif up
»“Thc
Mr. Chandler accepted t|ie amendment.
Brigham, Stevens, Scdgewick, Potter and
to a nervous fever because a U. S. flag was
Mr. Trumbull said the papers were full of
raised oil one of the engine houses of that city
praises of (Jen. McClellan and Ids great strat- Sargent.
egic skill, Ac. He was placed in command
oil the 4th.
Poor fellow!
Enthusiastic Meeting in Hartford.
■none than a year ago, of all the army.
If liie
Haktfokii, Conn.. July 10.
Senator from Missouri had been told that the
The Lewiston Journal copied one of
The largest and most enthusiastic oiit|s>urGeneral was toxemaiu there all winter withof the people ever seen in Hartford, was I
our items yesterday and credited it to another
| out making an attack on tlie enemy, would ing
witnessed to-night, in response to a call to
Portland daily, which adopted it as its own.
tlie Senator have chosen such a General?
met to devise ways and means to meet the eall
Mr. Henderson said he thogiit Manassas
EJT'We hope that our correspondents will should have been attacked, but thought tlie for troops.andThree thousand people met in Alwhen that place was literally
lyii Ilali,
Senator from Illinois w as like many others—
compress their communications into the shortpacked, tile |ieople gathered ill the streets unbe had underrated the force of the enemy.
est possible s|iace, consistent with justice to |
til they numbered many thousands. Mayor
Mr. Trumbull thought we overratled tlie
themselves and to the subjects upon which
Hamorsly presided. Some stirring speeches
enemy instead of underrating, and had always
were made in the hall by Mr.
Hamersly, Senethey treat. We wish to give the largest varie- j acted on the defensive. Is the rebellion to Intor Dixon, Governor Buekiugblun, Hon. Dan.
put down by diggiug, entrenching and acting
ty of news, and to do this we are obliged to i on
I*. Tyler, lion. Charles Chapman ami Rev. H.
tlie defensive ?
use alt the condensing pow er at our commaiid.
G. Patterson. Resolutions with the true ring
Mr. Davis was in favor of tlie
resolution, were pasted, and a committee
appointed to
but condemned tlie Secretary of War as in^^“Correspondents, to secure attention to triguing to supplant (Jen. McClellan. The promote enlistments. In response to ail apto
the
audience
to
and
to the ques|>eal
enlist,
their favors, must allow us to know their real
General submitted his pian of the campaign
tion, Will you go?'’ nearly the whole audiand the Secretary overruled it, showing hosnames.
This may seems an arbitrary rule, but
ence responded,
We will go!” The wildest
tility to Gen. McClellan.
we have found the benefit of it.
iir. Morrill asked if tlie Senator was stating enthusiasm was manifested at the out-door j
meeting, which was addressed by Postmaster
what he knew ?
an old grave-yard in the town of
K. S. Cleveland. Hon. A. P. Hyde. H. Clay,
zr
Mr. Davis said he so understood, and if the
Trumbull. H. <>. Robinson, Edward Goodman,
Woolwich, near liatli, there grows a species of Senate would give him a Committee he could
Wm. 11. Green. Gov. Buckingham. Senator
laurel, adorned with flowers of most exquisite
prove it.
Dixon. Hon. Charles Chapman and I). P. Ty1
Mr.
Chandler
said
that
Gen.
McClellan's
which
never
tail
to
call
Ibrth the admiplan ler. With the
beauty,
manifested to-night, Hartas submitted was to leave the enemy at Maj ford could raisespirit
ration of all beholders. Though repeated at- j
a regiment in ten days.
The
nassas and the l’otouioc blocade and the whole
most ultra democrats as well as all other shades
tempts have been made to transplant it, no one I should be sliip|a-d by way of Annapolis. This
of
took active part in the meeting
has yet succeeded in making it live.
Its life
plan w as overruled by the President and Sec- andpoliticians as one man
to the eall of the
responded
The fact* ought to be staled
seems wedded to "God’s acre,” and in that | retary of War.
government. Notning like it lias ever before
fairly.
town alone.
been witnessed in Us it lord. The people are I
Mr. Wilson said that the Senator from Kenaroused and will nobly respond to the Presi- I
was
mistaken.
He
did
benot
tucky
utterly
dent’s call. Senator Dixon has done nobly in j
LATEST inf EVENING PAPERS.
lieve lliat tlie Secretary of War was engaged
arousing the people. lie will return to Wash- |
in any intrigue against Gen. McClellan. His
iiigtou with the message that the people of [
as Chairman of the Military Commitposition
Presidential Proclamation Expected—Gen.
Connecticut are ready to respond to any call
tee gave him advantages for tlmting out if
Mitchell—.Itie'jcu Ih oti Conspiracy thicarlwnicll the government may make upon them.
such was the case and this was the first he
tu—a*«csjrom ihv Buucn—c out. farm jut
The Connecticut Legislature voted to-day to I
ever Ic-aril of it.
There had been consideratcoumU a.
pay each volunteer a bonus of fifty dollars in :
ble difference in the plans proposed for going
New Vouk, July 10.
addition to a former bonus of thirty dollars, ;
to Itieiimoiid.
He understood there wenThe World's Washington tlkpudt says it is
making a State bounty of eighty dollars.
three plans—one by (Jen. Kosencrans to go by
not unlikely thui la.- Ptc.-iJc.il will issue*
the Valley of the Shenandoah. 11c believed
pioci.tin.iuou at au eally nay, announcing u
Bounty iu New Bedford.
that the Secretary of War approved this plan.
cnauge tu tue policy ot tue aaiunntsliuUon, to
New Bed Four),, July 10.
There was another plan to go dow n b> the
wtt: a most vigorous pioect.ul.ou oi toe «..r.
j
At a meeting or the City Government held
Kappahauuock, and another, by Gen. McClelGen. Amend, is assigned io a comiiiaiui unthis evening, measures were adopted to pay
der Gen. Tope, and win soon enter upon his j lan, to go by w ay of the peninsula.
from the city Treasury a bounty of one him- :
The resolution wus passed—;lw against (1.
duties.
died dollar-, in addition to the existing pro- ;
The bill amendatory to the act of 17tt.j, calli he Times' Washington dispatch announces
ing out tlie militia, Ac., the question being in vision for new recruits, to eaclt soldier who
that a discovery has Oe-eu made uy me Gov emshall promptly ettli.-t to make up the requisite
tile amendment authorizing the use of negroes
inent oi a great ivlx-l conspiracy, vvlucu was
as laborers, Ac.
quota of this city. An order wits al-o adopt- j
to burst upon tile country simultaneously wilu
eti authorizing llis Honor the Mayor, to offer
air. < onaiuer opposed lue mn as a conscripin*great untiles oeiore r.icnmcud. l'Ue rising
the pro|>er authorities at Washington to make
tion bill. Inn believed tin- country bad a right
Was expeeuni io take
piece in iennessee, ixeu- j
a provision of suitable quarters and attend- |
to use ail the people, black or white.
lucky aud Mar) laud, aud Jen. Galls Was, in
mice for three hundred sick and wounded solConsiderable debate follow .si, during which
tlie coulasion, u> march on Yt ushmtou.
ilie
diers.
Mr. Ten Kick's amendment was decided out
hist part ol me plan—the deteal oi Geuerui
of order, as the words had been put in on a
Aid.teiiou—tailed uowever, and consequently
New York Items.
vote of the Senate.
tue rest was not attempted.
New York. July 10.
Several amendments were offered ami reThe Iletai's YY asiriugion dispatch intimates
Special Washington dispatch to the Post
that lie veil) Jomisou Went to New CM leans ; jected.
The following was agreed to: That all loyal
say- the forthcoming address of the Republican
wilu an extraordinary mission irom tile .Nialr I
persons'be compensated tor loss of sen ices in members of Congress to the people, will favo *
Geparlineiit, and power to settle ail claims
tile most energetic action in the prosecutiono
such persons as taken under this hill.
anu pass ail laws and regulations
relerring to I
the war, and the use of all means iu powet
The llist section of the amendment authortue relations between tlie loreigu aud civil uuizing tlie President to receive persons of Al’ri- against rebellion and foreign intervention. The
inunues oi -New Orleans.
li is even surimssed
can descent into the
service of the II. S. as ! policy of employing blacks in military operathat ue will gradually absorb all civil powers
tions is rapidly gaining favor here.
thus amended, was adoped.
uow entrusted into tue nanus ol Geu, duller,
Steamer Potomac, lrom Port Royal Oth. haThe question then was on the question givwuu
will retain military command ol luc
arrived. Health of troops was fav orable. Reb
freedom to mother, wife and children of
ing
place.
el pickets becoming annoying at Wilmington
such service.
The Washington Star says there is now j persons rendering
1-land. Two of our pickets were w ounded o;
An amendment was adopted that this apply
quite a division oi General Pope's army at j
5th. All quiet at Beaufort.
only to slaves of rebels.
rront lio)al.
The Express says the dry goods importer
Mr. Browning moved to strike out the words
A letter m the World
says that Com. Tarramother, wife and children in the provision for I decided to make no sales except in -mall lot
gut was wounded in tUe head during the Vicksand tiiat credit is at an end until prices of c.\
freedom, ami spoke at great length.
burg engagement, but bis injuries were not
On the question there was no quorum.
change will allow them to know what good
considered dangerous.
are worth.
Exchange is quoted at 12S 1-.
Adjourned.
tue Yv orid nas a statement from a In ion
this alteration.
HOUSE.
man who lias
just reached lids city, Irom AtThe Committees of the f'hainliers of Com
lanta, Ga., respecting Hie position of aliairs at
Mr. Lovejoy of Illinois, asked but failed to
merce, the Union Defence Committee, til
tlie {South.
It appears that had the recent
receive consent to introduce a resolution inMayors Committee, and 5th Avenue Hot<
contest lielore Kiciitnoud terminated in a couCommittee, have tiuilcd in calling a Unio
structing the Committee on Ways and Mcaus
lederale deleut the rebellion would have been
War Meeting on Tuesday evening next.
to prevent noil-specie bank notes from interended, as the spirit of the South is almost utRelic! dispatehea say that the Briti-h steam
fering with Treasury notes, to the seriovs interly broken by the loug series of rebel defeats
rr Modern Greece, while going into
WUuiinf
jury of public credit.
—that the rebel army at Richmond
ton on the 27th, was run aground near Foi
pre- j
Mr. Cowan thought such a resolution should
vious to the late butties, was undoubtedly over
Fi-lier by tin- blockading fleet, who hauled o
nbl have been introduced, hut now the issue
ihAt.uuo strong. Full one half of Beauregard's
on the opening of the
Fort on them, Sh
was made the resolution ought to 1m- pitssnd
army passed through Atlauta hound tor Richhas 100 tons of powder oil Isiard. The Foi
that facts may come forth.
mond, to this gentleman's personal knowledge,
succeeded in sinking her so as to wet the pow
Mr. Henderson thought this resolution was
that but a comparatively small quantity of
going to have the effect of making two parties tier and prevent ner explosion by the Feden
colton lias been destroyed at the South, as the
shells. It was iielieved that a large porliou
in the country in regard to the operation* in
w
do
liat
can
to save and not desplanters
they
her cargo would be saved. Passengers an
the Held. It is idle to talk, as the newspapers
their
There
w
ill
be
troy
property.
abundance, i have done, that the rebels wont tight, for they crew were saved.
i
lor
the
needs
of
whenever
commerse
therefore,
A dispatch from Geu. Lee to Jeff. Davis, an
meet us at every imint. but if reinforcements
the relH'llnm is ended; that the wheat and out
nouuci •d a signal victory Juue 28th aiul state
art- sent to Gen. McClellan, the rebel capital
crop of the South is at an titter lailurc, and
that their Ions in officers and men is great
If any General is
can Im- taken in a month.
j
tiiat if corn should also tail, famine as well as i
A telegram of the 28th expresses the opinio
incompetent let the President remove him at
other horrors of the war w ill he tlie late of the ;
that
as
h
had
seen
no
Geu.
McClellan
would
tint
lie
iiK-omcapitulate,
(Henderson)
once,
South.
army was* thoroughly discomfited. Geu. Elsi
petency in front of Richmond. We are alA Richmond paper of the 3d, reports Mawas among
the
feared
mortalh
to
underate
the
force
of
the
relM-ls.
wounded,
ways apt
gruder’s aud Johnson’s divisions frightfully cut We must have more energy and a larger force Major Wheat was killed.
and
the
loss of officers is very great; among ; or we shall never
up,
Hr'dish steamer Kaeer arrived in Charlesto
put down this rebellion.—
the latter are many of the best mid bravest in | The rebels art- as
harbor 28tli.
strong as we are; as well furtlie Southern army. This coulesscd valor of
A special to the Herald, dated Nashvil
nished with canuon and equipments of every
our men defeated tlieir plan ol capturing Gen.
10th, says 4 companies of 9th Penn, cavalr
description. Let certain republicans cease all
McClellan’s entire force. It says that the rewere
schemes of emancipation till December, for
surprised and cut to pieces this A. M., ;
treat wits managed with consumate judgment,
can 1m- done until the scried ranks of
Tompkiusville,
by Mean's cavalry, 150 strou
nothing
and tlie. position of the Federals delemled
Col. Williams and Majors Jordan and Hro\*
the rebellion are broken, and lie did not 1h-with such stubbornness as to cause very heavy
are reported killed.
Wounded njen were a
lieve they could Im- broken before then. He
losses on uur (rebel) side. The number of our
saasiuated. Steam's is reported en route f»
would vote for the resolution as lie desired
Ut Richmond is 4500.
Gen. Met all
facts, but wits sorry to hear the charges of disHowling Green with the intention of destro
prisoners
is at the Spoltswood House. Nothing is said
ing bridges. Some railroad track has bet
loyalty against Gen. McClellan.
about his being wounded. The death of Jacktorn up.
Later accounts state that it is u
Mr. Saulsbury denied making any such
son is not all illicit to.
Richmond is so crow dcertain that Col. Williams is among the kille
charge.
ed with wounded that it is proposed to put
to
the
an
amendment
Mr. Saulsbury offered
men on the island in James River rapids where
Arrival of Steamship City of Mew Yo
resolution, so as to include tin- number of
a large guard is
off Cape Kace.
unnecessary.
troops under Gens. Fremont and Hanks at the
The rebel army is in danger of complete
date of Gen. McClellan's departure for the PeSt. Johns, X. F., July 10.
demoralization. The paper says that when
ninsula, the number in and around WashingThe steamship City of New York from Li
divisions turn their backs upon tlie foe the
ton or between it and tile Kappalianock, and
erpool 2d and Queenstown 3d, was boarded «
the uumlM-r actually in service under General
very safety of the army is imperilled.
Cape Race at ten o’clock this forenoon.
The same pajsT suggests the parcelling out
MeCliellun ill tin- recent engagements.
The steamship City of Washington, fro
id' tue prisoners among tin plantations to work
Senate
resolution
to
The House passed the
! New York, arrived at Queenstown on the 11.
in the place of the negroes who have been
act
of
March
all
under
last,
Sales of cotton Thursday were 20,000 bah.l.
sus|H-iid
payments,
stolen or run away.
i to secure to olliccrs and men actually employ- I Market closed buoyant, but unchanged.

j

each,
Unprovided with the wherewithal, Dennis, Margaret No. 1 and No. 2, were marched
off to the vicinity of the clam beds on Back

costs

and Thomas Barton were

I

1

suspended.

Honor

communication from the War Department,
transmitting copies of all instructions to Generals, in pursuance of the act of Congress/roin
August 5th, last, relative to the freeing of
slaves of rebels.
The House resolution authorizing the Secretary of War to furnish extra clothing for
w ounded and other
soldiers, w as passed.
The bill relative to the abstracting of the
Indian Trust Bonds was passed.
Mr. Chandler, from the Committee on Commerce, reported a bill providing lor the appointment of Surveyors, <Src.
Mr. McDouga! offered a resolution requesting the President to have prepared for the
next session, a full report of the foreign and
domestic trade of California, Oregon and
a

generally

INSURANCE*

NEWSTj

GOOD NEWS! GOOD

report.

]

fined $100 for

was

not

ed to

The President pro tein laid before the Senate

and

j

ington.

and

10.

DRY GOODS.

Political news unimportant.
The general news by this arrival Is meagre

j

Contributions.

following
cases were forwarded by express yesterday
morning, to our troops at the seat of war, byMr. Davie, the Commissioner in this city, to
Three

Washington-, July
SENATE.

The market for flour and wheat is reported
and linn.
In tlie London Money Market, consols for
money closed at ill ;i-4 a 111 ~i-S.

quiet

f

tested.

More

XXXYIIth CONGRESS—First Session.

Hopkinson
ap|K>inted Committee on Resolutions.
The following nominations were unanimously made, viz:
Isaac Hacker, of Fort Fairfield, for Senator.
William Small, of Fort Fairfield, for Sheriff.
Samuel Bradbury, of New Limerick, for
County Treasurer.
Thomas J. Blown, of Houlton. and Nathan
S. Lufkin, of Eaton Grant, for County ComWin. F.

all articles useful to a sick room, are now in
the most earnest manner solicited, by the la-

by the name of

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.

Nathan S. Lufkin. George W. Haines, Samuel Bradbury, I). F. Adams and Hiram Gould
were appointed a Committee on Credentials,
who reported fifty-six delegates in attendance.
Hiram Goold, William Small, J. D. Teague,

any emergency, and we could not look uptheir efforts in alleviating misery, but with

marked

TO THE

was called
to order by William .Small,
Esq., of Fort Fairfield, on whose motion, Amos
Dwincl, of Lyndon, was chosen Chairman, and
J. Q. A. Barton, Esq., of Houlton, Secretary.

on

was

in tin- Western Department their
pay,
and provisions, and appoint Commissiouers to investigate and examine all claims
and report to the Secretary of War.
Mr. Olio of New York, from the Military
Committee, reported a joint resolution for appropriating *10,000 lor presentations of medals of honor to enlisted men who have or may
distinguish themselves in battle during the
present rebellion.
The House passed the Senate Dill for the
better government of ihe Navy, and the resolution of thanks to Commodore Foote.
Mr. Cox of Ohio, from the Committee on
Foreign Affairs, reported a resolution in relation to maritime rights. On his own motion
its consideration was postponed until December. Amounted.

bounty

tion

yesterday afternoon and were much pleased to
observe the silent paius-taking assiduity with
which they la! sir in their noble cause. Tbe
noble hearted women of Portland are equal to

pensed

people

!

ed

TELEGRAPHIC

of Aroostook met in Convention
the 4th inst.. at Presque Isle. The Conven-

The

SHUTTLE.

SIXTEENTH REGIMENT.

Com. Cora.
RIVER CORN,
For Sale at Island Pond,
at Bethel,
at South Paris,
at Mechanic Falls,
at Danville Junction,
at Empire Road,
at 31 inot.
F.
P.
VARNL
Commercial
M,
Street,
By
Head of Widgery's Wharf.
jul2—3wis

FOB FAMILIES

ILLINOIS

15 Recruits Wanted
To fill up

a

Immediately.

company from

CUMUERLANL>
To

serve

three years, unless

Better inducements

Nolire.
Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of the
Portland Gas Light Company will 1*» held at
their office. No. 22 Excliauge Street, on Wednesday,
the 16tli inst., at 3 o’clock. P. M.. for the election of
officers, the acting upon the Reports of the Director*
and Treasurer, and the transaction of business that
mav properly come before the meeting.
EDWARD H DAVIES, President.
julKeodtd

*100

THE

arc

Together

offered than

with *2 00

ever

before.

SLOAT

authorized

Rifle

AC RES OF LAND,

Bonus, and

a

ELIPTIC.

Every

Machine fully Warranted.

mouth's Advance

by Cougress.
Recruiting

For ftnlr.

discharged.

BOUNTY AT THE END OF THE WAR,
And 100

l'ay

Manufacturers.

COUNTY,

sooner

STOKER *
it

Office at

Corps Armory,

THF. Three Story Brick DWELLINGHOUSE, No. 8 Gray Street. It is in i
OLD CITY HALL. I’OltTLASB.
good repair, and contains teu finished
rooms.
If not sold before the 16th of
August next, it will be sold on that day,
at 11 o’clock, A. 31.. at Auction, without
or Pay and Rations commence ou the day of enTerms vers easy. For information apply
reserve.
listment.
to JOHN RANDALL, on the premises, or at tlie
JOHN M MARSTON,
store of RANDALL & WOODBURY, ou Corainer
CHAS. L. MCALLISTER,
cial Street, head Central Wharf.
June 21. 1862
dtf
je24tf
Recruiting Officers.

C17TI.EK, General Afnli.
60

Middl* Struct,

jnlldtf

PORTLAND, Mb

It. J. D. L4KRABEE Sc

1

CO,

Manufacturer*. Importer*, and Wbolnale and Bi<
tail Dcalera in

_

Trout & other Fishing Tackle.
Gusto, Rifles, Revolvers, Cutlery and
Spoktiko Gooua generally.
ALSO.
and Stencil t
attended to
usual.
utting

Wanted,

FURNITURE,

A

SITUATION on a Farm for a smart, active boy,
13 > ears old, who is used to the busiucss.
For further information inquire at
326 CONGRESS STREET.
juI8—2wd

Importer and Dealer iu

China, Crockery & Glass Ware,
Britiuii Virf, Tiklf Cillfn, ud PlitfJ Wan.

Fifth.
Ol’INTALS Nice English Codfish,
•
H w 100 do.
do.
do.
Pollock,
Cargoes of Schoouert Flora and Sarah, now lauding,
W1

by

GEORGE TREFKTHEN k CO.

July 8th, 1862

•dlw

Butter, Cheese,

Flour.

BOXES Vermont Cheese— best dairies.
25 Tubs Choice Veipoat Butter.
680 Bbls. Family Flour.
In store and to arrive.
For sale low bv F. A. SMITH.
19 k 21 SILVER STREET.
d4w
Portland, June 23. 1862.

■f/k
~|
XtFvr

Molitftftp* anil

Sugar.

vF “Ti k 11IIDS. Cardenas Molasses,
200 do. Muxcavado do.
100 boxes H. B. Sugar,

jc23 3iu

For sale by JOHN LYNCH k CO.

And

a

General Assortment of

HOUSE-KEEPING GOODS.
FI1I1E attention of purchasers is invited to the large
X and desirable stock ot tiouse-keepiug Goods now
iu store, as above, comprising as it does nearly eveiy
article usually needed hi the Furniture and Crockery
Departments*. Being one of the largest stocks in the
State, purchasers can liiid almost any variety of rich,
and low-priced goods, suited to their differmedium
I
ent wants.
Those commencing housekeeping can obtain acornplete outfit at this establishment, without the troub e
and loss of time usually attending a selection of this
kind; aud the subscriber is confident that, combiuii g
as he does the various branches of hou*e-furin*hii g
business, he can offer goods at prices that will not
fail of proving satisfactory ou examination.

j

dtf

ON

HAND.

Her aud Oval Frames, with French Mirrors; GUt.
Ebony and Imiratiou Koeewood Frames, both (Hal
and Square, tor Engravings and Pbotogtaphs, al low
prices and warranted satisfactory

JUST RECEIVED,
choice collection of Fine Engravings and
Lithographs, which we shall be happy to show to any

A very

who may call.

Our Anaortment of ArtUt*' Materl.lt
Is very extensive, being of the best manufacture,
ruch as Winner k Newton's Oil and Water C olort.
Brushes, Diawing Papers, Pencil*. i’ravont. Oils aud
Varnishes, Mathematical Instruments, Ac
Our stock embraces all articles iu this line, and is
the largest aud beat selected iu the .State, aud we of-

fer the best inducement to dealers and photograpers,
both as to quality of goods and as to prices.

PARTIES WISHING TO PURCHASE
Will be cheer Billy furnished with
which contains a complete list.
A

our

Catalcgue.

large assortment of Oval, Gilt, Walnut, Ebony and
ROSEWOOD MOULDINGS,
Constantly

on

hand

S. J. D. LABBABEE A 00.,
So. 69 Evknige Street.

138 and 140 Middle Street, Portland.
June 28.1883.

FRAMES.

Oil Paintings and Looking Glasses

CONSTANTLY

AIN

eodtf

and for sale

For

-DKALKR IM-

Parlor, onamtoer

G.L. RAILEY,
42 EXCHANGE STREET.
June 23.

of
GILT

Manufacturers

ORNAMENTAL

SAHIEL ADLA.n, Jr„

as

Engravings,

ARTISTS' MATERIALS, Ac.

—

*-y-■—

Repairing

Picture Frames,

Juno

28,1*2

tf

■

S—i^————■—

_MISCELLANY._

Olive Oil.
C astor Oil.
Neatsfoot Oil.

THE MARKETS.

~

GETTING WORK.’
Many complain of the difficulties they experience in obtaining employment. Probably
they find a great deal of trouble. More than
they should expect ? Perhaps not. For very
few are complete masters of their business,
and nothing but first-rate talent can command
The world needs such as have it,
a situation.
aud seeks their service. It is unwilling to allow them to remain idle, as they are to remain
Mountains of matter wait the masterso.
mind that shall mould their varied wealth into
forms of beautiful utility. An infinity of inert
mental power looks for the inspiration that
shall quicken and direct. Earth groans beneath the piled up labor, and stetohes out full
to all talent, “Come over and
hands,
help us!” And to those who. in their inmost
heart, heed this pleading, is—“Give, and it
shall be given unto you; full measure, pressed
down, men shall pour into your bosoms.” If
such need the world’s aid. the world’s need of
them is as great, or greater. For a time they
may be kept back; but the short restraint gives
them more fire and energy when the rein is
loosed, and they go free. The restless mind
gains strength during tiie trial. It acquires
fresh power in the short season of repose: and
as we hold that a man's labor expresses himself—his mental state—we say the nobler the
mind, the nobler the work; the higher the
thought the higher the expression of that tho't.
I care not whether the hand chisel a god, or a
window-sill—there will lie individuality in each
stroke. What one can do. he may do in all
ages. His very capabUity is the sure token of
divine ordination. He may not only perform
his task, but he may ennoble his vocation, and
commend his work, and thereby himself, to all
observers.
Matthew Lincoln had just managed to live
through a winter of unusual severity. He,
and those dearer to him than self, must have
suffered, had not the prudent savings of more
prosperous days sustained them. Hut nearly
all was now expended, and there was no demand for labor. He looked sorrowfully upon
the anxious brow of his industrious wife; and
the bright, careless faces of his little ones were
scarcely a relief. He had sought employment
of different jtersons, but had failed in obtaining
it. Now he felt that something must be done
to save his family from beggary. Desperate
circumstances often shari>en the inventive powAnd Matthew
er, and awaken the faculties.
Lincoln sat by his fireside in a desperate mood.
At length he ruse, and put on his hat, saving:
“Where there’s a will there’s a way! 1 ran
work, and 1 trill work,pay, or no pay! Idleness will kill me!”
He went into the street. Ilapidly he traversed the pavement, and at last st >p]>ed before
an immense building, which was yet unfinished.
“Good morning. Mr. Brown,” said he, as the
builder stepped toward him.
“You have the advantage of me,” replied
Mr. Brown.
“Yes, in one respect But you have the advantage of me in a more itnimrtant one. You
have work to do; I have not; aud I am here
to find it”
“I am really sorry to tell you that I have already more hands than I know what to do
with.”
Mr. Brown looked sorry. He was a kindhearted man, and, in the tumult of an active
business life, had contrived to keep the simple
feeling, and generous impulses, which we usually look for in the child. Hard, selfish,
grinding worldliness stood abushed in his pres-

—

Expressly

corrected for the Press to

Pearl

Bread.

Bread. Pilot p 100 lbs.
Bread, Ship.

Crackers per bbl.

Crackers, 4> 100.

uiunu,

m. natc

inc uuuain

ill

me

“Willingly,” replied Lincoln,
daylight in an opportunity

Butter, Family 4* lb.
Butter, Store.
Beans, Marrow 4* bush.

Beaus, Pea..
Beaus, Blue Pod.
Ca adles.

C'aal—(Ketmil.)
t oal, Cumberland p ton.
Coal Wliiteash.
Coal, Lehigh.
Coal, Fraiikiin.
Coffee.
Coffee, Java p lb.
Coffee, St. Domingo.
i otfve, Kio

do.

0

50
00
00
00

26 @ 264
22
22

104®

11

10]®

11

12 *q

12]

14 ®

14]

12]®
1 20

Sulphur.

Sal Soda.

Camphor,.

Tartar.

Logwood ex.
Magnesia.

Indigo, Manilla,
Madder.
fine.

Bhubarb.
Alcohol.
Fluid

Caqiphene.
Saltpetre.
Vitriol.

13

@ 1 30

03®
15 ®
17 ®

04
25
40
25

22 q
4 ®

4]

5p®

6
6
3 q
4
1 00 :w 1 05
35 q>
46
10]® 12
26*® 33
1 00 ® 1 60
16 (*
00
1 25 :a 1 30
62 ®
68
72 C
73
1 65 ® 0 00
10 ®
SO
12 ®
00

6®

Dyewsod*.
Harwood.
Brazil Wood.
Camwood.
Fustic. Cubs.

03
02

44

No. 10.

44

No. 10.
10 oz.
12 oz.

Shore.
Labrador.
Scaled p box.
No. 1
Mackerel 4* bbl.
Bay No. 1.
Bay No. 2.
Bay No. 3.
Shore No. 1.
2
44
3.
44
4.
44

4 4

4]
3]

q

00

®

06

2]

00
00
00
00
00

noue

Feathers.
Feathers, Live (ieese 4* lb.
Feathers, Russia.

Fish.
Fish, Cod large p quin.
small.
Fish,
Fish, Pollock.
Fish, Haddock, new.
Fish. Hake, new.
Herring, Pickled, p bbl.

12

24
49 ®
35 ®
48 ®
34 ®
29 q

Navy, Superior, No. 3.
Duck, U. S.

1]

®

03

DaarU.
Duck, Ravens,.
Duck. Portlaud, No. 3.

44

02
06
00

2]®

Bed Sanders.

Tent

2]

3]®

44

44

4]

®

11 ®

Sapan
Quercitron Bark.

44

4]®

1]®

44

44

00
00

02 q

Domingo.

Extract Logwood.
Wood.
Nic
Peach
44
Bed

44

2f®

1] q

Hvpernic.
Logwood, < ampeachy.
St.

13 ®
02

Ssvsuvills.
*•

60 ®
25®
3
2
2
1
1

65
45

50 ® 4 00
37 a 3 <0
25 q 2 50
25 a 1 75
00 ® 1 60

2 75

(*£ 3 00
none

2d q
12 ®

22
15

8 50 * 8 75
6 60 & 6 76
none

8 GO * 8 75
6 50 ® 6 76

44

noue

44

rrait.
Almonds—Jordan
lb
Soft Shell.
Shelled
Currants.
Citron.
Wfl. l’ea Nuts.

Figs, commou.
Elens.
Lemons, bx.

began to
dixplav his

Orange*.
Raisin*—

13 $
25 a)
00 g
32 g
2 25 g 2

16
9)
12
35
50

none

15 % 20
6 <0 g 0 00

6 00 g 0 00

Black.
Bunch, box.

latent talents; entirely undeveloped.

**

8 00 «10 00
3 20 « 3 40
3 60 <v 3 t»2
07 g
o»

8$g
4
4
5
6
6
5
4
6
6
8
5
6
6
6
4

3

10$

60 a 4
87 « 5
50 g 6
00 a 6
25 g 7
12$ n6
75 g 5
00 «- 6
00 a 6
50 a 6
00 «, 5
00 g 6
25 a 6
75 to 7
00 « 4
02 g
50 g 8

75
00
00
25

25
60
00
50
fio
75
25
25

75

86 'tt
88
go
^5
65 a
w
63 'g
65
60 a;
«2
17 On a 19 00
22 00 «24 00
17 00 v>20 00
80 00 « 85 00
4 10
6 60

a

.0

4 38
7 25

12 00 a ft no
13 00 g 15 00

ci.:_

•*

...

that there was a new sign hung out—Brown it
Lincoln.
Since that bold stroke for a livelihood. Mr.
Lincoln has experienced no difficulty. That
single eflbrt showed himself, as well as others,
the iron purpose he possessed. He is now one
of the ‘solid men’ of the city where he
resides;
solid, not only with regard to the gold in his
coffers, hut also witli respect to the
sterling
gold of character, which is priceless.
When people saw what heco-ild do, and how
he could do it, his services were not
only acceptable, but eagerly sought after. His' children inherit his qualities, and already more
than one of them has attracted tin- attention
and regard of those who can appreciate true
worth, joined, as in their cases, w ith undoubt-

ed talent.

M win unfit,
Molasses. < innfugo*.
Molasses, Cuba clayed.

28 S'
00 o
22 a
27 o

14
tart
Molasses,
44
Molaaaoa,
Muscotada,.
Molasses, New Orleans.
Portland Syrup.hhda
Nails.
••

•

**k

10
6
8
1

37j«

SM

00 a 12
00 a 7
00 a 0
54 a 1

00
00
00
60

Oakaak

Oakum, American.

Illuminat’g

oil

Machine.
Clarine.
Sperm Winter.
Whale, ref. Winter.
44

do
Portland extra Metis do.
Pork, extra clear.
Pork, clear.

Pork, mess.
Pork, extra do.
Pork, Prime.
Pork, lloms.
Pork, City .Smoked Hams.
Produce.
Bt'of p quarter, p lb.
Eggs. P dozen.
Potetoea, pbrl.
Apples, dried, p lb.
Chickens, Spring.
Lamb.
Turkics.
Geese.
Veal.
Pickles, p brl.
Rice.
Rice p lb.

0
9
8
8
7
2
2
8
8

00
00
75
25

@ 8 76
@
g 8 50

14
12
14
15
14
13
14
11

@ 1 66
<g 1 55
(g 6 50

00 @14 75
50 a 13 00
00 « 14 60
50 (a 16 00
00 @14 50
00 ^ 13 50
50 (a 15 00
00 gll 50
7
6] g
7 @
7J

5 @
124-g

7J

13
1 26 g 1 37
6
2fg
12 (g
15
7 (g
8
12 g
17
9
11
6
4tg
6 60 g 8 60

7

6Jg
40

46

g

5fg

6i

Salt.

Salt. Turk’s Is., p hhd. (8 bus.)....
Salt, Liverpool,.
Salt, Cadiz.
Sacks Salt.

44

Summer.
Grand Bank and Bay Chaleur....

Shore.
Linseed.
Boiled..
I*ard Oil.

Starch.
Starch, Pearl.
Starch, Potato.
Shot—p 100 lbs.
Soap.
Soap, Lcathc k Gore’s, Trowbridge
& Smith’s Extra No. 1 p lb.
Soap, Family do.
Soap No. 1.
Soap, Eagle No. 1.
Soap, Star.
Soap, Castile.
Soap, Crane's.

2 60 g 2 75
2 124« 2 374
2
2

12jg

37J

uone

20

9 00

g 9 50

16

p lb.
Cloves.
Ginger, (Race).
Ginger,(Africa).
Mace.

40 g
22 g
20 -g
20 g
65 a,
75 g
18 g
14

Nutmegs.
I’mx'r..

7|

Ill a,

lljg

11]

8id)

9
6

6f g

75 g 1 00
76 g 1 00
45 g
45 ,g

Bancn. cash.
Straits, cash.

38

65
60

vg

00

g

34j4

35}

9 75 @10 00
11 50 «12 00
7 75 a 8 00
31
40

•*

Baleing.
M

Hard, retail.
8oft,
Wnl.
domestic.
Pelts.
Zinc.
Pigs and slalw.
••

26 a,-

33
00
31
00

14^

14}

23

2 00
2 50
2 25

^
a)
a

@
a

.a

2 50
4 00
2 50

713

8J

30 (a) 0 33
75
33
1 60 g) 1 65
60 a)
63
58 a
60
17 00 « 18 00
16 00 (al7 00
90 «r
92
94 <tj
96
75
80

§

6 00 (it 6 25
4 00 & 6 00
42

a)

62}a

60
1 00

5}

6j®

Sheet Mosslmann.

Sheathing.
Exchaagr.
On London—60 days.
Paris.

8} a)

9
00

90
1

Amsterdam
Bremen, rix dollar.
New York—at night.

Philadelphia.
Baltimore.
St. Louis.
Cincinnati.

20
5
40

a

1 22

a

32}
40j

••

(g i dis
(tv
8

(g

j
9

0^2

dis
dis
dis

Daily Press is intended to be

The Portland

enterprising, vigorous and
Paper, containing the latest and
aud telegraph.

an

duty

of 10
per cent, is levied on al
imported direct from the place ol
or
growth
production.
ASHES.—10 per cent., ad val.
BUKAI>.—dl) |>er cent.
BL'ITEK.—4 p cent.
CANDLES.—Sperm and Wax, 8c.. Tallow, 2c., per

lb.

CHEESE.—4c f> lb.
COAL.—(Ketail.) From Br. Provinces, free, other
foreign Bituminous S1; all other kinds 60c per ton.
COFFEE.—6c per lb.
COK DALE.—Tarred 2}c
lb. Manila 2c I> lb, all

other 3e

Printing Office,

No. 82! EXCHANGE

Is a large, well-filled, carefully edited, and
neatly
printed weekly paper, intended specially for general
circulation throughout the State.

l-ox Block,

STREET,

Second Floor,

Politically,

the 1’rebr will

give an earnest, cordial,

and generous

support to the administration of Abraham Lincoln, who in little more than one
year, has
indellibly impressed himself upon the nation's heart
as an incorruptible
patriot, an inflexible Chief Magistrate, and an honest man; the ability of whose administration is most signally exhibited, not ronly in
the matchless operatious of our army and navy, but
in the unparalleled fact that, in the midst of this
gigantic rebellion, our Government securities are
selling at a premium. It will zealously labor to exhibit and defeud sound Republican principles, aud,
inasmuch as political organizations have become a
necessity in carrying into effect great principles of
political economy, and inasmuch as the Republican
party which, in the brief chapter of its history already
written, has successfully refuted the allegation of its
enemies that its

designs

and tendencies

were

sec-

generally

so

become infected with

disloyal

a

spirit, aud inasmuch as it is the only party which at
present seems competent to conserve the great principles underlying all free Governments, the Prehu
w’ill cordially sustain the organization of that party,
not with a design to foster a mere parti/an spirit, but

The

Proprietor* of the Portland Dailt Press
respectfully invite attention to their facilities for executing, in betutiful style, every description of

BOOK AND JOB PRINTING!

Their Establishment is furnished with all the
approved modern machinery, and their aasortment of

Book and

Fancy Types,

Is adequate to do any work demanded in this State.

Variety,

onlf available means of accomplishing such
lofty patriotism imperatively demands.
It will neither seek nor endorse any compromises
with men in rebellion against the laws of the land,
but will inculcate loyalty to the great central idea of
all true democracy—that the majority must govern.
Upon the exciting question of Domestic Slavery, it

national

events that

seem*

nor

BILL-HEADS RI LED AND Cl'T IN
THE NEATEST MANNER.

to

iiin

»»

me

general

harmony

Policies Printed and Bound for
Insurance Companies,

course

an

Deeds, Law Briefs, Equity Cases,
LAW DOOt'MEXTS executed with

And other

of act-

Bronze, Colored, and

printed,

year, id variably in advance. To any person sending
the names of five nrtc subscribers, cash in advance,
extra copy will be scut gratis.
A. Foster,
J. T. Cii.man,
N. A. Foster k
J. B. Hall.
)

J

Co., Publishers.

Portland. May 19, 1802.
The

undersigned cordially approve the enterprise

projected

in the

commend the

People

foregoing Prospectus, and earnestly
pajicr to the hearty support of the

new

of Maine.

May. 1802.
i.r.w

mi'

>

SAMI Kl. K.

AADur.ng,

SPRING,
NELSON DINGLEY, Jr.,
K. S. STEVENS.
N A. FAR WELL.
S P. 8TR1C ELAND,
El'GENE HALE.
R 11. KI LLER.

Anas,(nitric, oxalic,
for medicinal purr****** or line

and all others u*i*d
art*,) Aloes, Assafurtida,

Aniinonia, Cautlmridi**.
Gamboge. Ipecac, Jalap. Juniper Berries. Manna.
Quicksilver, Kliubaib, Sarsaparilia, Sponge*. Verdigris. Vanil'a Beans. 10 per cent, ad val.— llydriodafo
and Prussiate Potash, Peruvian Bark. 15 |>or cent. ad
val.—Citric Acid, Castor Oil, Cubebs, Essential Oils,
Kpsoin Salts, Isinglass. Flor Sulphur, Senna Arrow
Root, blue or white Vitro!, Ginseng. 26 per cent.—
Copper-as. 25c l> 100 lb.—Bleaching Powder*. 30c
lOi) fbs
Alum and Sajgo. 50c p> 10m tbs —Refined Borax. cliromate ami bichromate
Potash, Sugar of
Lead and Argo Is, 3c
tb.—Opium. $1 t> tb.—Balsams and
3i
4> cent.—Alum. Sal
Sulphate Quinine.

all other kinds of

<

ii

Woodbury,

u

T
E

HARMON,
WOODBURY,
BENJ KINGSBURY, Jr.,
CLEMENT PHINNEY,
DANIEL ELLIOT,

FRUIT.—Lemons, Orange*. Bananas and Plantains 20 t» cent, ad val.—Almonds 4c, and shelled do,
6c per tb—Nuts and Date*. 2c 4> lb—Currants, Figs,
Plums, Prunes and Raisins, 5c 4> tb—Citron 3u i>

Republican

Our

Styles

are

SHOP

EDWARD L. PICKARD.
JOHN I HULL.
CHARLES H OSGOOD.
HENRY L. PAINE.
HENRY P. LORD,
JAMES DOUGHTY,

A!tD

SORTS

ALL

OF'HAND

daw

Notice of Foreclosure.
TWOTlCEii hereby given, that the subscriber.

Sami.1 uel S. Webster. or Portland. In the County of
t umberland and State of Maine, claim, hv
mortgage
a certain tract of laud situated in
Falmouth, in Mid
County, bounded, beginning at the most southwesterly corner of laud now or formerly of Itoral Leighton. thence ca*terly and northerly by the same to laud
of John \\ Freeman. thence easferlv bv the same fo
land of Jeremiah Hall, thence
southerly and westerlv by Hie lime to land owned bv Jeremiah
Hobbs,
tlienee northerly and westerly by tlie same and land
of Philip < .amnion to the countv road, thence northerly by said road to the tirst bounds; containing seventeen acres more or less,
subject to tlie right of Jeremiah llnbbs or bis assigns tops— and
repassthrough
said premises,
said real estate having been conveyed
in mortgage to Samuel S. Webster and Mieali
Sampsoti bv Dependence lt. Furbish, bv
his deed of August 22, 1S55, recorded ill the Registry of Deeds lor
Cumberland County in bmjk MS, page tSfl; which
mortgage was duly assigned bv Mid Micah sampsou
to Samuel S. Webster. June 3). 1*2. as w ill
appear
by Hte assignment thereof recorded in said Registry,
to all of which records reference is to Itc had for a
more partiruiar description. The condition of said
deed of
is broken, and the sultscritter. assignee of said mortgage, bv reason thereof do claim
a foreclosure of saitl mortgage, and do herein uotilv
all parties interested of my claim to foreclose Mid
mortgage, oil account of the breach of Hie conditions
thereof.
Dated at Portland this llrsi dav of July. A D 1*2
juB—w3w*
SAM I, S. WKBSTKK.

THE BEST, MOST EXTENSIVE
AND VARIED

OREN RING.

Assortment of

ANTED—Convenient tenement* for the
two small families, in
respectable localities, and within ten minutes’ walk of the Post office. Kent not to
exceed from 9150 to 175 per annum.
Address Box 42. Post office, or annlv at the Counting Room of the Daily Press,Fox Block.

MW

Portland. Juno 23.

purchased at the lowest cash prices, to be sold at
trifling anvance.
We have also a large lot of

CLOTHS,

cent.

—

megs, 25c

lb.

SEEDS.—Linseed, 16c
Other kinds ftec.

bus; Canary, 10 f*cent.

SUGAR.—BelowsNo. 12 Dutch standard, including
Melado and Concentrated Molasses, 2Ac 4» tb: above
No. 12, not refined, 3c; refined, 5c
fb; when tinctured or colons!. 8c.
TEAS -20c p tb.

TOBACCO.—Leaves unmanufactured, 25; all other
kinds 30 4> ceut. ad val.
TIN.—In pigs, free; Plates, 10 4* cent, sd val.
TWINE —» 4> cent.
WOOL.—Coaatiug 18c D lb and under. 6 & cent;
under 24c
lb, 3c; over 24c
lb. 8c
lb.
ZINC.—In blocks or pigs, lc: in sheet*, IJc fr lb
Mnnuthctiirer* of, 30 |* cent, ad ml.
—

CASSIMERES,

MIXTURES,

SATINETS,

DOESKINS.
fee*, Jte.,

Either for Coat or Pants, ami in this line
at prices that can’t be beat.

SMALL RENT, of five or six
the business part of the city.
this office.

we

will sell

rooms, near

Enquire at

Ladies’ Sacks and Mantillas
Constantly ou hand,

W. CLARK,

and made to order.

OUR STOCK OF PRINTSj

-PEAI.KR IN-

BLEACHED OR BROWN COTTONS,
QUILTS, LINENS.
DAMASKS. FLANNELS,

ton.

SPICES.—(linger Root, 3c; Ground Ginger, 5c
Pepjver and Pimento, 6c.—Cloves, 8c: Cassia. 10c.—
Cassia Bud*, 15c.—Cinnamon, 20c.—Mace and Nut-

alwxyi be found >t

Just
a

distf

HALTED.

AND

SILVER STREET

...

ICE HOl'SE

ANI»

No. 32 EXCHANGE ST.,

PORTLAND,

Me.

rP“ All orders promptly attended to, and the
BEST QUALITY OF ICE delivered in any part of

the

city,

at the market rates.

2w

EATON HOARDING SCHOOL,

FOR
KENT’S HII.I,.

BOYS.

MONDAY, JULY

a 1st.

School, and the best of reference
given. "Please sent for a < ircular.
H. M. EATON & SON, Proprietors,
AMOS II. EATON, Principal.
LLEWELLYN A. LUCE, Assistant.
June 20th, 1862.
d2w
a

Every Variety of

Family

unsurpassed, and one can always find any article
in this liue, at about wholesale prices.
Wo have

a

J:»*f*.
or

US Milk Street.
(Thorndike Building.) Corner of Batterymarch St.,
Bonrov.

Sold in Portland by Emeky k Watuhocsr.

White

Patent Alarm

*

Sold at

Fa rmji's

Milk Stkeei

HACK MET AC KNEES. LOCUST TREENAILS. and a general variety

of Ship Stock.
Cargoca of Oak Timber and Hank furniahed to order.
M State St., Boa ton Wharf 150 Border 8t., E. Boetoa.

FAIRBANKS tfc BEARD,
WHOLESALE DEALER IN

ALE, PORTER, CIDER, SODA,

It it put up in bottle* of three different strength* with fall direrfiot •
using, ami sent by express, closely sealed, to all
parts of the country.
Price*.—Full strength. 210: Half Strength. *f>;
guarter Strength, |8per bottle.
il^BsinrHMr! This medicine is designed expressly for on*nxate Casks, which all other rem-

*

AND MINERAL WATER.
Howard Atiijinkum Building, Howard St.,
BOSTON.
DRAUGHT ALE AND PORTER.

BfJRNETT’S

edies of the kind have failed to cure; also that it it
warranted a.* represented in every respect, or the
price will he refunded.

A*

|

by mail promptly
pAuw/jr, aud direct

attended to.
to Dr. II. N.

June 23.

K ALLISTON,

Complexion has

admirably adapted

and is

no

equal.

It ia

to all unuatural condition*

skin; removing Tan, .Sunburn, Freckle*. Redn«ws and Roughness of the skin, Be.,
curing Chapped
llaads, and allaying the irritation caused by the bitea

of the

ed

Mosquitoes, and other annoying insects. Preparby Joseph Burnett k Co., Boston, and for tale by

all

dealers.

of

PREMATURE LOSS

OP THE HAIR,
Which is so common now-a-days. may be entirely
prevented by the use of Burnett’s Cocoaimb. It
ha.« been used in thousands of cases where the hair
coming out in handfulls, and has never failed to

wa«

anoat its

decay, and to promote a healthy and vigorgrowth. It is at the same time unrivalled as A
dn wing for the hair. A single application will rende» it soft and glossy for several days.
Prepared by
Joreph Burnett k Co., Boston, and for sale by sll
om

dealers.

NEW
CONNER

OF

PAINT

TORE.

WATER

CONGRESS ST.,

AND

BOSTON.

Akhnrl
Formerly

Wheeler, Afl,

ia Union

Street, Manufacturer aud Deal-

in

er

TAINTS OILS, VARNISHES,

PERCE WHATEVER.

Orders

Wash for the

a

distinguished for its cooling and soothing properties,

ty BEWARE OK IMITATIONS! Nr ie genuine
and warranted unless purchased directly of Dr. M
at hi* REMEDIAL ISSTIITTE
FOR sPE< IAL I
DISEASES. No. 2* L'nion Street, Providence, R. I.
Z yri.is speciality embraces all di*4-a<M>s of a pri- j
vate nature both of MEN and WOMEN,
by a regularly educated physician of twenty years' practice,
giving his whole attention to them.
\
onsultatious by letter or otherwise are strictly
confidential, and medicine* will be sent bv Express,
secure from observation, to all part* of the l uited
States. Also, accommodations for LADIES from
abroad wishing for a secure and quiet Retreat, with
g< k1 care until restored to health.
• Al'TION —It ha* been estimated that over two
hundred thousand dollars are paid to swindling
quack* annually, iu New England alone, without any
benefit to those who pay it
Most of this sum comet
ou! of a das* of persona who are the least able to lose
it. but once paid they ran never get it hark, and they
a;
compelled to suffer the wrong in likurr. not daring to expose tin* cheat for fear of r/wuwa themselves. All tUtcomet from trusting, *r:?hout inquiry,
to men who are alike destitute of honor, character,
ami ifkill. and whose only recommendation m their
own false and extravagant assertions, in praise of
th mse/res.
If. therefore, you would avoid heir.g
humbugged, take no man's word, no matter what his
it will cost
professions are. hut MAKE INgl IKY
you nothing, and may save you many regrets; for as
in nine cams out of ten are
advertising
boy us, there!* no safety in trusting any cf them, uule-* von know who and what they are.
i J^”Dr. M will send FREE, by enclosing one stamp
as above, a Pamphlet on DISEASE# OK WOMEN,
ai d on Private /diseases generally ; giving most fall
iu '‘.irmation, with the most undoubted references and
testimonials, without which tio advertising phvsiciau !
or medicine of thi* kind is
deserving of ARY CORrt-

P#

BROWN.

SHIP TIMBER AND PLANK

case.

Yt ur addrww
t** s. as above.

Wakeiioc*e, 11*

DIUU IS

failed

physician*,

Scale

Bustos, by
FAIRBANKS A

HFNRY JONES,

This celebrated Female Medicine,
virtue* unknown of anyof the kind, and
proviug
effectual after ail other* have
i* designed for both married ard
SIRGlb
a 1 >ik*. amt i« the
very bt *t
thing known for the purpose, a* it
will bring on the monthly *ickrk**
iu cases of obstruction. after all other
remedies of the kind have been tried
in vain.
trow 2000 BOTTLES have
now been told without a simile failure when taken a* directed, and without the least
injury to health in ary

■

Money Drawer.

CERTAIN PROTECTION AGAINST
THIEVES.

A

possessing
thing e!w

Write

Matti-

And Painter*’ Snpplioa

Generally,
Drags, Spoagea, Gang*,

ple

d&w2m

PAItASOLS,

chased from the llanuiba! A
THE

St.

Joseph

Railroad

Company a large tract of land in Northern Missouri,
adjoining the flourishing town of Hamilton, ( aidwell
County, for fanning ami manufacturing purposes,
and have divided their property into lots ami farms.
They are offered to subscribers in shares of 920 each.
Maps, with full information, can be had by calling on
EDWARD SHAW, Agent,
It'S Middle Street, Portland.
Utf

SIX-IMBBELLAS,

endless

variety

of of Small Articles

pertain-

ing to our business, all of which will be sold cheap
for cash, at

1ST. I.

Ivlitcliell’s,

137 MIDDLE STREET,-

MUZZEY HOW.

Jc23vo(ld& wtf
-—-

Howes’

pany.
AM

paid,

SUPERIOR

Sta-

CURE

Coujrk Fills,

D1ARK1KKA OK DYSENTERY
In persons of all ages, no mcdiciuc has ever come to
tin* know ledge of the public, that so effectuallt does
it work and at the same time leave* the bowels in an
active, healthy condition, as
C

LEM S SUMMER CURE.

That for Children Cutting Teeth, if troubled with
Diarrh<ea or any irregularities of the bowels, all other remedies are’iusigniflcant, as compared w ith

THE

That for Children troubled with ( anker in month
or stomach, or mother* suffering from nursing sore
mouth, a safe and speedy cure is effected by the hsc of

That for Coughs. Hoarseness am! Bronchial affections. there is no remedy extaut that so universally
affords relief as

That for a
Tains in the
is

remedy

Middle Street*

HOLDEN, Pretident.
Shaw, Secretary.
CHARLES

Kdwaku

Are now ready to supply every description of their
Machine Cut Filer, warranted su|x-nor to all othin use.
orrirc and rai e a room

NO.

34

KILBY

eod3m

STRKKT,

(Corner of Central.) Boston.

Tightness or Wheezing in the Chest,
side, or a long standing Hack, the beat

HOWE'S COUGH TILLS.

MOURNING GOODS,

FAMILY
2D

That «• an expectorant and ameliorating agent in
eases of Ththisic. Whooping Cough, and Coutirnnd
Consumption, the public have already rendered their
united verdict iu favor of

Winter Stott. Burton,

Established for the Sale of

MOURNING DRESS GOODS,
-HD—

HOWES’ COUGH TILLS.

MILLINERY EXCLUSIVELY.

CLEM’S SUMMER ( I KE is a pleasant, agreeable
decoctiou of Roots and Harks, aud contains not a

particle of Opium or Drug of any
does good, and never does harm.
THK1R WORKS YK SHALL

sort.

It

Bel

fast.

1‘ O 1* E,
AWholesale and Retail Dealer* la
WHITE

Maim.

WlLlutl.

J A M E S

KSOW THEM."

Hr*5old by Druggists aiul Merchants geuerallv.
HOWES 1 CO., Proprietor a.
iswGmuol

S. S.

always

G. C. Goodwin A Co., Boston, General Agent* for
New England. II. It. Ilav. Cortland, and B. K.
Bradbury, Bangor, (>enerml Agents for Maine.

property on
reliable com-

Those desiring insurance will do well to call and
ascertain the terms before insuring elsewhere.

June 23.

WHIPPLE

FILE MANUFACTURING CO.
er*

CLEM’S 8UMMER CURE.

upon which six premiums have been
renewed annually free of premium to the
holder.

102

MACHINE CUT FILES.

CLEM’S SUMMER CURE.

policies

Office

1_

the concurrent testimony of many sufferers, the
lfcct has been established, that for the curt* of

OAK

AND HACKMETACK 8HIP TIMBER,
White Pine Timber for
tories.

Wharves. Bridges and Fac-

Also Southern line

Floorings

on

hand and

worked to order.
92 Statr

are

policy

GLUES.

AM*—

By

By

Company.

continue to insure
as those of any

Company
terms
favorable
THIS

SUMMER
—

P O II T I, A N l)

Mutual Fire Insurance

as

MISSOURI LAND COMPANY have pur-

CLEMS’

invalids !

HOWES’ COUGH TILLS.

SKIRTS. HANDKERCHIEFS, BUTTONS,
EMBROIDERIES. LINEN BOSOMS,
GLOVES, HOSIERY,
an

louiMjf

large assortment of

HOMESTEADS FOR $20.

June 28.

Coal. Railroad, Platform. Counter. prugand Hutclier’s Scales; Beams, Weirht* ke
sale at our W are bouse,

MATTISON'S INDIAN KMMKKAtiOCS UE.

I>r.

VARIETY:

A COMPLETE

Hay.

as

THE GREAT INDIAN REMEDY
FOR FEMALES.

House-Keeping Goods,

Is

And

HEADFIELD, ME.

f Illl R SEC< )N D (^CARTER of the Summer Session
X of this Institution will commence

This is
can be

experience

junc21d4m

127 MIDDLE ST.

8.

IRON.—Pig and Scran, 86: Bar, rolled or ham$15; Railroad $12; Boiler $20 f* ton; Sheet

LEATHER—30 *> cent.
LEAD.—Pig lie l> tb
LIME.—10 p cent, ad val.
MOLASSES —Oc p gal.
NAILS.—Cut lc. Wrought 2c, Assorted 3c p tb.
NAVAL STORES.—Turpentine, Rosin, Pitch. Tar,
20
cent, ad val.; Sp. Turpentine 10 cents *> gal.
OAKUM.—Free.
OIL.—Sperm, Whale, and other Fish oils, of Foreign Fisheries: Neats foot, Linseed, Hcmpseed and
Rapeseed, 20 per cent; Olive in casks, Palm. Seal, and
Cocoanut 10, olive Salad 30 per ceut. ad val.
PAINTS.—White Lead, dry or ground in Oil and
Red Lead, 2 l-2c per tb; Litharge and Oxide of Zinc,
2 1-2«* p tb: Prussiau Blue 10c—Varnishes, Vermillion,
Chrome Yellow, Venetian Red 20—Spanish Brow n,
dry, 20; in oil, 9) 4* cent, ad val—Yellow and other
Ochre*, 35c per 100 tbs— Pari* White, dry, 85c, in oil,
$1 .35; Whiting 25c p 100 tbs
PLASTER.—Free.
PROVISIONS.—Beef and Pork lc—Lard, Bacon
and Ham* 2c—Butter and Cheese 4c V tb
KM E —lc 4> tb
SALT.—In bulk 12c, and in bags 18c D 100 His.
ST A KCH .—20 D ceut.

(JfThose
iM

Scale* are still mannfWetured
on/!/ by the original inventors, wbo
are constantly adding such real ttnd
rntuabU improermentg as their
long
and skill suggest.

—A3tt>—

me red,

$25

SCALES.

by

We have in store the roost extensive stock of

accommodation of

D.

Dry Goods,

can

N. I. MITCHELL’S,

Portland.-

TENEMENTS WANTED.

M

Ever brought into the citjr,

City Cnmmitte of

WILLIAM GRAY,
JOHN M STEVENS,
AUG. F. GER1SII.
FRANCIS E PRAY,
WM. II PLUMMER.

FAIRBANKS

for

BILLS.

Fortland, June 26, 1*2.

Com.

Republican

w5wl

PREMIUM STANDARD

Dyspepsia,

BILLS, PROGRAMMES,

Cumberland Co.

Rep.

Jane 23.18®.

of this medicine is most wonderfhl—it
acts
upon the bowels and blood, by removing
ail obstructions from the internal orgaus,
stimulating
th»*m into healthy action, renovating the fountains or
life, purifying the blood, cleansing it from all humors
ami causing it to course through every part of the
body; restoring the invalid to health and usefulness.
They cure and eradicate from the system. Liver Complaint, that main wheel of so many disease*. Jaundance iu its worst forms, all Billions Diseases and
foul stomach.
Costiveuess. all kinds of IIum» rs. Indigestion, Headache. Dizziness,
Piles, Heartbarn, Weakness. Pains in the side and bowels. Flatulency, Loss of appetite, and a torpid or diseased Liver, a disordered Stomach or bod blood, to which all
are more or less subject in
Spring and Summer.
More than 2U.OOO
persons have been cured br this
dicine. It is highly recommended by
everywhere. Try It and you will never regret it.
Sold
all dealers in Medicine everywhere at only
25 and 38 cents per bottle. Orders addressed to
GEO. C. GOODWIN k CO., Boston.

unsurpassed.

mortgage

State

Committee.

LUKE BROWN,
O. G. COOK,

ad val.

(•RAIN—Corn and Oatafftc; Kve and Barley 15c;
and Wheat 20c per bush.
From Br. Provinces’ free.
G KIN DST( »N ES.—Rough—Free.
GUNPOWDER.—30 p cent, ad val, per cask of 25
tb*.
HIDES k SKINS.—10 $> cent, ad val.
HOPS.—10 4> cent.

w hich are so romto act iu coucert, and assist Nature in

WEDDING AND ADDRESS CARDS

—

lb.—Morphine,

as

Executed in tutc to suit the most futidioos.

en-

tilled with the news of the week, and original and selected Political, Agricultural,
Literary and
Miscellaneous reading, making it specially adapted to
the Family Circle, will be issued weekly, at #1.50
per

Langley’*

Printing,

tirely new type, on a sheet as large as that of any
daily in Maine, and issued every morning, (Sundays excepted.) at S5 per annum. Subscriptions for
and well

SUMMER MEDICINE,

Dandelion,

a

less than sjx mouths, $0 cents per month.
The Maine State 1*keap, large, neatly

AND

J

energies

printed with

Clrenlar’

Portland.
jull—d& w3m3

Sar»«p»rill«. Wild < herrr. Yellow
COMPOSED
Dock, Prickley Ash, Thoroughwort, Rhubarb,
Mandrake.
he., all of

It will 1m* the aim of its conductors to make

The Portland Daily Preps is

Out bottle warranted toeure ever, cue of Plica; two
bot let* in all other cue* ofthe above
rii,eaten; if rot
dea er* are rr*|Ucstcd to reftind the money in
every
caee.
Duly Bve bottle* in a thousand returned, and
thoe were confirmed Fistula. Hundred* of
letter*
am; certificate* are now in the
proprietor * r-rn i.m
wh.ch can be neen on
application. Bend for
Prepared by HKSrY D. FOWLE, chemist, n
I ri tee street. Boston.
Bold everywhere.
Certiff.
cates with each b<*ttle.

BY THE THE Of THE

GREAT SPRING

given to the Commercial and Maritime

to the work before them, and labor to
paper as the city of Portland, the State
of Maine, and the exigencies of the time’s demand—
oft* that shall be true to the popular instincts.

*!^P>ING. BUND, and ITCHING PILES,
LF.PKOSY. SCKoFCLA. SALT RIIEC1I
AND DISEA8B0 OF THE SKIN.

I COPYRIGHT SECURED.]

indispensable institution of the State, and

make such

TH* BELT ai-KE CITES

For

DUpatch.

a geuial and welcome visitor in every work-shop, counting-house. and family circle. The Editors, not unknown to the people of Maine, will give their undivi-

ded

or

FC WLE’8 PILE AND HUMOR CURE.

Physicians

political department, the Press will
earnestly devoted to the advancement of the best
interests of the city and State. Its I,ocal Department will in no case be neglected.
Particular atteninterests.

(

me
am the

engaging elsewhere. Reoriginator of the 25 cent package 'Stationery, and also V E Agent for H. H. fiord
A ( o s celebrated Maps and Charts, and J. C.
Battre'a
Hue Steel Engraved Portraits. Withal, it ma
bo
safi ly said, that I have the best assortment of tho
most saleable articles for the times that can
bo found
For Srthahn. xlrtre** B. B.
Rl SHELL. 515 Washington Street. Boston.

member that I

directly

TAGS PIERCED WITH HOLES & GLUTEXED
WHEN DESIRED.

Aside from its

it

AGENTS.

ages

The eff»*ct

be

tion will be

WANTED!
about to

engage in the sale of 35 cent packof
THOSE
Maps, harts,
Portraits,
Stationery.
should write to
before

Health and Strength Secured,

pounded

for the

to encourage unity of purpose and
ion among all loyal men.

StreX.

a

eradicating disease.

Press, and intending that, alike in
war and in peace—in our country’s peril and in its
triumph, it shall speak with no uncertain voice, we
do not lose sight of the fact that true incn have honestly differed, and that, coming by different routes
they now find themselves travelling parallel roads;
and. Instead of waking to w iden the differences between those who are required by a common patriotism to act in concert, the Press will labor
hopefully

lb.

FISH.—Per 100 tb foreign caught;
Herring 81;
Mackerel 82; Salmon 83; and all other pickled in
brls. $1 50 p brl.—otherwise 50c per 100 lbs. From
Provinces free.

Hughes ha*
attention to
certain class. During his practice he
has treated thousands of cases, and iu no instance
has he met with a failure. The remedies are
mild,
ami there is no interruption of business or
change of
diet. Dr. Hughes is in constant attendance from 8
in the morning until 10 at night, at his
office. 6 Temple street. Charges moderate, and a cure guarantees!
in Mil cases.
Separate rooms, so that no one will be
seen but the Dr. himself.
His remedies cure disease
when all other remedies fail; cures without
dieting,
or restriction in the habits of the
patient: cures without the disgusting and
sickening effects of most other
remedies; cures new cases m a few hours ; cures without the dreadful consequent effects of
mercury, but
is sure to annihilate the rank and
poisonous taint
th«( the blood is sure to absorb, unless the
proper
remedy is used. The ingredients are entirely vegetable. and no injurious effect, either
constitutionally or
can
be
caused
them.
locally,
by using
DUNG MEN, who are troubled with seminal
weakness, generally caused by bad habits in youth,
the effects of which are pain and dizziness in the
head, forgetfulness, sometimes a ringing iu the ears,
weak eyes, etc., terminating in
cousumptiou or inif neglected, are speedilv and permanently
cured.
All correspondence strictly confidential and will be
returned if desired. Address
DR J. B. HUGHES,
No. 5 Temple Street, (corner of Middle).
a

of

BA5I-CIKI8, MITES, All BILLS OF LAMS.

swe*ep from existence

announcing

communication* should be directed tn R
CHEESE, 1K Bromtiefd Street, Boat on.
Nor*. Person* wishing to inveatigate thia
method
of | ractiee. or it* superior success, will be
fumiMbed
with a pamphlet descriptive of treatment, free
hr
addressing U. GREENE, M. D., 3B Bromfldd
Boston.

ROOT AND SERB BITTERS.

attempt to resist the tide of

destined

pCT,on*,n
MAM

delicacy.

OT*Send stamp for Circular.

"f »•>"*■ afflicted with com®ahonld immediately avail themaelvca
personal attention
at the office, or
by mail, free o«
Cireeno will be at the office from 8 A
M to 1

Bj

Infirmary.

CONSULTATIONS —Dr.
PRIVATE
lor
number of years confined his
of

Dr.

legal

institution which is the

,r™"?,h»*ln« '.*'“‘■7’

Eetabliehed for the treatment of thone dineatet in
b dh seres, requiring Expe rience, Skill, Honor and

diseases

country with full

BUY ME AND I’LL DO YOU GOOD !”

sanc-

greatest anomaly in a free
government. The emancipation of slavery in the
federal Capital, the co-operation of the Federal with
the loyal State governments, to secure gradual emancipation, as proposed by President Lincoln, and all
other constitutional measures looking to a peaceful
removal of our greatest "moral, political and social
evil," will find in the Fresh a generous aud hearty
support.
an

sent

directions.

*roat variety of ordlt ary
by Medicine which

a

»ucee**fullv treated
to any part of the

^C.m.tdUUon

PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

meu, it will neither apologize for an
constitutes the foulest blot upon our

character,

are

DR. Ill CiHE.V

fords the

as a

may be

sanity

Business Cards of Every
Style and Cost

Complaint*, and

Disease*

of Pr. Greenes

in the full couiciousuess that it embodies the true
principles upon which our government rests, and afresults

corner

I en.ale

f>K HUGHES.
of Middle, 1'ortiand.

Eclectic Medical

and to

State.

R.

B.—LADIES desiring may consult one of their
own sex.
A iady of experience iu constant attend*llce
jull—3m

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Both of the above named papers will labor to
no dictatorial spirit, sound political prin-

promote the material interests of the
State, and of the City of Portland as itt interests
twine with, aud arc inseparable from, those of the

Dat, Pra’t. Ret P Maaox, l ire Preft.
Greeks, M D„ Superintending Phytician.
Tti* Institution wu established for the cure of Dta“pon the principle* or innocent medication, entire], discarding the nse of Poisonous
Drug*.
Matte dtoctmaa,awch »» Scrofula, tlumora of
tho
Blood, Disease* of the Throat and Lung*. Dyspepsia,
Liter Complaint. Heart
Complaint, Rheumatism,
R*v. N.

N.

inculcate, in

ciples

OFFICE 38 BRUMFIELD ST., BOSTON.

Ladies who
need a medical adviser, to call at Ids rooms. No.
6 Temple Street, which they will find
for
arranged
their esiH-cial accommodation.
Dr. 11. a Eclectic
Medicine* arc unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue iu
regulating ail
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief iu a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable in all cases of obstructions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and mav be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Bent to any part of the country with full directions,

by addressing
No. 5 Temple Street,

ADVERTISEMENTS.

INDIAN MEDICAL INSTITUTE.

Infirmary.

TO THE LADIES.
HUGHES particularly invites all

DR.

POWER

fullest

THE MAINE STATE PRESS

AM> ill r->.—l er nv

Soda and Soda Asli Ac © lb —Bi Carb Soda. Caustic
Soda. Liquorice Root, 1 c 4» lb, and ground do 2c
tb. Liquorice Paste, 5c 4> lb.—Refined Camphor
and Cream Tartar, 6c f> lb —Tartaric Acid, Tartar
Emetic, Rochelle Salts, Gum ( opal, and others gums
or resinous substance* used for same purpose* as (.urn
( opal, 10c p tb —Roll Brimstone, 86 D ton.—Oil
81 |> or.—Alcohol, 4oc
Cloves, 70e f>
D gal.—All other descriptions quoted, free. Chicory
Root, lc |> tb
I)Y EWim>DS.—Free.
DUCK.—25 P cent, ad val.
FEATHERS —30
cent, ad val.

Eclectic Medical

BOSTON

Renovating

Book and Job

Daily Morning
news by mail

live

an

RATES OF DUTIES.
An additional
merchandise not

STEAM

JOSEPH B. HALL, of the Aroostook Herald.

proposed

48
w
41
33 g
36
46 g
61
41 g
43
33 a)
38
43 n
63
78 ® 1 00

Sail.

Coach Varnish.
Damar Varnish.

9
10
10
11
11

lljg

j>ds.

Hemp

8|

8* g
104 g
9* g

43

India.
Vnrniah.
Furniture Varnish.

JOHN T. GILMAN, recently of the Bath Times,

evil which

7]g

5’s and 10’» best brands.
6's and 10’* medium.
6’s and 10’* common.
half pds. best brands
half
medium good.
half |»ds. common.
Natural Ix*af, nds.
Fancy, in Foil.

••

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS

_MEDICAL.

BY

rights of loyal

none
none

Konfih.

Twine.
Cotton
Flax

EDITED

may be proper to say. that while the Prkas will
tion no interference with the constitutional or

71

Tea*.
Tea, Hyson.
Tea, Young Hyson.
Tea, Oolong.
Tea, Souchong.
Tobacco.

C.
X.
Coke.

42
23
21
21
70
80
20
15

2 00 g 2 12J
7 }n
8
3 00 <t 3 25
2 50 a 0 00
3 00 g 3 25

Sugar.
Sugar, Portland A.
A A.
Sugar,
Sugar,
Yellow.
Sugar, Extra Yellow.
Sugar, Muscovado.
•*
in bond.
Sugar,
Sugar, Havana Brown.
White.
Sugar,
Sugar. Coffee Crushed.
Sugar, Crushed.
Sugar, Granulated.
Sugar. Powdered.
Tallow.
American refined.

Plates—
Char. I.
1

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS:

have

Cassia

Canary.

MISCELLANEOUS.

or THE

tional, and triumphantly vindicated its claim to a
just and liberal Nationality, has remained steadfast
in its devotion to the Union wltfle other organizations

Spice*.

Pimento.
Seed*.
Herd*Gras*..
Western Clover.
R<il Top.
Linseed.

PROSPFJTUS

and

25 g 2 75
25 g 2 76
25
25

1 00
1 60
6 0q

Kura, Portland distilled.
Saleralu*.
Saleratus p lb.

SOAP.—30

Naval Stores.

Tar.
l’it<*h.
Kosin.
Turpentine *> gal.

33
25
221
30

184bbls21
3

Oil.
Portland Kerosene

Portland

inn

44

gentlemen separated. That job
and many others were faithfully performed under the superintendence of Mr. Lincoln,-and
the result was. that after a year’s efficient lalior, he became so necessary to tin- business,

Litharge.
Lead.
Plaster.
Per ton Soft.
Hard.
Ground.
Provision*.
Chicago Mess Beef..
Ked

2$
75

44

two

Portland Lead, in oil.
Lewis Lead,
Boston Lead,
French Zinc.
American Zinc, '*
Hochelle. Yellow.
Knr. Yen. Ked.

00
25

nauK you. Mr. urowu.
Slaughter Hides.
5 ?S}
g
‘Mr. Harris, who has charge of things here,
Call Skins.
09 a
lo
will direct you this week, and then perhaps
Calcutta Cow—Slaughtered.
1 $1 n ] 70
Green salt.
soinothiug else will uomc up.’
1 16 a 1 26
Mr. Brown had an idea iu his head: an idea
90 a 1 00
Dry.
75 «
Sheep Celts, Green.
90
that never would have got there, had he not
Peita, Dry.
40 &
Sheep
70
a
Christian
heart. Two days la-fore,
possessed
llap*.
lie had received a liberal offer to undertake
First Sort, 1861.
15 Q
16
the erection of a large and elegant public hall
i Iran.
in a neighboring city. The difficulties in the
Common.
2* a)
00
Refined Iron.
3J <r 00
way of accepting the offer were so great, that
Swede.
06 $
51
he had considered them insurmountable, anil
61 a
06
Norway
had promptly declined it. But if Mr. Lincoln
Cast Steel.
17 ^
18
were so capable as Ids work seemed to iudieate,
German Steel.
11 «.
121
he wasjust the man to scud as sujierintendent
14 a)
English 1411st. Steel.
15
Spring.
7 ty
81
of tlie job. He made inquiries of several, upon
Sheet Iron, English.
5I
6i-aj
whom he might depend, as to Mr. Lincoln's
Sheet Iron, Russia.
16 «
18
character for integrity, and becoming satisfied
Sheet iron, Russia, im’t.
114 a, I2j
l.n rd.
upon this point, he took the cars and in a few
Barrel, |> lb.
81 iy
81
hours was at Lyell, examining plans and estiKegs, V lb.
83^ 9
mating expenses. With a great deal of care,
.eat
I
her.
after his return, he again examined specimens
New York, light
19
21
of Mr. Lincoln's work, and was amply satisfied.
nid. wta.
21 a
24
When Saturday night came, Mr. Brown de20 a
heavy.
24
44
slaughter.
24 a
26
layed paying Lincoln, until all the other workAmerican Calf Skins.
60
th
70
men had left.
Then he asked him to come
Slaughter Wax leather.
16 g
pj
down to ids office that evening.
I .end.
We may imagine the relief Sdt by the wife
American Pig.
100 lb.
7 75 S 8 00
of Lincoln, when she knew that regular em“.
7 75 a 8 00
Foreign
Sheet and Pipe.
9 00 g 9 26
ployment was insured to her husband, it was
I .amber—From the yard.
a real pleasure to see her face.
And all the
Clear Pine—No. 1.$38 00 d00 00
clouds seemed flung away before the rising sun
No. 2. 34 00 (aXX) 00
of prosperity.
No. 3. 24 00 aOO 00
When Mr. Lincoln entered the office of Mr.
No. 4.
14 00 (gOO 00
Lumber.
12 00 a 14 00
the
Shipping
latter
Brown,
instantly produced drawings
10 00 «12 00
of the hall, and asked Ills opinion
Spruce.
upon various
Hemlock.
8 00 a 10 00
points connected with architecture. His reBox Shooks, (cash).
45 «,
60
Clapboard*. S extra. 13 00 a 15 00
plies were given with so much simplicity and
r
30 00 «32 00
clearness, that Mr. Browu said:
2 60 a 8 00
Shingles, Cedar, extra.
’I think, Mr. Lincoln, that you will suit me,
No. 1.
2 00 ,1 2 25
if you will take charge of this work. It will
extra pine.
2 50 a 3 75
be a profitable one, in proportion as it is well
1 15 a 1 20
Laths, Spruce.
Pine.
1 37 a 1 62
If
it
is
not rightly conducted, there
managed.
Red Oak staves
20 00 a.35 00
can la- a great deal of
Mol. Hhd Shooks k Heads, city...
money lost.’
2 lo a 2 121
**
44
‘1 do not wish to urge myself Into this
2 00 « 2 12]
«ug.
posi44
•l”
1 40 ;a 1 65
tion. Mr. Brown, hut this 1 may say, that no
country
Green sawed, without headiug,
1 00 a 1 <I6
care or faithfulness on my pari shall' be want1 10 a> 1 16
i>ry Riff..
ing.’
20 00 a 22 *J0
Hoopa
llackmetack Timber.
tun
‘Very well; we will consider the matter set8 00 a 10 00
tled. Can you leave town next Momlav ?’
Lime.
Lime. Rockland, cask.
•Ves.’
C5 Q
70

The

3Jg

3 00
4

WomI.

Blue, cask.

11

a

Ground Butter Salt.

Alum.
Aloes.
Arrow Boot.
Borax.
Hmii’-toue (roll.).
Bi Csrb. Soda.

ream

8
0
0
0

none.

Drugs and Dyes.

<

9

21 ®
21 ®

Russia.
Manilla

bbl.

9]

8 25 (*
7 00 ®
7 00 ®
7 00 ®

Cordage.
Cordage. American.
Cordage, Russia.
Cordage. Maui!Is.

Cement—per

00

8 4 {§)
8®

Coffee. Mocha.

Iloltrope,

11]

11 ®
36 ®

Cheese.
cheese, Vermont p lb
Cheese, New.

leaver.
Dates.
I'ruues.
In a few honrs the days work was completed,
Flour—Cortland inspection.
and Matthew Lincoln wended his way home,
Flour, Suj»erfine.
leeling that he had shown what he was worth,
Flour, Fancy.
to say tile least. He hoped he had fouud
Flour, Extra.
i
steady employment. At all events a few days
Flour, Family.
would decide.
Flour. Extra Superior.
Western extras.
The next morning, Mr. Brown was again at
faucy.
the building, and entered one of the halls, his
suj)erior.
Ohio extra.
eye was at once attracted by the exquisite taste
and tltness of a portion of "the previous day's
family.
Canada super No. 1.
work.
faucy.
‘All! who did this ? It is beautifully done.'
extra.
‘Lincoln, the new hand.’
superior extra.
Rye Flour.
‘Lincoln ? He went to work, then ?’
Buckwheat Flour 4> lb..
‘Did you not hire him ?’
Corn Meal.
‘No, but 1 shall. He will be worth a great Grain.
deal in my business.'
Bye.
Mr. Brown stood a long time, admiring the
Oats, a.
South Yellow Corn.
workmanship displayed by Matthew Lincoln.
Corn. Mixed
There was more than admiratiou expressed in
Barley.
his countenance. He seemed to be revolving
Shorts
tou.
some plan in his mind.
Fine Feed.
When Lincoln came
in. with his energetic step, and intelligent | Grindstoarn.
Grindstones, Rough, |> ton.
countenance, he stepped forward to meet him.
Grindstones, Dressed.
and offered his hand.
Gunpowder.
‘Good morning, Mr. Lincoln! You see I
Blasting.
know your name this time, and I may as well
Rifle and Sporting.
say that I intend to familiarize myself with it. : Hay.
You may consider yourself regularly
Hay |> net ton. Screwed.
employed.'
Hay. Loose.
were

14

2 50 (* 2 75
3 00 (« 3 25
2 75 ® 3 00

lb.

Caudles, Mould
Candles, Sperm

■kill.
All the job needed w as a little more taste and
Intellect than tne one who had it in hand
seemed to possess; or if he possessed them

they

17

Beans.

who
to

8 75 a 4 00
8 25 q 8 60
40
35 ®

Butter.

time?”
see

4 75 @ 5 00

15 @
12 ®

2 GO

Palais.

9.

4* bbl.
@
6]
6
Ashes, Pot.
6®
Apples.
Apples, (ireen 4> bbl. $4 60 ® 6 00
6 ®
7
Apples, Sliced 4* lb.
6 q
6
Apples, Cored P p.
2 ®
3
Apples, Encored p lb.
A*In1*

44

•ui.

world. And I have a family to provide for.
I know that I can work well; that you would
not complain of my work.
Aud I am bound
to work, whether any one will employ me or
not. as you will. But I must do something.”
“I like your determination,” said Mr. Brown,
“and do from my heart wish I could employ a
hundred more men. But it is impossible.”
“You needn't employ me. I am going to
work on my own account.”
Mr. Brown was hurriedly ealied away, and
Matthew Lincoln entered the building. lie
found an acquaintance engaged upon a difficult piece of work, who, as soon as he saw him,
called out:
“Here, Lincoln, you’re just the one to help
%me out of this dilemna I've thought of you a
dozen times to-day. Will you help me a short

July

Ashes.

crying

ence.

Onion*
per bbl.
do Ik'rmucla p lb.

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.

1 60 (g 1 60
1 fio g 1 70
1 06 p 1 12

Timber Docks

Street, (cr

corner

of K and

stairs

)

First 8U., Boston.

Notice.

]

PROPOSALS will be received bv the Commit!
on

Streets, Side-Walks aud

Engineer's office, until Tuesday

Bridges,

the Hth

at

*e

the Civil

day of«July

for the removal of the Tiles or Dolphiu* iu the
Harbor off Victoria Wharf.
S. W LAKRABEE. ( hairman.
Other dalie* please copy.
Jc*25t(l

iv xt.

Book, Card & Fancy Printing,
NEATLY EXECUTED

AT THE OFFICE OF THE PRESS.

